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The University of Waikato is a world-ranked university with internationally recognised qualifications, 
highly sought-after graduates and academics who are leaders in their fields. 

One of our subjects – Education – is ranked 46th in the world while four others – Modern 
Languages, Economics and Econometrics, Law and Computer Science and Info Systems – are ranked 
in the top 150 in the world in the latest QS Subject Rankings, which assess nearly 800 universities 
around the world on the quality of 30 subject areas, and the University of Waikato continues to 
increase its rankings every year. 

The University of Waikato has a friendly and welcoming atmosphere, with campuses located in 
Hamilton and Tauranga. Hamilton’s beautiful, 65-hectare campus, with its lakes, gardens, trees and 
playing fields has an important role in our student experience, as does our coastal marine field 
centre in Tauranga. 

The University is close to great beaches, outdoor activities, sports venues, Lake Karapiro for rowing, 
kayaking and other water sports, and the mountains of the Central North Island for winter snow sports.

Wherever our students study, they are supported through excellent pastoral care, student support 
services, small class sizes and easy access to academics. The most recent International Barometer 
Survey in 2013 showed how popular the University of Waikato is with international students.  
The survey showed that 82% of respondents said they would recommend the University to others, 
and more than 90% said they were satisfied with their Waikato experience.

Adding to the Waikato experience is our drive to provide a rich learning environment for our 
students. We have world-class facilities on campus, including the state-of-the-art Gallagher 
Academy of Performing Arts, our award-winning Student Centre, and the soon to be completed  
Law and Management building. 

The University of Waikato’s commitment to Māori is part of our distinctiveness. We are well-known  
for our bicultural approach in teaching and research and our respect for other cultures. We encourage 
our international students to take advantage of the cultural (and sporting and social) opportunities 
on offer while they are part of the University of Waikato family.

This University is characterised by its pursuit and support of innovation and leadership. In 2013, 
we opened New Zealand’s first cyber-security lab and delivered New Zealand’s first Massive Online 
Open Course (MOOC). 

These qualities, coupled with our unique campus experience, make the University of Waikato an 
ideal place to study. By enrolling here, you can be assured of a world-class and supportive learning 
environment for an international education that will help you reach your career and life goals.

We look forward to welcoming you on campus in 2016.

Professor Neil Quigley 
Vice-Chancellor and President

Kia ora and welcome to the University of Waikato. This Prospectus is intended to help guide you to your next step in  

higher education.

Welcome from the Vice-Chancellor
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Why Study in New Zealand

New Zealand is an English-speaking country in the South Pacific, approximately 2,000 kilometres east of Australia. 

New Zealand consists of two main islands with several smaller ones. With a population of only 4 million people,  

New Zealand is spacious and uncrowded. 

New Zealanders have a worldwide reputation for being 
innovative and adaptable. By global standards, New Zealand may 
seem small and far away, but New Zealanders have turned that 
into an advantage – we are resourceful all-rounders who love a 
challenge and strive to find creative solutions when obstacles or 
challenges arise. 

We are well-known for having one of the world’s leading creative 
industries, with design and effects company Weta Workshop 
working on award-winning film projects such as The Lord of the 
Rings, King Kong, Avatar and The Hobbit. We are also pioneers of 
agriculture and agricultural science – the dairy industry is one of 
New Zealand’s biggest export earners, and the country boasts a 
core of agricultural scientists and technicians who are constantly 
at the leading edge of scientific research in bio sciences and life 
sciences. We also have strengths in sustainability and influence 
international thought in a range of fields and industries.

New Zealand was voted World’s Best Country in The Telegraph 
Travel Awards 2014 for the third year running. With a range of 
experiences and destinations for you to experience – including 
14 national parks, volcanic and geothermal landscapes in 
Rotorua and Ruapehu, glacial valleys and alpine lakes on the 
South Island’s West Coast and rare and unique wildlife – it’s 
easy to see why New Zealand is such an attractive and action-
packed place to visit. 

New Zealand is a multicultural nation with Pacific, Asian, 
African and European people all making up a diverse and 
vibrant culture. The indigenous Māori culture holds a special 
place in New Zealand, and provides a rich experience for visitors.

The quality of education in New Zealand is ranked highly by 
world standards. When you study in New Zealand you learn from 
world-leading academics while living in a beautiful environment 
with stunning scenery. You can challenge yourself both through 
your studies and by exploring what New Zealand has to offer. 
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Why Study at Waikato

We understand the need for a world-class education that 
provides you with a full and dynamic university experience.  
We prepare our students to be future leaders who are ready to 
take on the world’s challenges. We are pushing the boundaries 
to enable you to be great at those things that the world is 
going to need. 

ABOUT WAIKATO

The University of Waikato is located in Hamilton city within  
the Waikato region in the heart of New Zealand’s North Island. 
The Waikato region is fast developing as a centre for high-quality 
research and is home to innovative and agile businesses.

A degree from Waikato will set you up for where the world is going. 

At Waikato, we pride ourselves on being research-led and a  
high-performing university. Our students learn from award-
winning lecturers and world-leading researchers at a world-
ranked university. 

Our University is truly diverse, which gives vitality to the  
campus and a greater understanding of the needs of 
international students. There are also several services on  
campus that cater specifically to students who come from 
overseas to study at Waikato. 

Once you decide to study with us, you will become part of  
the friendly, welcoming Waikato community. 

Top Reasons to Study at Waikato

There are so many reasons why the University of Waikato is a great place to study that we didn’t have the space to list 

them all, so here is a snapshot of some of the top reasons: 

ULTIMATE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Waikato is a great place to be a student. With four on-campus 

Halls of Residence and over 40 University social clubs you will 

be right in the heart of the action. Hamilton city is a recreational 

playground, boasting a vibrant night-life, loads of music, arts and 

sporting events and it is only a short drive to an array of fun 

outdoor activities and beaches. 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED ON CAMPUS

Our award-winning Student Centre is a one-stop shop, combining 

library resources, IT facilities, support services, food and shops. We 

also have an on-site gym (UniRec), computer labs, on-campus 

banks, a bookshop and much more.

WORLD-RANKED

 » In rankings released in January 2015, Times Higher Education 

(THE) ranked the University of Waikato 61st out of 100  

“most international” universities in the world. THE has used 

the international outlook indicators from its world rankings, 

and considers how many international students the university 

has, how many international staff teach and research there, 

and the proportion of research papers being generated with  

an international co-author.

 » Five subject areas ranked in the top 150 worldwide, with 

Education ranked 46th, in the latest QS Subject Rankings.  

Other subjects ranked in the top 150 include Modern 

Languages, Computer Science and Info Systems, Economics  

and Econometrics and Law.

 » Being accredited by AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA makes 

Waikato Management School a member of an elite group of 

business schools that have earned “Triple Crown” status – an 

international acknowledgement of excellence in business 

education. Only 1% of the world's business schools have met 

the strict standards of all three accreditation bodies.

 » The latest International Student Barometer survey showed the 

University of Waikato is highly ranked by international students. 

Waikato was ranked number one in New Zealand for student 

support, and 11th in the world for careers office support.
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SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT

We are known as one of the friendliest universities in  

New Zealand. The International Students Barometer survey  

ranks the University of Waikato as number one in New Zealand 

for the quality of the international student experience. We have 

low staff-to-student ratios, which means that you have better 

access to lecturers, support staff and tutors. In our down-to-

earth University community we welcome and support cultural 

and individual diversity. At Waikato, you will belong no matter 

where you come from.

VALUE ALL ROUND 

Our degrees are built with theoretical and practical elements 

to enable you to get the best possible experience at University. 

Our programmes are industry-relevant and offer internships, 

placements, leadership opportunities and practical assessment so 

that you can cement your learning and build industry networks.

BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS

The moment you step onto the University of Waikato campus, 
you know you’re in a great place. Our green campus spans 65 
hectares, has three lakes, several coffee and food outlets and 
loads of sunny study spots.

NEW ZEALAND’S BEST KEPT SECRET

We are a world-ranked, research-led University. You will learn 
from award-winning lecturers and world-leading researchers  
so you can be sure you’re in great hands. We connected  
New Zealand to the internet, and have since continued to lead 
the way into the future. Last year, among other achievements,  
we opened New Zealand’s first cyber security lab, were funded for 
further research into cyber security, demography and conservation 
in Antarctica, and for the production and commercialisation of 
high-quality titanium and titanium products.

SCHOLARSHIPS

We reward hard work with our range of scholarships. See page 16  
for a list of scholarships.
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economy and making a significant contribution to the international innovation system. We are at the centre of a network 

of research institutions and industry in the Waikato that is responsible for a significant proportion of this nation’s research 

output – an engine room for our country’s social and economic development.

THE RESEARCH, INTERNATIONALISATION, 
COMMERCIALISATION AND ENGAGEMENT GROUP

The Research, Internationalisation, Commercialisation and 

Engagement Group consists of two entities, the Research Office 

and WaikatoLink Limited. The role of this Group is to provide 

services that facilitate and support all stages of research and 

innovation development, commercialisation and engagement.

The Group establishes external relationships with end-users and 

the private sector and funders, nationally and internationally, to 

support the University in the development of partnerships and 

funding applications across disciplines and organisations.

The Group provides support and information for the University’s 

research community and activities in order to build on the 

University’s research reputation and enhance the transfer of 

knowledge to industry partners.

It assists the University community through identification of 

potential partners, sources of funding, provision of budget and 

financial advice, development and negotiation of research and 

consultancy contracts and end-to-end contract management.

Specialist functions include advisers charged with nurturing 

proposals aligned with researchers’ requirements, developers 

interpreting business needs, market and IP research capability, 

and compliance staff managing risk and maximising publication 

rights and IP. The Group provides the key administrative and 

business development infrastructure to support researchers in 

delivering University research and innovation to stakeholders, 

business, government and the community. In addition to the 

core functions that cover funding, contracts and programme 

management, the Group includes several distributed nodes 

closely aligned with the specific needs and interests of individual 

faculties and connected to Innovation Units, which work across 

faculties and externally with industry.

The Group works to extend the University’s impact and value to 

industry by developing and managing industry relationships and 

connecting researcher expertise with industry needs.

The Group provides a single point of contact for industry into 

the University with a focus on recognising industry needs 

and problems and working actively to provide research and 

technology developments which offer solutions. The Group also 

offers connections into the wider innovation system through 

KiwiNet and established networks.

For more information visit: waikato.ac.nz/research 
The Research Office: waikato.ac.nz/research/ro  
WaikatoLink Limited: waikatolink.ac.nz 

Higher Degrees at the University of Waikato

Research is central to the life of the University, and postgraduate 
students are highly valued members of our research community. 
Research degrees, also known as higher degrees, provide students 
with the opportunity to develop the skills, knowledge and 
understanding that will enable them to not only contribute 
to cutting-edge international scholarship, but also to become 
scholars and researchers themselves.

The University offers supervised research degrees through the 
Master of Philosophy (MPhil) and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), 
and professional doctorates in Education (EdD) and Juridical 
Science (SJD). Studying for any one of these degrees provides an 
exciting opportunity to work under the supervision of a team 
of our research experts. Our academic staff are internationally 
connected, well resourced, and benchmarked against the best in 
the world. As creators of knowledge, we encourage our students 
to be leaders and innovators and, as a result, we produce 
research masters and doctorate graduates who contribute and 
compete at a global level in their chosen field.

The University of Waikato Experts File can help graduate 
students to contact University of Waikato staff with expertise in 
specialist areas.

For more information visit  
waikato.ac.nz/research/expertise/find-expert.shtml 
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RESEARCH CENTRES

There are a number of specialised research institutes, centres, 
groups and units at the University of Waikato.

For weblinks to all the research centres below, please visit  
waikato.ac.nz/research/units/centres.shtml

Research Institutes, Centres, Units and Groups 
Research Institutes:

 »  The Environmental Research Institute

 »  The Institute for Business Research

 »  The Institute of Professional Learning

 » National Institute of Demographic and  
Economic Analysis 

 »  Te Kotahi Research Institute for Innovation, Well-being  
and Inspiration

 »  Wilf Malcolm Institute of Educational Research 

Research Centres:

 » Relational Learning Centre

 » Centre for Biodiversity and Ecology Research

 » Centre for Environmental, Resources and Energy Law

 » Centre for Global Studies in Education

 » Centre for Māori and Pacific Development Research

 » Centre for Open Software Innovation

 » Early Years Research Centre

Research Centres continued:
 » International Centre for Terrestrial Antarctic Research

 » Mediarena Centre for Research

 » Technology, Environmental, Mathematics and Science 
Education Research Centre

 » The Māori and Indigenous Governance Centre

 » The National Centre of Literacy and Numeracy for Adults

 » Waikato Centre for Advanced Materials

Research Units and Groups:

 » Audience Research Unit

 » Canadian-New Zealand Studies Unit

 » Coastal Marine Group

 » Cyber Security Research Group

 » Historical Research Unit

 » Learning, Behaviour and Welfare Research Unit

 » Māori and Psychology Research Unit

 » Music Interaction Innovation Research Institute

 » Text and Translation Research Unit

 » Thermophile and Microbial Biochemistry and Biotechnology Unit

 » Traffic and Road Safety Research Group

 » Waikato Applied Statistics Unit

 » Waikato Engineering Education Research Unit

 » WAND Network Research Group 

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/research/expertise
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Student life at Waikato is unique. Our student community is a diverse group of people with different cultures, ethnicities 

and ideas. With our range of clubs, social events and our welcoming atmosphere, you will be well-equipped to make friends, 

explore your interests and have life-changing moments. 

ON CAMPUS

Our on-campus culture is relaxed and friendly. Grab a bargain at 
the market days by the lake, listen to DJs and live music during 
cultural hour every Wednesday on the Village Green, or grab a 
coffee with friends or lecturers at one of our cafés.

JOIN A CLUB

Students at Waikato have many talents and interests, which are 
expressed in the wide range of clubs and student organisations 
on campus. With over 40 student clubs, there is something 
for everyone. Whether you are interested in cooking, running, 
snowboarding, music, politics, debating or languages, you can get 
involved and meet other students. And if there isn’t a club to suit 
you, why not set one up? 

Visit wsu.org.nz/clubs or come along to Clubs’ Day during 
Orientation Week for more information. 

SPORTS AND RECREATION

UniRec

Our on-campus gym is one of the best-equipped gyms in the 
region with weights and cardio equipment, group exercise 
classes, Endless Pools, squash courts and a sports hall. Join for 
as little as NZD $385 a year (or NZD $7.90 per week). There are 
annual, six- and one-month memberships available as well as 
casual rates. Check out unirec.co.nz for more information about 
student memberships and purchase options. 

Sports Facilities 

We have a range of sports facilities on campus available for your 
use including a 50 metre swimming pool, a diving pool, tennis 
and netball courts, sports fields and an indoor cricket facility. We 
are also a short drive from the Avantidrome, bush and river walks, 
rowing facilities and much more.

Social Sport

Social sport is a great way to make new friends and meet like-
minded people. Sporting prowess is not a prerequisite but the 
desire to have fun is! Social sport offers indoor and outdoor 
leagues in netball, touch and six-a-side soccer. Find out more at 
socialsport.co.nz

WAIKATO STUDENTS’ UNION

The Waikato Students’ Union (WSU) gives students a strong 
collective voice on campus and nationally. WSU also organises 
activities on campus such as Orientation Week, Clubs’ Day, 
musical performances and political speakers. It also provides a 
free advocacy service and publishes the award-winning weekly 
student magazine Nexus.

Find out more about WSU at wsu.org.nz and more about  
Nexus at nexusmag.co.nz

Student Life at Waikato

OUR WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES 

Our first-class facilities will provide you with a student-
centred learning environment:

 » State-of-the-art laboratories and equipment, including 
New Zealand’s first cyber security lab

 » The Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts: a purpose-
built centre for the performing arts, including a concert 
chamber and classrooms 

 » A multi-functional student centre with a café, library 
services and computer facilities

 » Development of a new Law and Management building 
(to be completed at the end of 2015 for use in 2016) 
that provides a cutting-edge learning environment with 
features such as a courtroom for law students

 » A High-Performance Zone for sport in conjunction with 
Sport and Leisure, which is housed within UniRec

 » Free on-campus parking

 » Free unlimited wireless internet

 » IT and computer labs with printers, scanners  
and photocopiers

 » Smoke-free campus

 » On-campus banks, shops and a hairdresser

 » Multicultural food outlets

 » Prayer rooms

See the campus for yourself with our 360 degree virtual tour.  
Visit waikato.ac.nz/about/virtual-tour
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Hamilton: Student City

“My favourite things 
to do in Hamilton 
are: chilling out 
with mates at the 
local cafés, going 
on the fitness trail 
which runs along the 

Waikato River and playing some pool at 
the pool club in town. There are plenty 
of activities to keep you entertained no 
matter what your interests are!” 

Allan Chu, recent graduate BMS and  
BSc conjoint

“I love that everything 
in Hamilton is only 
a close drive or walk 
away. The restaurants 
and bars along Victoria 
Street are always 
buzzing with quality 

food at affordable prices. If you want to 
soak up a few wines over lunch or dance 
the night away, Hamilton's the place  
to be.” 

Tia Sweet, third-year BSocSc and  
BCS conjoint

“If you love sport, 
Hamilton is such an 
awesome place to live. 
On the weekends, my 
friends and I often 
watch the Chiefs or the 
Magic play in town. 

Hamilton also hosts international matches 
and competitions, so you don’t have to go 
very far to see world-class athletes  
in action.”

Kate Lunn, third-year LLB and  
BCS conjoint

The University of Waikato is based in the vibrant, multicultural city of Hamilton. With mountains, world-class surf beaches, 

bike trails and award-winning restaurants on its doorstep, Hamilton is bursting with life and energy. 

Check out these Waikato Region and University  
of Waikato Events:

 » Balloons over Waikato

 » Hamilton Fringe Festival

 » Hamilton Hawks' Fun Run

 » Round the Bridges Race and Fun Run

 » The Gallagher Great Race rowing event

 » The Avantidrome Rev Cycle Race.

For more events in Hamilton visit uowsport.org.nz or  
whatsonhamilton.co.nz

Cost of Living in Hamilton

Hamilton is an affordable city to live in, compared to other large 

cities in New Zealand. 

Parking: There is free parking on campus. There are also regular 

buses to and from the University at a flat rate of NZD $2.40 a trip 

with a BUSIT card. Visit busit.co.nz for routes. 

Social Life: No matter what you enjoy, Hamilton’s social scene has 
it covered. Most bars and nightclubs in Hamilton have free entry.

If you’re interested in seeing a local rugby game live in action 
you can get tickets to the Green Zone at the Waikato Rugby 
Stadium from only NZD $15.

In the Heart of the Action

If you want your weekends to be filled with adrenaline and 
adventure, Hamilton is the place to be. The University of 
Waikato is just a short drive away from lots of exciting places 
and activities. We recommend you visit:

 » Waitomo Caves, where you can go caving and see glow-worms

 » Raglan Beach, the home of the world’s best left-hand  
surf break

 » Beautiful Coromandel and Bay of Plenty beaches

 » Whakapapa and Turoa ski fields

 » Awesome mountain-biking, rock climbing and motor sport  
in South Waikato

 » Avantidrome, the Waikato’s world-class velodrome

 » Bungy jumping, skydiving and wakeboarding.

In Hamilton you get all of the benefits of a big city without any of the hassles. Our students say the best things  

to do in Hamilton are:

Hamilton through the Eyes of a Student
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of degrees and programmes in one of New Zealand’s most sought-after locations – combining beautiful beaches, a 

sophisticated city lifestyle and university study. 

The Bay of Plenty Tertiary Education Partnership – comprising of 
the University of Waikato, Bay of Plenty Polytechnic, Te Whare 
Wānanga o Awanuiārangi and Waiariki Institute of Technology 
– has been working to increase tertiary education opportunities 
in the Western Bay of Plenty. Through this partnership, you can 
enter bridging, certificate, diploma and degree programmes. This 
provides pathways to life-long learning opportunities for school 
leavers through to mature students. 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Whether you’re enrolled in a qualification at the University 
of Waikato, Bay of Plenty Polytechnic, Te Whare Wānanga o 
Awanuiārangi or Waiariki Institute of Technology, your on-campus 
experience will be seamless. You can begin with polytechnic 
qualifications and use them as the pathway to a university degree, 
or you can start directly in a university programme. 

STUDY OPTIONS

Currently, the following qualifications can be started or 
completed in Tauranga:

Pre-degree and Undergraduate Study

 » Bachelor of Business Analysis – Financial 

 » Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)*

 » Bachelor of Management Studies 

 » Bachelor of Science majors: Biological Sciences, Computer 
Science with a specialisation in Applied Computing

 » Bachelor of Social Sciences 
Major: Psychology 

 » Bachelor of Social Work

 » Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood or Primary)

 » Bachelor of Tourism 
Major: Tourism and Hospitality Management

 » Diploma in Law

 » Bachelor of Laws*

*Can be started in Tauranga and completed in Hamilton.

Graduate and Postgraduate Study

 » Postgraduate Diploma in Management Studies (depending on 
your grades, you may have the opportunity to transition to 
Part Two of the Waikato MBA)

 » Graduate Diploma of Teaching (Secondary)

 » Master of Education

 » Master of Sport and Leisure Studies*

*Can be started in Tauranga and completed in Hamilton.

FACILITIES

Classes are taught at the campuses we share with Bay of 
Plenty Polytechnic at Windermere and the Bongard Centre 
in Tauranga’s CBD. Tauranga-based students have access to 
first-class teaching facilities including libraries, computer 
labs, learning support services, cafés, the Aquatic and Fitness 
Centre (Windermere Campus), and the early childcare centre.

Many classes are taught in person by Tauranga-based lecturers 
and tutors, and some of our Hamilton-based lecturers 
travel to Tauranga to lecture and tutor. For other classes, 
video conferencing connects our Tauranga classrooms to 
Hamilton classrooms as they are being taught. This means 
that Tauranga students have access to the same lectures and 
study materials as their Hamilton classmates. Hamilton-based 
lecturers are accessible to Tauranga students, and lecturers 
are happy to answer questions either by video conference, 
phone or email. 

Find more information about programmes in Tauranga by emailing 

sau@boppoly.ac.nz or visiting uwt.waikato.ac.nz

Tauranga: Study at the Beach
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Student Support

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES OFFICE

Located in the Student Centre, the International Services Office 
has a dedicated team available to assist you during your time at 
the University of Waikato. They oversee international orientation 
for new students, immigration requirements and student 
visas, medical and travel insurance, international government 
scholarships, study abroad and exchange, and international 
student events. They provide student support and referral to 
appropriate services within the University and community so you 
can see them about any question or concern you may have. 

For more information email info@waikato.ac.nz or visit  
waikato.ac.nz/students/international 

HEALTH SERVICES

We offer a range of health services for all students, including 
counselling, doctors, nurses and healthcare support.

The Student Health Service will, in most cases, charge the 
costs of your visits back to your insurance, therefore there will 
be up-front costs for your visits. If you are with Student Safe 
insurance, Student Health will charge the cost directly back to 
this insurer. Student Health is open five days a week, including 
student holidays. There is also a pharmacy on campus.

COUNSELLING AND SUPPORT NETWORKS

 » A team of counsellors can help you adjust to university  
life or assist you with any personal or study-related issues

 » An Accommodation Adviser will help you find a flat and  
give advice on tenancy issues

 » A Student Financial Adviser can help you stretch your dollar 
further and provide free financial advice

 » Waikato has an ecumenical chaplain, a Catholic priest and two 
Muslim prayer rooms. A number of religious student groups are 
affiliated to the Waikato Students’ Union.

DISABILITY SUPPORT SERVICES

At Waikato we provide a range of services, including lecture 
materials, learning support, alternative examination 
arrangements, access to assistive technology, alternative 
formatting, ergonomic furniture, hearing equipment, specialist 
staffing and much more. For international students requiring 
some of the disability support services there will be a charge.

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/disability

CHILDCARE SERVICES

Campus Crèche is across the road from Waikato’s main campus 
on Hillcrest Road. The crèche caters for 100 children from 
nursery to preschool age.

For more information visit campuscreche.co.nz  
or phone +64 7 838 4034.

Our students tell us we are one of the friendliest and most supportive universities in New Zealand. We are enthusiastic 

about helping you to get the advice and services you need to make sure your time at university is successful. 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT

Contact Student Learning for any help with learning. Our friendly 
tutors can help you with assignment preparation and writing. 
They can also assist with the development of specific skills 
such as time-management, essay writing, note-taking or exam 
preparation. Join one of their workshops, have a face-to-face 
consultation or take a look at their online service.

For more information visit  
waikato.ac.nz/students/student-learning

CAREERS OFFICE

Some of New Zealand's largest employers come to the campus 
seeking Waikato graduates. The careers office arranges employer 
presentations for companies who want to recruit our students.  
The careers office also provides free workshops on CVs and 
resumés, cover letters, interviewing and career pathways. There are 
also annual careers expos held at the beginning of each year  
for Accounting and general graduate opportunities.

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/careers

ADVISORY SERVICES

We offer a range of advisory services including:

 » Accommodation Advisers to help you find a flat and to give 
you advice on tenancy issues

 » Student Financial Adviser to assist you if you need help to 
manage your budget or have any financial difficulties.

IT AND COMPUTER LABS

When you are fully enrolled, you will be provided with a user 
name and a computer account so that you can save and access 
assignments and notes anywhere that you log in on campus. 
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Accommodation

ON-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION

The advantage of living in a Hall of Residence is that it is a  
great way to meet people, with student support and organised 
fun activities for residents throughout the year. The fully catered 
option provides you with your own room and you share other 
facilities with others, including the large dining room where you 
can enjoy three meals a day, seven days a week. The self-catered 
option involves living in an apartment or cottage with  
up to five other students, (all in single bedrooms); cooking/
cleaning independently. All of our Halls offer a warm, friendly, 
supportive environment and a multicultural enriching experience.

Students Under 18 Years of Age

Students under 18 years at the time they plan to start their 
studies are required to adhere to the following:

 » Under the New Zealand Ministry of Education’s Code of 
Practice for the Pastoral Care of International Students, 
students under 18 years are required to stay in homestay 
accommodation arranged by the University.

 » To assist in the homestay placement process, students must 
complete and return the Off Campus Application Form and 
a Homestay Application Form which will provide as much 
information as possible about their interests and any special 
dietary requirements.

Alternatively, students wishing to live with family members 
located in Hamilton need to ask their parent/guardian to 
complete the Indemnity Form which is on the Homestay 
Application Form. Under the Code, the University is required  
to visit the home and meet the family the student will be 
staying with to ensure it meets the requirements of the Code.  
A non-refundable fee is payable for this assessment. 

Fully Catered

Fully catered accommodation is available in College Hall (267 
rooms), Bryant Hall (178 rooms), and Student Village (252 rooms). 
Meals are included in the cost. 

Self-Catered Accommodation

Self-catered accommodation for returning and mature students 
is also available in Student Village (42 rooms), Bryant Hall (20 
rooms), Orchard Park (110 rooms) and College Hall (27 rooms). 
If you’re a first year student self-catered applications can be 
considered if the fully catered menu is not suitable due to 
medical conditions, but the majority of first year reside in fully 
catered accommodation. Costs are approximately NZD $145 
depending on where you choose to stay.

For more information on costs and utilities for accommodation, visit 
waikato.ac.nz/students/accommodation/costs.shtml

Waikato Halls of Residence are all on campus, providing the ultimate student experience. Living in the Halls is a great way  

to meet new people and immerse yourself in student life. Many students live in the residential suburbs that surround  

the University in flats, apartments or homestay accommodation.

waikato.ac.nz/students/accommodation

Halls Staff

Each Hall of Residence has a Residential Manager, assisted  
by a team of staff who seek to ensure the smooth running 
of the Hall and provide you with a good academic and social 
environment. Staff are rostered on duty evenings and weekends, 
and there are always staff available for any queries or concerns.

Halls Orientation

Each Hall runs an orientation programme which begins  
on arrival day. All new residents are required to attend this 
comprehensive programme, which introduces you to your  
Hall and provides familiarisation with the University Campus  
and the city of Hamilton.

Note: Costs are based on 2015 prices. 2016 prices will be  
available later in the year. Please visit waikato.ac.nz/students/
accommodation/costs.shtml

FULLY CATERED

College Hall Student Village Bryant Hall

No. of Rooms 267 252 178

People per Room 1 1 1

Cost per Week NZD $320 NZD $300 NZD $300

Cost for 37 Weeks NZD $11,840 NZD $11,100 NZD $11,100

Deposit NZD $400 NZD $400 NZD $400

Administration Fee NZD $100 NZD $100 NZD $100

Activity Fee NZD $100 NZD $100 NZD $100

Meals per Week 21 21 21

Min Residential 

Period in Weeks
37 37 37

Laundry Coin operated Coin operated Coin operated

Linen Hire

Duvet, blanket,  
pillow provided. 
Extra NZD $250/yr 
(including laundry 
costs) for sheets, 
pillowcase and 
towels (if required)

Duvet, blanket,  
pillow provided. 
Extra NZD $250/yr 
(including laundry 
costs) for sheets, 
pillowcase and 
towels (if required)

Duvet, blanket,  
pillow provided. 
Extra NZD $250/yr 
(including laundry 
costs) for sheets, 
pillowcase and 
towels (if required)

Phone
Communal for  
local calls. 

Communal for  
local calls. 

Communal for  
local calls. 

Internet
Free wireless 
access available in 
bedrooms 

Free wireless 
access available in 
bedrooms.

Free wireless 
access available in 
bedrooms

Computer Room Yes Yes Yes

Parking Limited free parking
Limited reserved 
parking NZD $200/yr

Limited reserved 
parking NZD $200/yr

Other Facilities

Library, TV rooms, 
leisure centre, bike 
and motorbike 
sheds

Library, TV rooms, 
leisure centre, bike 
and motorbike 
sheds

Library, games 
room, TV lounges, 
projector room, 
bike and motorbike 
sheds
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APPLYING FOR ACCOMMODATION

Please note that only the University Halls of Residence and 
homestay accommodation arranged by the University have  
been assessed under the New Zealand Code of Practice for  
the Pastoral Care of International Students.

For more information about applying for on-campus 
accommodation visit  
waikato.ac.nz/students/accommodation/on-campus.shtml

OFF-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION

More than 90% of the student population lives off-campus, and 
most live within a 15-minute walk of the campus. The University 
only offers single room Halls of Residence accommodation so all 
couples or families must live off-campus. 

Homestay

Homestay is when a student lives with a New Zealand family 
in their home. If you are an international student under the age 
of 18, you are required to stay in homestay accommodation. 
Students should be prepared for this experience to be very 
different to living with their own family. Generally students will 
have their own room and most meals provided. Students will be 
expected to keep their rooms tidy, do their own laundry, and help 
with household duties. There will also be house rules to follow.

As Homestays are with Hamilton families, they can be located 
throughout Hamilton city. Students living with Homestay 

 » Contracts are for a minimum of 37 weeks unless other 
arrangements have been made. 

 » All fees quoted are based on 2015 Halls of Residence 
fees. Prices will vary slightly in 2016.

 » Applications for Halls of Residence accommodation  
are completed online from 1 August. 
Visit waikato.ac.nz/sasd/acso/hor_apply.shtml

Orchard ParkStudent Village

College Hall Bryant Hall
families will usually need to take one or more modes of public 
transport to get to the University. Most Homestay families live 
within a 30-minute peak-hour commute of the University.

Costs of Homestay (based on 2015 fees)

The cost of homestay accommodation is NZD $259 a 
week, inclusive of food, power and laundry, but exclusive of 
telephone, internet and transport costs. A non-refundable 
application fee of NZD $275 and the first four weeks of 
homestay fees (NZD $1036) must be paid before a homestay 
placement can be made. 

For more information, visit  
waikato.ac.nz/students/accommodation/homestay.shtml 

Finding a Place to Live

If you have not pre-arranged off-campus housing prior to arrival 
you can request to be placed into temporary accommodation for 
a few days until you find a flat/house to live in. The University of 
Waikato Accommodation and Conference Services Office (ACSO) 
offers a free Accommodation Advisory Service where you can get 
advice on finding private off-campus housing if you are not living 
in on-campus Halls of Residence. 

Visit waikato.ac.nz/sasd/accom/accom.shtml or  
studentrent.co.nz

Searching Online for Off-Campus Accommodation

Prior to arrival in New Zealand it is possible to search  
online for houses, flats or available rooms. 

For more information please refer to the following websites  
lodgerentals.co.nz 
wre.co.nz 
trademe.co.nz/browse/rentals 
studentrent.co.nz

Cost of Flatting (Sharing) Per Week Per Person

(based on recent figures with 2-4 flatmates)

 » Rent NZD $100-$140 
expect to pay NZD $100+ for modern,  
warm accommodation

 » Food NZD $60+ 
these costs only include the very basic essentials

 » Miscellaneous Items NZD $40+ 
always try to allow for unforeseen expenses

 » Electricity, gas and phone NZD $20-$40

Note: These are all approximate prices.

ACCOMMODATION FOR COUPLES AND FAMILIES

If your children are accompanying you, note that they will pay 
international fees at local public schools unless you are enrolled 
in a PhD programme. International tuition fees for public primary 
and high schools near the University range from NZD $10,000-
$13,000 per year, including uniform, textbook and activity costs.

If you’re an international student intending to bring family members 
to Hamilton, please contact the Waikato Migrant Resource Centre 
wmrc.org.nz
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STUDY ADVICE

At Waikato we have a dedicated Student Recruitment team and 

other University advisers who can discuss your study options with 

you. These teams can assist you with application and enrolment 

procedures and can give you information about English  

language requirements.

Please see the Subjects and Faculties sections within this 

prospectus for more information on your study options and the 

range of qualifications that we offer.

For more information email international@waikato.ac.nz

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADVICE

If you need any advice on visas, accommodation or medical and 

travel insurance, contact the International Services team.

This team assists you with your pre-departure arrangements, 

orientation, integration into life on campus, and living in 

New Zealand. They can also help with renewing your student 

visa, which is faster and cheaper than applying directly to 

Immigration New Zealand. They are based in the Student 

Centre so are readily available to assist you. 

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/students/international

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR  
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Code of Practice

The University of Waikato has agreed to observe and be bound 

by the Code of Practice for the Pastoral Care of International 

Students. Copies of the Code are available from the New Zealand 

Qualifications Authority website at nzqa.govt/studying-in-

new-zealand

Immigration

All international students must have a valid visa in their passport 

to be able to enter New Zealand and to study at the University 

of Waikato. If your primary reason for coming to New Zealand 

is to study, and your course of study is for three months or 

longer, you must have a student visa, which you gain through 

Immigration New Zealand (INZ). A student visa allows you to 

travel, reside and study in New Zealand and will state the expiry 

date and conditions of your visa. Conditions include course of 

study, education institution, location of the institution in  

New Zealand and any restrictions. A student visa is issued for 

full-time study; part-time study is generally only allowed for 

completion of final papers or on medical grounds. Full details 

of immigration requirements, advice on rights to employment 

in New Zealand while studying, and reporting requirements are 

available from Immigration New Zealand, and can be viewed on 

their website at immigration.govt.nz

Medical and Travel Insurance

International students must have appropriate and current 

medical and travel insurance while in New Zealand. Under 

Immigration New Zealand policy, this must cover you from  

the start of your enrolment until the expiry of your student 

visa. The University of Waikato will only accept policies that we 

have assessed to be fully compliant with the Code of Practice 

recommendations. 

For more information on insurance and the policies we accept visit 

waikato.ac.nz/students/international/insurance

Eligibility for Health Services

Most international students are not entitled to publicly funded 

health services while in New Zealand. If you receive medical 

treatment during your visit, you may be liable for the full costs 

of that treatment. Full details on entitlements to publicly funded 

health services are available through the Ministry of Health, and 

can be viewed on their website at health.govt.nz

Accident Insurance

The Accident Compensation Corporation provides accident 

insurance for all New Zealand citizens, residents and temporary 

visitors to New Zealand, but you may still be liable for all other 

medical and related costs. Further information can be viewed on 

the ACC website at acc.co.nz

For further information on studying at Waikato as an international 

student, please refer to waikato.ac.nz/students/international

STUDY TO WORK

If you have completed a qualification in New Zealand, but you 

do not have a job offer, you may be eligible for a Post Study Work 

Visa (Open) for a maximum of 12 months. When you have found 

a job, you can apply for a further visa for up to two or three years 

under the Study to Work category. You can apply for a Post Study 

Work Visa (Open) on campus at the International Services Office 

located on the second level of the Student Centre.

To be eligible for a Post Study Work Visa (Open) you must:

 » Have successfully completed a qualification in  

New Zealand that would qualify for points under the  

Skilled Migrant Category 

 » Apply no later than three months after the end date of the 

student visa for that qualification; PhD students have up to six 

months to apply

 » Provide evidence of a minimum of NZD $4,200 (subject to 

change) available to maintain yourself during your 12-month 

stay in New Zealand.

To learn more about the Study to Work options and the Skilled 

Migrant Category, visit immigration.govt.nz

Quick Guide to Studying in New Zealand

When you have made the decision to come to New Zealand and to study at the University of Waikato, there are a few things 

you need to know or might need help with:
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STUDY ABROAD

Many international students study full-time for one or two 

semesters at an overseas university and credit their papers to 

their home country degree. This is termed “Study Abroad” and is 

particularly common for students from North America and Europe.

You may select papers from across The University of Waikato’s 

academic offerings, as long as you meet the prerequisites. You can 

choose papers that complement your home degree, or choose 

papers that offer a particularly New Zealand or South Pacific 

perspective. At the time of enrolment at The University  

of Waikato, study abroad and exchange students must have:

 » Completed at least two semesters of full-time study and be 

currently enrolled at a recognised tertiary institution

 » Achieved a minimum GPA of 2.5. Applicants from countries 

where it is not possible to calculate a grade point average 

must be in good academic standing.

You can enrol directly with The University of Waikato, or use the 

services of a study abroad agency.  

Please email studyabroad@waikato.ac.nz for more details.

If you are a Study Abroad student you must pay a flat tuition 

package fee which includes tuition for papers to a maximum of 70 

credit points, ancillary charges (health and building levy, student 

union and academic transcript) but excludes medical and travel 

insurance and costs for field trips and text books.

For current fees information please visit  

waikato.ac.nz/students/international/studyabroad

Study Abroad students wishing to enquire about the transfer of 

credit related to their University of Waikato study should contact 

the credit office or registry at their home institution.

STUDY OVER SUMMER

The University offers two Summer School study options for 

international students. Summer School 1 runs from January to 

mid-February, and Summer School 2 runs from November to 

mid-December. You can study during Summer School to catch 

up on papers, fit in with other commitments, reduce workload in 

other semesters or accelerate your degree.
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QUICK GUIDE TO WAIKATO

Faculties/Schools/College

The University of Waikato is widely regarded as a progressive 
and innovative university, which develops programmes to 
cater for the world’s changing environment.

The University is comprised of eight Faculties/Schools:

 » Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences waikato.ac.nz/wfass

 » Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences  
cms.waikato.ac.nz

 » Faculty of Education waikato.ac.nz/education

 » Te Piringa - Faculty of Law waikato.ac.nz/law

 » School of Māori & Pacific Development waikato.ac.nz/smpd

 » Faculty of Science & Engineering sci.waikato.ac.nz

 » Waikato Management School management.ac.nz

 » Waikato Pathways College waikato.ac.nz/pathways

Papers/Courses

In New Zealand, the word “papers” refers to the courses 
that you study during your academic year. To complete 
each paper you may be required to participate in a range of 
lectures, tutorials and some practical work. An undergraduate 
programme is typically made up of eight papers per academic 
year. A postgraduate programme is normally made up of four 
papers per academic year.

Points and Workloads

Each paper passed is worth a certain number of points. Points 
bear a direct relationship to workload; one point equates to 
approximately 10 hours total work. You might expect to spend 
300 hours studying for a 30 point paper. A full-time workload 
for an academic year is 120 points.

Academic Year

The New Zealand university academic year is divided into two 
semesters that follow the calendar year. The first semester 
runs from early March to mid-June; the second semester 
runs from early July to mid-November. These periods include 
the orientation and examination weeks. If you are doing a 
dissertation/thesis as part of your studies you would normally 
need to work outside of your semester periods.
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UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO DOCTORAL SCHOLARSHIPS

University of Waikato Doctoral Scholarships are open  

to full-time international and domestic doctoral candidates.  

To be considered, the applicant must have gained the approval  

of the University of Waikato’s Postgraduate Research  

Committee to undertake doctoral studies.

The value of the scholarship is determined annually and  

is made up of a monthly living allowance plus an amount  

equal to the annual domestic tuition fees payable during  

the term of the Scholarship. The tenure of the Scholarship  

will not exceed three years.

There are two rounds of applications a year and the due dates 
are usually at the end of April and October. 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SCHOLARSHIPS – UP TO NZD $85,000 FOR THREE YEARS

The University of Waikato has six flagship Research Institutes 

which are offering doctoral and masters scholarships. 

The Research Institutes support world-class research in 

environmental sciences, demography and economic analysis, 

business and leadership, professional learning and development, 

education, and Māori and indigenous development. They have 

funded programmes which span the length of the research 

pipeline from discovery to application and commercialisation. 

Sustainability in all its forms – environmental, economic, social 

and cultural – is a strong emerging theme across the Institutes

The doctoral scholarships are worth up to NZD $85,000 

for three years. This includes tuition fees and scholarship 

instalments over the tenure. Masters scholarships are open to 

domestic students only. 

Find out more at  
waikato.ac.nz/research/scholarships/current/research.shtml

SIR EDMUND HILLARY SCHOLARSHIPS

The Sir Edmund Hillary Scholarships are available to students who 

are academic high achievers and who also excel at either arts or 

sports. The scholarship may be awarded to international students 

who display exceptional talent. To remain in the programme, 

scholars will be expected to maintain a B grade pass average  

or better each year and meet a range of other requirements.

Applications close 1 October annually.

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/about/hillary

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIPS 
FOR ASIA – UP TO NZD $10,000

These scholarships for international students will be awarded to 

students from selected Asian countries who can demonstrate 

academic excellence and who hold an offer from the University 

in any subject area. 

The University of Waikato Excellence Scholarship for Asia 

can provide financial aid for pre-degree (foundation studies), 

undergraduate or postgraduate taught studies. The scholarships 

are available for students from China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Vietnam, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan, Japan, 

Republic of South Korea and the Philippines. 

For more information, and to apply, please visit  
waikato.ac.nz/students/international/scholarships-for-
international-students-scholarship-program.shtml

HIGH ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP

The High Achievement Scholarship for International Students 

aims to encourage talented international students to study at 

the University of Waikato. The scholarship is equivalent to a 

15% discount on full international student fees for the second 

year of undergraduate study. 

The scholarship is open to all new international students 

enrolling in a full-time undergraduate programme from  

February 2015. There is no application process; students  

who achieve a B+ grade average over their first 120 credit 

points at the University of Waikato will be automatically 

eligible for the High Achievement Scholarship for their next 

120 credit points. 

WAIKATO MBM SCHOLARSHIP

The Waikato MBM Scholarship has been established by the 

University of Waikato, Waikato Management School to assist 

participants while studying the full-time Master of Business  

and Management programme (MBM).

Two scholarships, each worth $NZD 2,500 will be awarded to 

international MBM participants who have the highest Grade 

Point Average half-way through the programme. Two further 

scholarships, each worth $NZD 2,500 will be awarded to 

participants (either international or domestic) who have  

the highest Grade Point Average overall, half-way through  

the programme.

Waikato has a generous range of scholarships to help fund your study.

waikato.ac.nz/research/scholarships/international.shtml
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The New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) 
provides scholarships to some developing countries. The aim is 
to enhance the skills, training and knowledge of individuals, and 
build their capacity to contribute to the sustainable development 
of key areas in their home country. 

Scholarships are available to citizens from selected developing 
countries to undertake vocational training or tertiary level study 
in their home country, in New Zealand, or in the Pacific region.

For information on the types of scholarships, eligibility criteria  
and application process, visit  
aid.govt.nz/funding-and-contracts/scholarships 

INEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL DOCTORAL 
RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS (NZIDRS)

Funded by the New Zealand Government and administered 
by Education New Zealand, the New Zealand International 
Doctoral Research Scholarships (NZIDRS), are a significant 
educational opportunity. The scholarships provide financial 
support for international students undertaking doctoral  
degrees by research in New Zealand universities.

Scholarships are awarded for three years of full-time study for 

a doctoral research degree. The scholarship funding covers full 

tuition fees, a monthly living allowance, a travel allowance, a 

health insurance allowance, and a book and thesis allowance. 

Recipients who are travelling to New Zealand in order to take 

up the scholarship are also entitled to receive an establishment 

allowance. Please note that additional funds are not available 

to support accompanying dependants nor for extensions.

For more information visit newzealandeducated.com/int/en/

institutions_courses/scholarships/incoming/international_

doctoral_research_scholarships

NTERNATIONAL EDUCATION FINANCE CORPORATION 
US ISLP PRIVATE LOAN PROGRAMME

The International Education Finance Corporation (IEFC) 

was established to fill a major void in education financing 

programmes for international students. IEFC partners with  

the premier international loan guarantee agencies and  

lenders to make innovative, low cost education loans 

available to the thousands of students seeking the 

international education experience. 
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FE
ES FEES

International students are required to pay their tuition fees to the 
University of Waikato as a pre-lodgement requirement for their 
student visa application. Fees must be paid for each course/paper 
a student is enrolled in. The University of Waikato charges fees on 
the basis of your course enrolment rather than by programme. The 
fees for course/paper vary between Faculty/School and sometimes 
within a Faculty/School.

2016 INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FEES 

During each year of full-time study, you will enrol in a number 
of courses. Each course offered at the University has a points 
value that indicates its weighting within your programme, 
and your fees will be calculated in terms of the total number 
of points of your enrolment. Most courses at undergraduate 
level are worth 15 or 20 points and the standard full-time load 
is 120 points per year. Actual fees for degree, diploma, and 
certificate programmes are charged on a per-course basis so 
will vary depending on the actual number of courses selected 
at time of enrolment.

So that you can estimate your annual tuition fees, we have 
displayed the approximate amount of tuition fees that will be 
payable each year for a full-time student workload of 120 points.

Tuition fees are for a student workload of one Equivalent Full-
time Student (EFTS) which is normally two semesters. A student 
enrolling in more than the regular full-time student workload 
will be required to pay additional tuition fees.

In addition to tuition fees, all students are required to pay an 
annual fee for a number of University services. (Building levy,  
Student Services Levy). The actual amount each student pays 
depends on their enrolment, but most full-time students will  
be required to pay approximately NZD $450 a year. This fee  
is paid at the time of enrolment.

All fees are quoted in New Zealand Dollars (NZD $) and include 
New Zealand Goods and Services Tax (GST).

2016 fees and costs will be available mid-2015. Please visit 
waikato.ac.nz/study/money/fees-internat.shtml

Fee Protection Policy

The University is governed by the Public Finance Act, the 
Education Act and the University Council regulations in regard 
to student fees. An individual fee account is maintained for each 
enrolled student. In the event that the University is not able to 
offer an academic programme for the semester intake indicated 
on the student’s Offer of Place, any funds due to the individual 
will be refunded. 

Foundation and Pre-degree Level

 » Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies NZD $19,080

 » Certificate of University Preparation NZD $9,540

Fees

Undergraduate Programmes

Undergraduate Certificate, Bachelor Degree,  
1 year Graduate Diploma
Approximate annual tuition fees based on 120 points (full-time study)

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:
 » Arts and Social Sciences NZD $21,905

 » Computer Graphic Design NZD $26,370

 » Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistics NZD $26,370

 » Education NZD $21,480

 » Engineering NZD $30,475

 » Geography, Music, Psychology NZD $27,775

 » Law NZD $25,605

 » Management NZD $24,380

 » Māori and Pacific Development NZD $21,480

 » Science NZD $27,975

 » Sport and Leisure Studies NZD $21,480

 » Teacher Training NZD $25,195

 » Tourism NZD $24,385

Postgraduate Programmes

Bachelor (Honours), 1 year Postgraduate Diploma,  
Master Degree, Master Thesis
Approximate annual tuition fees based on 120 points (full-time study)

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:
 » Arts and Social Sciences NZD $26,750

 » Computer Science NZD $29,300

 » Education, Centre Science  
and Technology Education  NZD $26,230

 » Engineering (Masters Thesis) NZD $32,340

 » Engineering (Postgraduate) NZD $33,425

 » Geography, Music, Psychology NZD $30,275

 » Law NZD $27,920

 » Management NZD $25,595

 » Māori and Pacific Development NZD $26,235

 » Mathematics and Statistics NZD $27,045

 » Science NZD $31,185

 » Tourism NZD $25,595

Accelerated Masters (1 year) Programmes

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:
 » Arts and Social Sciences NZD $40,125

 » Computer Science NZD $43,950

 » Education, Centre Science  
and Technology Education  NZD $39,340

 » Geography, Music, Psychology  NZD $45,410

 » Management  NZD $38,390

 » Māori and Pacific Development   NZD $39,350

 » Science  NZD $46,775

Accelerated Masters Programmes are offered in the following: Arts, 
Business Management, Cyber Security, Disability and Inclusion 
Studies, Education Leadership, Education (Global Studies 
in Education), Education (Professional Learning), Electronic 
Commerce, Management Studies, Māori and Pacific Development, 
Media and Creative Technologies, Professional Management, 
Science, Social Sciences, Sport and Leisure Studies.

For fee structure, please visit waikato.ac.nz/sasd/postgraduate
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Master of Philosophy (MPhil), Doctor of Education 
(EdD), Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)*

Approximate annual tuition fees based on 120 points  
(full-time study)

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:
 » Arts and Social Sciences NZD $29,050

 » Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistics NZD $34,810

 » Education NZD $28,495

 » Engineering NZD $35,545

 » Geography, Music, Psychology NZD $33,810

 » Law NZD $29,860

 » Māori and Pacific Development NZD $28,495

 » Management NZD $27,030

 » Science NZD $33,370

 » Tourism NZD $27,030

*International PhD students who are not eligible for Domestic fees. 

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

All new international PhD students, studying full-time, may  
be eligible to pay Domestic New Zealand annual tuition fees.  
Fees may be subject to annual increase.

Approximate annual tuition fees based on 120 points  
(full-time study).

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:

 » Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences NZD $5,616

 » Computer Science, Fine Arts,  
Music and Performing Arts NZD $5,964

 » Engineering, Technology NZD $5,964

 » Business, Accountancy,   
Management, Law NZD $5,732

 » Science NZD $5,964

Study Abroad Fees (Individual paper credits IPC)

For a maximum of 70 points at the undergraduate level  
per semester.

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:

 » All undergraduate courses   
(one semester enrolment) NZD $12,360

 » All undergraduate courses   
(one academic year enrolment) NZD $24,720

Exclusion: Study Abroad packages do not include the costs of 
field trips, text books or any additional resources that may be 
required for the courses enrolled in.

English Language Study, IELTS Testing,  
English Teacher Training, Groups

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:

 » Foundation Studies  NZD $19,080

 » Application Fee NZD $220

 » Certificate of attainment in English Language   
– one block   NZD $4,900

 » General English (part-time) 10 hours per week**  
(minimum three weeks enrolment) NZD $330

 » General English (full-time)* NZD $450 p/w

 » Cambridge RSA/CELTA one month, full-time NZD $3,300

 » Certificate of University Preparation NZD $9,540

**For every five weeks paid, students will receive one week free.

Other Charges

Degree Area: Tuition Fees:

 » Student services levy  NZD $430

 » Halls accommodation deposit NZD $500

 » Under 18 designated caregiver assessment NZD $200

 » Non-refundable homestay application NZD $275

 » Homestay fees   
(minimum four weeks)  NZD $259 p/w

 » Airport pickup NZD $90

 » Student visa renewal NZD $175 per application

 » Credit assessment prior to application NZD $100

 » Post Study Work Visa (Open) NZD $340

 » Bank fee (charged when applicable) NZD $25

Withdrawing from a course, and Tuition Fee Refunds: 
an administration charge of 10%, including GST, is withheld 
from the refund of pre-paid tuition fees for students not 
enrolling at the Waikato Pathways College prior to completing 
their enrolment or during the withdrawal period. †

Note: p/w = per week.

† For information on International Refund Administration charges 

visit waikato.ac.nz/study/money/fees-internat.shtml

Note: All costs on pages 17-18 are based on 2015 prices and are subject to change. 2016 costs will be available later in the year.

Personal annual cost calculator (NZD $)

Programme Name

Annual Tuition Fee $ 

Services levy (paid at enrolment) $ 430.00

Building levy $ 24.80

Travel/medical insurance (NZD $49.50 per month, paid at enrolment) $ 590.00

Textbooks and stationery (estimated NZD $500 per semester) $ 1,000.00

Cost of living (single student – accommodation and food) $ 15,000.00

Other university related costs $ 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL TOTAL $ 

FE
ES
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2016 Teaching and Assessment Dates

State School 
Dates Week Starting University Teaching Periods Holidays and Other Important Dates

28 Dec 15 1-2 January New Year’s Day Observed

1 4 Jan 16 Summer School S Starts 5 January University reopens (TBC)

2 11 Jan 16  

3 18 Jan 16  

4 25 Jan 16  26 January Auckland Anniversary Day

Term 1 starts 5 1 Feb 15  6 February Waitangi Day (Saturday)

6 8 Feb 16   8 February Waitangi Day (observed)

7 15 Feb 16 Examinations

8 22 Feb 16 Enrolment

9 29 Feb 16 A Semester Starts

10 7 Mar 16  

11 14 Mar 16

12 21 Mar 16  25 March Good Friday

13 28 Mar 16  28/29 March Easter Monday and Tuesday

 14 4 Apr 16  

 Term 1 ends (15/04) 15 11 Apr 16  

16 18 Apr 16 Teaching Recess

 17 25 Apr 16 Teaching Recess 25 April ANZAC Day (Saturday)

Term 2 starts 18 2 May 16  A Semester cont.

19 9 May 16

20 16 May 16

21 23 May 16

22 30 May 16

23 6 Jun 16 A Semester ends 6 June Queen’s Birthday 

24 13 Jun 16 Study Week

25 20 Jun 16 Examinations

26 27 Jun 16 Examinations

 Term 2 ends (08/07) 27 4 Jul 16 Teaching Recess

28 11 Jul 16 Teaching Recess

29 18 Jul 16 B Semester starts

 Term 3 starts 30 25 Jul 16

31 1 Aug 16

32 8 Aug 16

33 15 Aug 16

34 22 Aug 16 Teaching Recess

35 29 Aug 16 B Semester cont.

36 5 Sep 16 8 September Kīngitanga Day

37 12 Sep 16

Term 3 ends (23/09) 38 19 Sep 16

 39 26 Sep 16

40 3 Oct 16

Term 4 starts 41 10 Oct 16 B Semester ends

42 17 Oct 16 Study Week

43 24 Oct 16 Examinations 24 October Labour Day

44 31 Oct 16 Examinations

45 7 Nov 16 Summer School T starts

46 14 Nov 16

47 21 Nov 16

48 28 Nov 16

49 5 Dec 16

Term 4 ends (20/12) 50 12 Dec 16

51 19 Dec 16 25 December Christmas Day

52 26 Dec 16 26 December Boxing Day
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Undergraduate English Language Requirements

Students with qualifications from countries such as Bahrain, 
Canada, Fiji, Ghana, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Norway, Papua New 
Guinea, Samoa, Singapore, Soloman Islands, South Africa, Sweden, 
Tonga, USA, and Vanuatu would usually indicate that English was 
their first language or that English was the language of previous 
study if this was the case. Please note that applicants who have 
studied in some countries in which English is the medium of 
instruction may still be required to provide evidence of proficiency 
in English language and will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Applicants whose first language is not English are required to 
provide satisfactory evidence of English language proficiency, 
generally in the form of an IELTS or TOEFL score. Scores can 
vary according to the qualification sought. In some cases IELTS  
or TOEFL requirements may be waived. Consideration for a 
waiver will be given where:

 » English was the language of instruction in the last two years of 
secondary/tertiary studies. Students need to provide evidence 
of this at the time of application

 » Successful completion of the Level 7 Certificate of Attainment 
in Academic English (CAAE) programme at The University of 
Waikato Pathways College with a B grade average or better

 » Successful completion of the Foundation papers CAFS001 and 
CAFS002 with no less than B grades in each

 » For 2014, a minimum of 8 credits at Level 2 or higher in NCEA 
English; 4 credits in reading and 4 credits in writing. From 
2015, a minimum of 10 credits in NCEA English; 5 credits  
in reading and 5 credits in writing. 

For more information visit  

waikato.ac.nz/students/international/entryreq

The University of Waikato teaches its courses in English. Students require competence in English to be admitted to this 

University and to be successful in their studies.

MALAYSIA

Students who have achieved SPM English A1 or A2 or STPM 
General English B grade or above are not required to provide 
IELTS or TOEFL results to verify their English language ability.

NORWAY

Students who have attained a Grade 4 or higher in English Level 
1 from the Norwegian first level/year of Upper Secondary School 
(Videregående Skoler), where 2 is the lowest passing grade and 
6 is the highest grade, are not required to provide IELTS or TOEFL 
results to verify their English language ability.

SWEDEN

Students who have a “VG” (Pass with Distinction) or “MVG” 
(Pass with Honours) grade in Level “B” English language from 
Senior High School in Sweden are not required to provide IELTS 
or TOEFL results to verify their English language ability.

Please note: The English language requirements may be subject to 
change in subsequent years.

Each Faculty/School of Study reserves the right to request an IELTS 
or TOEFL score or equivalent.

Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences undergraduate 
students with an IELTS score of less than 7.0 or a paper-based 
TOEFL score of less than 600 will be required to enrol in and pass 
the paper ESLA101 Academic Writing and Research in their first 
semester of enrolment.

Bachelor of Teaching – upon completion of study, students must 
be able to demonstrate a minimum score of IELTS 7.0 in each area 
of competence to gain teacher registration with the New Zealand 
Teachers Council.

Undergraduate English Language Requirements

 
IELTS TOEFL  

paper based
TOEFL  

internet based

Programme of Studies
Overall  

band
Writing  

band
All  

bands
TOEFL TWE TOEFL 

Writing  
Score

Undergraduate degrees within the  
Waikato Management School

6.0 - 6.0 550 5.0 79 20

Undergraduate degrees within the  
Faculty of Science & Engineering

6.0 - 6.0 550 5.0 79 20

Undergraduate degrees within Te Piringa - Faculty of Law 6.5 6.0 - 600 5.0 79 20

Bachelor of Teaching within the Faculty of Education 7.0 - 7.0 - - - -

All other undergraduate degrees 6.0 6.0 - 550 5.0 79 20

Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies 5.5 5.0 - 525 - - -

Bachelor of Social Work within the  
Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

6.5 - 6.5 - - - -

All English language waivers are considered at the discretion of the Dean of the relevant Faculty/School of Study on a case by case basis. 
TOEFL and IELTS results must be within two years of enrolment period.  
Paper based TOEFL results must be submitted via the TOEFL testing centre, University of Waikato institution code is 9484. 
Undergraduate = bachelor, diploma and certificate level (excluding Waikato Pathways College Certificates).

Students	are	encouraged	to	develop	their	confidence	in	speaking	and	writing	English	and	as	such	should	choose	an	English	as	
a	Second	Language	paper	as	one	of	their	elective	papers.	Please	refer	to	http://papers.waikato.ac.nz/subjects/ESLA
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Graduate/Postgraduate  
English Language Requirements

Students with qualifications from countries such as Bahrain, 
Canada, Fiji, Ghana, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Norway, Papua 
New Guinea, Samoa, Singapore, Soloman Islands, South Africa, 
Sweden, Tonga, USA, and Vanuatu would usually indicate that 
English was their first language or that English was the language 
of previous study if this was the case. Please note that applicants 
who have studied in some countries in which English is the 
medium of instruction may still be required to provide evidence 
of proficiency in English language and will be considered on a 
case-by-case basis.

Applicants whose first language is not English are required to 
provide satisfactory evidence of English language proficiency, 
generally in the form of IELTS or TOEFL scores. Scores can 
 vary according to the qualification sought. In some cases IELTS 
or TOEFL requirements may be waived. Consideration for a 
waiver will be given where:

 » English was the language of instruction in the last two years 
of tertiary studies. Students need to provide evidence of this 
at the time of application.

 » Successful completion of the Level 8 Certificate of Attainment 
in Academic English (CAAE) programme at the Waikato 
Pathways College with a B grade average or better.

Graduate and Postgraduate English Language Requirements

 
IELTS TOEFL  

internet based
TOEFL  

paper based

Programme of Studies
Overall 
band

Writing 
band

All bands TOEFL Writing 
Score

TOEFL TWE

Graduate diplomas within the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences 6.5 6.0 - 90 22 550 5.0

Master/postgraduate within the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences 6.5 6.0 - 90 22 577 5.0

PGDipSLT and MA(App) in Applied Linguistics 6.5 - 6.0 100 22  - - 

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas  
within the Waikato Management School

6.5 - 6.0 90 22 577 5.0

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas  
within the Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences

6.5 6.0 - 90 22 577 5.0

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas  
within the Faculty of Science & Engineering

6.5 6.0 - 90 22 577 5.0

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas  
within Te Piringa - Faculty of Law

6.5 6.0 - 100 22 600 5.5

Graduate Diploma in Teaching 7.0 - 7.0 100 22 600 5.0

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas (Not Teaching) 
within the Faculty of Education

6.5 6.0 - 90 22 600 5.0

Master/postgraduate and graduate diplomas  
within the School of Māori & Pacific Development

6.5 6.0 - 90 22 577 5.0

All English language waivers are considered at the discretion of the Dean of the relevant Faculty/School of Study on a case by case basis. 
TOEFL and IELTS results must be within two years of enrolment period. 
Paper-based TOEFL results must be submitted via the TOEFL testing centre, University of Waikato institution code is 9484.

Note: Each Faculty/School of Study reserves the right to request 
an IELTS, TOEFL score or equivalent. The English language 
requirements may be subject to change in subsequent years.

Students who have not yet met the English language 
requirements can enrol in programmes offered by Waikato 
Pathways College		
education.waikato.ac.nz/pathways/study-with-us
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Undergraduate Academic Entry Requirements 

ENTRANCE GUIDELINES FOR STUDENTS FROM SELECTED COUNTRIES

The following admission guidelines do not guarantee entry into a programme of studies. Each application is assessed on a case-by-case 
basis. If your qualification or country is not listed, please contact the University of Waikato on international@waikato.ac.nz

New	Zealand NCEA University Entrance; or The University of Waikato Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies; or successful 
completion of a recognised Foundation Studies programme.

Australia Year 12 High School Certificate with an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR – formally known as TER/UAI/ITI) of at least 
69.6 or for QLD, an OP of 14 or lower.

Bahrain One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Bangladesh Successful completion of a three year Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Bachelor of Science (Honours) or Bachelor of Commerce 
(Honours) from a recognised University; or one year successful study towards a Bachelor of Science (Engineering) at a 
recognised* University.

Brazil One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Canada High School Diploma with 65% overall average/Grade 12 Certificate with 60% across six subjects including English.

Chile One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

People’s	Republic	
of	China

Successful completion of Senior High School Graduation plus one year successful study at a recognised* institution of 
university standing; or two years’ successful academic study at a recognised* Junior College; or successful completion of a two 
year diploma at a recognised institution. Tier 2A and above Gao Kao students are granted direct entry to into undergraduate 
programmes via an accelerated bridging programme (this is a non-assessed course we will put on at any time for the students 
after completing Gao Kao to acculturate them to New Zealand and to the Academic expectations of the degrees).

Colombia One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Denmark Studentereksamen with an average grade of 6.0 or better; or Hojere Forberredelseseksamen with an average grade of 6.0 
or better; or Hojere Teknisk Examen; or Hojere Handelseksamen.

Fiji USP Foundation Year, with seven passes with a minimum of a C in Communication; or Fiji Form Seven, with a score of 250 
or better with passes in four subjects plus a 50% or better in English; or South Pacific Form Seven Certificate (SPFSC) with a 
minimum of three B grades.

Finland Successful completion of Ylioppilastutkinto or Studentexamen.

France Baccalaureat de L’Enseignement du Second Degre with a minimum of 10; or Diplome de Bachelier de L’Enseignement du 
Second Degre with a minimum of 10.

Germany Successful completion of Abitur or Zeugnis der Allgemeine Hochschulreife.

Ghana West African GCE Advanced Level examinations with at least three C grades. All passes must be gained in the same sitting.

Hong	Kong Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education with three subjects achieved at Level 4 including English.

India After 12 years of schooling, All India Senior School Certificate or Higher Secondary School Examination with a minimum grade 
average of 75% including English 60%.

Indonesia One year of successful study at a recognised* University; or successful completion of a Diploma II from a recognised tertiary 
institution; or in exceptional cases a minimum of 8.5 in SMU.

Iran Pre-University certificate (Peeshdaneshgahe); or associate degree (Kardani/Fogh Diplom).

Iraq One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Japan Kotogakko Sotsugyo Shomeisho with a B grade average.

Jordan Successful completion of a diploma from a Community College or recognised* tertiary institution.

Kazakhstan Diploma of specialised Secondary Education or one year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Republic	of	Korea Successful completion of a diploma at a recognised* Junior College; or successful completion of an Associate degree.

Kuwait Successful completion of a diploma from a recognised* tertiary institute.

Malaysia Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia (STPM) with at least three C grades; or Unified Examination Certificate of the Malaysian 
Independent Chinese Secondary School system with a maximum of 15 points over six academic subjects, including one of 
Chemistry, Physics or Advanced Mathematics.

Mexico One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Nepal A diploma or bachelor degree from Tribhuvan University; or Successful completion of a Post-Proficiency Certificate/ 
Post-Higher Secondary Education Certificate.

Netherlands VWO – Gymnasium A or B; VWO – Atheneum A or B with a minimum average of 6.0.

Nigeria Successful completion of Advanced National Technical Certificate at a recognised* tertiary institution; or Advanced National 
Commercial Certificate at a recognised* tertiary institution.
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Norway Successful completion of the Vitnemal fra den Videregaende Skole.

Pakistan Successful completion of a bachelor (Pass) from a recognised* tertiary institution.

Peru Especialista profesional.

Russia Successful completion of the Diploma of Completed Specialised Secondary Education (Diplom ob okanchanii srednego 
spetsial’nogo uchebnogo zavedeniya).

Saudi	Arabia Successful completion of a two year diploma or associate degree from a recognised* College of Technology  
or Higher Technical Institute.

South	Africa National Senior Certificate with admission to South African Universities.

Sri	Lanka Sri Lankan GCE Advanced Level examinations with an aggregate score of at least 180 out of 400, at least passing grades (S) 
in three of the subjects sat and a grade of at least 25% in the fourth subject.

Sweden Successful completion of Upper Secondary School Leaving Certificate (Avgansbetyg/Slutbetyg).

Switzerland Maturite Specialisee; or Maturitat; or Maturita Professionale.

Taiwan Senior High School and a two year Junior College Diploma; or Junior High School and a five year Junior College Diploma.

Thailand One year of successful study at a recognised* institution of university standing.

Tonga South Pacific Form Seven Certificate with a minimum of three B grades.

Turkey On-Lisans Diplomasi at a recognised* tertiary institution.

UAE Successful completion of a Higher Diploma from a recognised* Higher College of Technology.

USA High School Diploma plus SAT score of at least 1,000 combining the Critical Reading and Mathematics scores; or High School 
Diploma and ACT scores with at least 24 in every section; or GED Certificate with at least 50% in each test and a SAT score of 
at least 1,000 combining the Critical Reading and Mathematics scores.

Vietnam Successful completion of Tot nghiep cao dang or Chung chi dai hoc dai coung from a recognised* tertiary institution.

International	 Grades of three or higher in each of at least four subjects in the Advanced Placement International Diploma (APID).

International	
Cambridge	

A level grades of C or above in three subjects.

International	
GCE

When taken in countries other than the UK, applicants must have obtained at least three results and must have achieved at 
least one grade at Level C or above in the GCE ‘A’ Levels. A result in General Studies cannot be included among the three on 
which the application is based.

International	IB Completed International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma (24 points minimum).

*Recognised tertiary institutions and universities are those which are recognised by The University of Waikato.  
To find out whether yours is a recognised tertiary institution or University, please contact us on international@waikato.ac.nz

SPECIAL ADMISSION

If you are over 20 years of age (at the start of the semester  
you are applying for) with successful post secondary education 
and/or work experience you may be considered for Special 
Admission to a bachelors degree if you do not meet the 
academic requirements. Applications are considered on a case by 
case basis with the decision being made by the relevant School 
or Faculty.

Approval is based on the following:

 » Your submission – this must include a statement identifying 
your reasons for applying to University, why you wish to 
do the course you have chosen and how your background 
(academic or work/life experience) has helped prepare for 
this study

 » Your proposed programme of study

 » Your past academic achievements and

 » Evidence of your level of preparedness for university study.

Undergraduate Academic Entry Requirements contd
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Graduate/Postgraduate  
Academic Entry Requirements

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

A graduate certificate is generally a one-semester coursework 

qualification consisting of undergraduate papers. It is designed 

as a bridging programme for students who wish to undertake 

postgraduate study and research in an area different from that 

of their prior formal qualifications.

Entry Requirements

You must have a qualification considered equivalent to a  

New Zealand bachelors degree with a B/B+ grade average.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

A graduate diploma is generally a two-semester coursework 

qualification consisting of 120 points at undergraduate level. 

Graduate diplomas are often called bridging diplomas and you 

may be asked to complete one if you wish to study a new 

subject at graduate level. They are intended to provide the 

equivalent of a major in a subject different from your bachelors 

degree. Science and Engineering majors may require additional 

papers to be completed beyond the graduate diploma.

Entry Requirements

You must have a qualification considered equivalent to a  

New Zealand bachelors degree.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA TEACHING 
(EARLY CHILDHOOD, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY)

A selection process applies for this qualification and you will 

be required to participate in a phone interview. The Faculty of 

Education Supplementary Application Form must be submitted 

in addition to the International Application Form. You must be  

a graduate of a recognised bachelors degree.

BACHELORS WITH HONOURS DEGREE

Bachelors with honours degrees are one year full-time 
programmes normally comprising four graduate papers and 
continuing the subject taken as a major in a bachelors degree. 
Within some Faculties/Schools of Studies the degree is a 
qualification in its own right and may also be an intermediate 
stage leading on to a one-year masters degree. The degree is 
awarded with a class of honours.

Entry Requirements

You must have a qualification considered equivalent to a  
New Zealand bachelors degree with a B/B+ grade average.  
You must also have a major in the relevant subject area with  
a B/B+ grade average.

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA

A postgraduate diploma is generally a two-semester coursework 
qualification consisting of graduate papers at 500 level. 
A postgraduate diploma provides professional training in a 
specialist discipline building on knowledge in a prior degree 
and a pathway to research study.

Entry Requirements

Students must be graduates of a recognised bachelors degree 
with a B/B+ grade average. Students must also have a major  
in the relevant subject area with a B/B+ grade average.

MASTERS DEGREE

The University of Waikato offers 120-point, 180-point and 
240-point masters programmes. A 120-point masters can be 
completed in one academic year, and normally follows a bachelors 
with honours degree or postgraduate diploma in the same subject. 
A 180-point or 240-point masters degree normally follows an 
undergraduate bachelors degree and can take from 12 months to 
two years to complete. Entry requirements and completion times 
vary by Faculty. Masters degrees may be awarded with a class 
of honours, or in some cases, distinction. The programme may 
combine taught papers with a research thesis or dissertation.

Entry Requirements

You must have a qualification considered equivalent to a  
New Zealand bachelors degree (of 3-4 years) with advanced 
study, and have a B/B+ in the subject in which you intend 
to major for your masters degree. Some Faculties/Schools of 
Studies require an honours degree with a B/B+ grade average 
for eligibility to apply for a masters degree. Where the above 
requirement is not met, a graduate certificate, graduate 
diploma, bachelor with honours or postgraduate diploma in  
the appropriate major subject may be required.

For more information visit waikato.ac.nz/students/international/

entryreq/grad-postgrad.shtml
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A qualification considered equivalent to a New Zealand 
bachelors with honours or masters degree with at least  
Second Class Honours (First Division) or Distinction is  
required. Entrance is at the discretion of the Postgraduate  
Studies Committee.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PhD)

The PhD degree is awarded after the successful examination 
of a thesis (generally takes three years full-time) of supervised 
research and significant parts of the work should be worthy  
of publication at international level. Normally there are no 
taught classes for this qualification.

Entry Requirements

A qualification considered equivalent to a New Zealand 
bachelors with honours or masters degree with at least  
Second Class Honours (First Division) or Distinction is  
required. Entrance is at the discretion of the Postgraduate  
Studies Committee.

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY (MPhil)

The MPhil involves a research programme in which you receive 
training in research methodology and techniques, critical 
evaluation, literature analysis and debate. Normally there are  
no taught classes for this qualification.

Entry Requirements

A qualification considered equivalent to a New Zealand 
bachelors with honours or masters degree with at least Second 
Class Honours (First Division) or Distinction is required. Entrance 
is at the discretion of the Postgraduate Studies Committee.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION (EdD)

Professional doctorates are designed for students who have 
had relevant professional experience or who wish to combine 
doctoral studies with continuing employment in a professional 
setting. Professional doctorates include a series of directed 
studies or coursework in addition to a thesis. This programme 
consists of four papers which are equivalent to one year of  
full-time study (Part One), and a thesis (Part Two) with at  
least two years of full-time research.

Graduate/Postgraduate  
Academic Entry Requirements contd
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How Do I Apply?
APPLICATION OPTIONS

 » Online – Go to our website and complete the online 
application form: education.waikato.ac.nz/pathways/
study-with-us/application-and-enrolment

 » Through an agent – We have many representatives 
around the world who are authorised to act on our behalf. 
Agents can advise you on programmes and help you 
enrol. Many students like to use agents to assist them 
with the student visa process

 » Email us directly on pathwayscollege@waikato.ac.nz

COURSES OFFERED

 » Certificate of Attainment in English Language (CAEL)

 » Certificate of Attainment in Academic English (CAAE) –  
for university or other tertiary study in English- 
speaking countries

 » General English

 » Groups and Study Tours – customised programmes to meet  
specific needs and interests

 » Teacher Education

 » IELTS preparation – for the IELTS (International English 
Language Testing System) test.

Certificate of Attainment in  
English Language (CAEL)

The Certificate of Attainment in English Language has three 
levels, from elementary to pre-intermediate. You will study 
a core programme which helps you improve your reading, 
writing, listening and speaking skills.

Certificate of Attainment in  
Academic English (CAAE)

The Certificate of Attainment in Academic English has five levels, 
from intermediate to advanced. Classes focus on skills needed for 
successful university study such as academic writing, listening, 
note-taking, reading and oral presentation skills.

CAEL and CAAE are full-time courses with 23 hours of face- 
to-face tuition each week for 10 weeks. There are a number  
of intakes each year and dates are available at:  
education.waikato.ac.nz/pathways/study-with-us/english-
language-programmes 

On successful completion of each course you will receive a 
University of Waikato Certificate of Attainment in English 
Language or a University of Waikato Certificate of Attainment in 
Academic English, depending on your programme of study.

Direct Entry into the University of Waikato

Successful completion of specific levels within the CAAE 
programme provides students with the English language 
requirements of degree study, and direct entry to most of  
the University of Waikato’s programmes. Students will not  
need to do other external tests.

Waikato Pathways College (WPC) provides English language programmes for students interested in pursuing undergraduate  

and postgraduate study, as well as specialist English, teacher training and academic professional programmes.

Located on the University of Waikato’s campus in Hamilton, WPC provides a modern, friendly spacious learning environment.  

All WPC students have access to the University’s services and facilities.

Before students begin their first 10-week block of study, 
they will participate in an orientation programme. This is an 
essential time to prepare students for the demands of studying 
at university in an English-speaking context. Students will sit an 
English language placement test during this first week which will 
determine the level a student will enter. They will also receive 
learner training to assist them in their studies. Staff will spend 
time with students to discuss their future study goals and plan 
their programme of study.

AFTERNOON ELECTIVES

The afternoon timetable for both the Academic and  
General English programme includes the following electives  
(all electives are subject to numbers).

Example electives include:

 » Business English

 » IELTS preparation

 » EAP skills for university study

 » Focus on communication and fluency

 » Preparation for postgraduate studies

 » Focus on reading and writing.

English Language – Waikato Pathways College

ENTRY CRITERIA

CAAE Level University of Waikato course

CAAE Level 6,  

B grade average

University of Waikato Foundation 

Studies Programme

CAAE Level 7, B grade 

average, or better

University of Waikato  

bachelor degrees

CAAE Level 8,  

B grade average
Most postgraduate courses
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English Language – Waikato Pathways College contd
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in New Zealand today. Programmes may also include visits to 

local schools and businesses, cultural exchanges and a full 

activity programme to local places of interest and business.

IELTS PREPARATION AND TESTING

Waikato Pathways College is an award-winning IELTS testing 

centre, recognised for its consistently high level of performance 

in areas of IELTS test delivery. IELTS preparation courses are also 

available. Free IELTS seminars give you the opportunity to find 

out more about IELTS, get personal advice and assistance and  

be well prepared for the test.

IELTS tests are available on fixed dates throughout 2016. Tests 

are taken in Hamilton on Saturdays. The Listening, Reading and 

Writing tests are all taken on the same day. The Speaking test 

is usually held on the same day, but can take place up to seven 

days before or after the other papers.

To register for an IELTS test, you should submit your application 

form as early as possible because tests can sell out early. If test 

places are still available, applications usually close two days 

before the test date. For more information about tests visit  

ielts.org or contact Waikato Pathways College.

TEACHER EDUCATION

Cambridge Certificate in English Language Teaching to 
Adults and Cambridge Teaching Knowledge Test

The Cambridge Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults 

(CELTA) is an initial 4-week intensive training course in practical 

aspects of the teaching of English as a foreign language. It is 

internationally recognised as the first step for those intending  

to make a career in teaching English as a foreign language.

The online CELTA is also offered as a blended course over 10 

weeks for those already in the profession in New Zealand or 

overseas.  Papers 1-3 or the Cambridge Teaching Knowledge Test 

are offered online with preparation classes available if desired.

GENERAL ENGLISH (GE)

General English is a course designed for students to improve 
their everyday English and is suitable for students preparing  
to enter the Academic English programme. The programme 
includes core language skills and vocabulary, fluency and 
accuracy in listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Classes are offered from elementary to advanced levels.  
A full range of classes and electives are available (subject to 
student numbers) for students to personalise their programmes. 
See Afternoon Electives for options. You will complete an initial 
placement test to assess your entry level, and thereafter you  
have the option of further testing to move up the levels.  
An orientation is also included as part of the programme.

General English is available full-time (23 hours a week) or 
part-time (10 hours a week). You can start on every second 
Monday (except New Zealand public holidays) and study from 
three weeks to six months. You will receive a Waikato Pathways 
College Certificate of Attendance. Individual graded reports are 
also available.

GROUPS AND STUDY TOURS

This option provides “tailor-made” programmes for groups of 
five or more students who wish to study English as a group and 
within a specified professional, academic or vocational context. 
Classes can be full- or part-time and can also be combined with 
the General and Academic programmes. The duration of the 
course, timing of classes, hours per week and content is flexible 
and will be negotiated directly with you.

Group classes may cover a diverse range of academic, vocational 
and professional subjects which are developed with experts 
from the Faculties within the University ie English for University 
Preparation, Medical English, English for Law and Agribusiness. 
Previous activities have included production of a radio broadcast, 
drama workshops, voluntary work and work placement.

Most courses focus on the practical requirements of living  
with a homestay family, traditional culture and a look at life  
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Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies

A successful graduate of Foundation Studies will achieve the 
Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies, which is a 
university entrance qualification recognised by all New Zealand 
universities and widely accepted by Australian universities. 

FOUNDATION STUDIES PROGRAMME

The programme consists of eight papers, of which three of which 
are compulsory, and you can choose five from a range of subjects 
depending on your intended major. In many papers you will  
mix with New Zealand students as well as other students from 
around the world. Foundation studies classes generally have  
up to 25 students a tutorial.

Foundation Studies is taught on the University main campus 
where you have access to all the services and facilities of the 
University. You can mix with university students from all over the 
world studying a range of disciplines in bachelor degrees, master 
degrees or PhD study. You will enjoy learning from experienced, 
well qualified teachers.

Classes and Assessment

Each paper held in A, B or C semester has five hours of class time 
per week. Total class time is 20 hours a week with a further 
20 hours to be spent on homework and revision. Classes are 
scheduled between 8am and 6pm, Monday to Friday.

Assessments will vary between papers, but may include internal 
assessment and exams.

Finish in Eight Months Summer School Option  
(C Semester)

If you start in July or November you can finish Foundation Studies 
at Waikato University in eight months and immediately commence 
degree study. You will study eight papers in two semesters. 

FEES AND DATES

Tuition Fees

Approximate cost for eight papers over two semesters is  
NZD $19,080.

Foundation Studies Course Dates

2016

S Semester  Tuesday 5 January to Friday 19 February
A Semester  Monday 29 February to Friday 10 June
B Semester  Monday 18 July to Friday 14 October
T Semester  Monday 7 November to Friday 16 December
C Semester  November 2016 to February 2017

The Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies at the University of Waikato is a two-semester, full-time pre-degree 
Foundation Studies programme. This is specifically designed to prepare high school graduates from non-English speaking 
backgrounds for degree study.

Prices	apply	from	1	January	2015.	All	prices	are	quoted	
in	New	Zealand	dollars,	are	applicable	to	international	
students	and	include	New	Zealand	Government	GST	
(goods	and	services	tax)	of	15%	where	applicable.	Prices	
are	subject	to	change	and	in	this	case	reasonable	effort	
will	be	made	to	notify	agents	and	students	in	advance.

PAPERS OFFERED

Elective Papers

Bridging Business Studies: CAFS015  
A, B & C
This paper is designed to prepare you for level one papers  
in business or to provide a background in business and law  
for other tertiary study. You will learn the basics of business  
and New Zealand law and will develop creative and applied 
problem-solving skills in a business context. 

Bridging Accounting: CAFS006 
A, B & C
This paper covers the conceptual basis of accounting. You will 
learn to appreciate how basic accounting concepts, processes 
and systems are applied to different types of organisation and 
groups of users. In addition, you will gain an understanding  
of the analysis of accounting systems and the methods of 
processing accounting data. No prior knowledge of accounting  
is required.

Bridging Mathematics and Statistics: CUPR008 
A, B & C
The aim of this paper is to cover mathematics and statistics in 
preparation for first year university mathematics and statistics 
courses. The paper introduces you to basic mathematics 
skills, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus and statistics. 
It is designed to lead in to one of MATH168 Preparatory 
Mathematics, MATH165 General Mathematics, MATH166 
Management Mathematics, or STAT121 Introduction to 
Statistical Methods.

Bridging Calculus: CAFS004 
A, B & C
This paper covers pure mathematics, in preparation for first year 
university mathematics papers. It focuses on algebra, co-ordinate 
geometry, trigonometry, differential and integral calculus, and 
differential equations.

Bridging General Science: CUPR025 
A, B & C
This paper is an integrated science course that covers material 
from the four science areas of biology, chemistry, earth science 
and physics. There is an emphasis on scientific exploration  
and skills development necessary for working within the  
science disciplines.

Bridging Biology: CAFS009 
A & B
In this paper you will examine biological concepts by 
experimentation and by studying fundamental concepts.  
You will look at specific animal and plant systems in relation  
to whole organism functioning, cell organisation and function,  
the importance and action of nucleic acids, genetics, evolution  
and contemporary techniques in biotechnology.
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All applications will be considered on a case-by-case basis. For overseas qualifications not listed please contact the Recruitment 
Office – international@waikato.ac.nz – for the admission criteria.

Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies contd
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A, B & C
This paper is designed to prepare you for Level 1 chemistry papers. 
It covers the nature of matter, atomic theory, periodic trends, 
bonding, quantitative chemistry, equilibrium, thermodynamics, 
kinetics, pH and REDOX.

Bridging Physics: CAFS011 
A, B & C
This paper explores the physical laws of nature both 
experimentally and by studying the basic concepts and principles 
that govern our understanding of the physical world and the 
universe. You will study, investigate and apply scientific concepts 
and principles in mechanics, wave motion, electricity and 
magnetism, and atomic/nuclear physics.

English for Specific Purposes: CAFS099 
A, B & C
This paper will develop academic vocabulary, reading and 
paraphrase/summary skills, academic writing, and relevant 
pronunciation and grammar skills, in preparation for 
undergraduate study. The paper is designed to provide you  
with language support in the context of the other elective  
papers taken in Foundation Studies. You will also be taught the 
study skills appropriate to a New Zealand university education.

Comparative Cultures: An Introduction CAFS013 
A, B & C
The humanities are at the centre of learning about what it is 
to be human. The humanities interpret human experiences and 
you are encouraged to develop critical thinking skills. One of the 
essential ingredients in the humanities is the study of culture.

Introduction to Study Skills: CUPR001 
A, B & C
This is a skills-based paper which focuses on note-taking, 
research, essay writing, exam preparation, and other learning 
processes that are fundamental to successful university study.

Introduction to Critical Thought and Expression: CUPR002  
A, B & C
In this paper, you are introduced to the skills and concepts  
of critical thought and expression which help you to maximise 
your success at university. 

Bridging Arts: CUPR003  
A, B & C
This paper provides you with an introduction to the humanities. 
It focuses especially on arts subjects offered at the University of 
Waikato, such as English, History, Languages, Music, and Screen 
and Media Studies. This paper leads in to degrees with arts based 
content such as the LLB and BTchg, as well as the BA.

Bridging Social Sciences: CUPR004 
A, B & C
This paper provides you with a structured and focused 
introduction to the social sciences. It is also designed to bridge 
students into other degrees, such as the BMS, BTchg and LLB.  
It draws on historical and contemporary examples in order  
to illustrate how important events and ideas have shaped the 
modern social science subjects.

Compulsory Papers

English for Foundation Studies Part 1: CAFS001 
A, B & C
This paper will develop your academic reading and writing skills 
in preparation for undergraduate study. 

Language and Learning Skills: CAFS003 
A, B & C
This paper will provide you with language skills development  
in the areas of listening, reading, writing and speaking.  
The emphasis is on assignment writing in a university context. 
This involves library work, reading academic texts and producing 
well-researched academic essays. In addition, you will have 
practice in seminar presentation, listening and note-taking.

English for Foundation Studies Part 2: CAFS002 
A, B & C
This paper will further develop your academic reading, writing 
and speaking skills in preparation for undergraduate study.  
(Prerequisite – pass English for Foundation Studies Part 1: CAFS001)

Note: Students choosing Science and Mathematics should 
normally have a background knowledge in these areas of 

secondary school study.
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Minimum Entry Requirements

Cambodia Successful completion of the Diploma of Upper Secondary Education

China Graduated from Senior High School with a 70% average in Year 12 (Senior Grade Three) including 70% in maths.  
Gao Kao:  Tier 2B and below Gao Kao students would be granted entry to an accelerated Foundation Studies programme

Fiji Fiji School Leaving Certificate (FSLC) with 65% average in your best four subjects, which must include English

Hong	Kong Successful completion of Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education with a Grade 2 or better in the four core subjects

India All India Senior School Certificate (AISSCE) with a 45% grade average in four subjects or Indian School Certificate (ISC)  
with a 50% grade average or Higher School Certificate (HSC) with a 65% average. For Kerala State, successful completion  
of tenth standard

Indonesia Senior Secondary School Leaving Certificate of Completion (Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar Sekolah Menengah Atas (STTB 
SMA)) with grade average of 6.5

Japan Kotogakko Sotsugyo Shomeisho with a grade 3 average

Jordan Certificate of General/Vocational/Applied Secondary Education

Kuwait Less than 80% in Academic subjects in the General Secondary Education Certificate

Laos Successful completion of the Baccalauréat (Upper Secondary School Leaving Certificate)

Malaysia Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) with a grade B4 average in five subjects

Maldives University of Cambridge GCE ‘A Levels’ with a B4 average in four main subjects

Myanmar Successful completion of the Basic Education Standard X Examination/Matriculation Examination

Oman Successful completion of the Secondary School Certificate (Thanawiya Amma) with at least an 80% average

Pacific	Islands Pacific Senior Secondary Certificate (PSSC) with an overall grade 5 average in four subjects, including a grade of 6 in 
English

Phillippines An Associate Degree from a university recognised by the University of Waikato

Russia Certificate of Secondary Education (Attestat o Srednem obrazovanii) on graduation from Grade 11 or Grade 12 with  
a grade 3 average

Saudi	Arabia General Secondary Education Certificate (Tawhijiyah, Tawjihi Thanawiyyat) with a 60% overall average (students who  
have successfully completed a Religious Institute Secondary Education Certificate may be considered for admission to  
the Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies*)

South	Korea Graduated from senior high school with a C grade average in Year 3 (Grade 12) of senior high school

Singapore Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) ‘O’ Levels with a B4 average in four main subjects

Sri	Lanka Sri Lanka GCE Ordinary Level examinations with at least a grade of Credit in each subject studied

Taiwan Senior High School Leaving Certificate with a C grade average in Grade 12 (Year 3) of senior high school

Thailand Matayom 6 (M6) with a passing grade (1.0) in each subject studied

UAE Secondary School Certificate (Tawjihiyya) with at least a 70% average

Vietnam Upper Secondary School Graduation Certificate (Bang tot nghiep pho tong trung hoc) with scores of 5.0 or better on  
a 10 point score or Diploma of General Education (Bang tu tai) with scores of 5.0 or better on a 10 point scale)
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To be eligible to apply for Foundation Studies, you must:

 » Be 16 years of age or over

 » Have completed secondary school study, equivalent to  
New Zealand Year 12, OR

 » Have a secondary school completion qualification from your 
country of origin

AND

 » Have an IELTS score 5.5 or above (with at least a 5 in the 

writing band); or a paper-based TOEFL score of 525; (or a 

computer-based TOEFL score of 197 or above) OR

 » Have successfully completed Level 6 of the Certificate of 

Attainment in Academic English with a B grade average at  

the University of Waikato Pathways College.

Please check the minimum entry requirements for your country at: 
waikato.ac.nz/pathways/programmes/foundation/entry 
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Application Deadlines

The following application deadlines are set to allow time for 
the processing of applications, and for you to make relevant 
arrangements prior to departing for Waikato.

Applications received after the deadline will be considered on a 
case-by-case basis. You must be aware that late applications may 
not be accepted by the Faculty and there may not be enough time 
for pre-departure arrangements before the University start date.

Semester A (Late February – June): Closing date for applications  
is 1 December of year prior to start date.

Semester B (July – November): Closing date for applications  
is 1 May.

Semester C (November – February): Closing date for applications  
is 21 October.

Admission to The University of Waikato

If you are applying to The University of Waikato you must meet 
the appropriate academic and English Language entry criteria. 
Each Faculty/School of Study/College may have additional  
entry requirements for some qualifications. All applications  
are considered on a case-by-case basis. 

You are advised to check current requirements at  
waikato.ac.nz/students/international/entryreq

Representative Offices

The University has representatives in many countries around  
the world. Use one of our approved educational agents to help 
you with your application.

For a full listing please contact International Services by email on 
international@waikato.ac.nz

Using the Foundation Studies Programme for 
Admission to Degree Programmes

To gain a university entrance qualification, you must successfully 
complete the Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies 
by passing all eight papers. This university entrance qualification 
is recognised by all New Zealand universities and is widely 
accepted by Australian universities.

You must also meet the minimum English language requirement 
for undergraduate study. Students who gain a B grade in the 
University of Waikato English for Foundation Studies papers  
will be considered to have met this requirement for admission  
to most Bachelor degrees.

Admission is guaranteed to University of Waikato bachelors 
degrees provided you gain the following grades:

Bachelor of Arts (BA)

Bachelor of Business Analysis – Financial (BBA(Fin))

Bachelor of Communication Studies (BCS)

Bachelor of Computing and Mathematical Sciences (BCMS)

Bachelor of Electronic Commerce (BECom)

Bachelor of Environmental Planning(BEP)

Bachelor of Management Studies (BMS)

Bachelor of Māori and Pacific Development (BMPD)

Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies (BMCT)

Bachelor of Science (BSc)  
in the Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences

Bachelor of Science (BSc)  
in the Faculty of Science & Engineering

Bachelor of Science (Technology) (BSc(Tech))

Bachelor of Social Sciences (BSocSc)

Bachelor of Sport and Leisure Studies (BSpLS)

Bachelor of Tourism (BTour)

No less than a C grade in any paper, and a B grade or better  
in each of CAFS001 and CAFS002 satisfies the minimum English 
language requirement for undergraduate study.

Bachelor of Computer Graphic Design (BCGD)

Applicants are considered on a case-by-case basis. You will 
need at least a C grade in each paper and must also provide 
a portfolio as specified by the Faculty of Computing & 
Mathematical Sciences.

Bachelor of Engineering Honours (BE)Hons

An overall B grade average including a B grade in Bridging 
Physics, a B grade in Bridging Calculus and at least a C grade 
in every other paper. If you intend to major in Materials and 
Process Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or Chemical and 
Biological Engineering you will additionally need to achieve  
a B grade in Bridging Chemistry.

Bachelor of Laws (LLB)

An overall B grade average with a B grade in CAFS003.

Bachelor of Music (BMus)

At least a C grade in each paper. In addition, you will need 
a grade 5 theory pass or better in the Australian Music Education 
Board, Trinity College or Royal College of Music examinations 
or a music qualification assessed as equivalent. Entry to the 
Performance programme requires successful completion of an 
audition administered by the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences.

How Do I Apply?
 » Apply online at waikato.ac.nz/enrol

 » Download from waikato.ac.nz/students/international

 » Complete all sections of the application form

 » Prepare all relevant documentation according to the 
checklist on the application form

 » Forward the application form (or documents if you have 
applied online) and all supporting documentation to 
the Enrolment Office before the application deadline. 
Students should apply earlier than the stated deadline 
because some programmes have limited numbers.

Certificate of Attainment in Foundation Studies contd
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Our flexible degree structures mean that you can study a broad range of subjects and can shape the 
qualification that will keep your skills in demand. Please see the comprehensive subject list below for 
your options. Note that the majority of these subjects can also be used as a second major or supporting 
subject within most degrees and you can even take just one paper from a subject as an elective under 
most degrees. Visit waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects to find out more about your options.

A
Accounting
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/acct.shtml 

Far more than number crunchers, accountants 
are often found in high-level management 
where financial control, legal compliance and 
leadership skills are essential.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Business	Analysis	–	Financial		
page	63	
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	page	64	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	page	64	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65	
Master	of	Professional	Accounting	page	65

Agribusiness
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/agri.shtml

Agribusiness is a critical component of  
New Zealand's export economy combining  
all facets of business operations and 
associated organisations that make up  
the agricultural sector.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Diploma	page	64	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	page	64	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65	
Master	of	Professional	Management	page	65

American Studies
waikato.ac.nz/go/amst

American Studies is offered as a supporting 
subject. Supporting subjects are subjects that 
complement your major subject. They are 
studied in some depth, but not in as much 
depth as a major. 

Animal Behaviour
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/albh.shtml

Animal Behaviour is the study of behaviour 
patterns in animals (including humans), and how 
the behaviour of individuals helps to determine 
the density and distribution of populations. A 
knowledge of animal behaviour is of increasing 
importance in areas such as evolutionary 
biology, conservation biology, and the efficient 
and humane management of farm animals.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

Anthropology
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/anth.shtml

Anthropology is for you if you are interested 
in people and all their wonderful diversity. It 
means, very broadly, “the study of humanity”.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Applied Computing
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/acom.shtml

Applied Computing emphasises hands-on 
opportunities with a range of technologies 
including databases, website development 
tools, and visual software development 
environments. You will learn to use these tools 
to solve real problems, focussing on business 
applications. 

Also a specialisation within the BSc with a 
Computer Science major 

(See	Computer	Science)

Qualifications:	
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

Artificial Intelligence
This looks at various areas of data mining  
and natural language interfaces to  
commercial software.

Specialisation within Computer Science 

(See	Computer	Science)

B
Biochemistry
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/bioc.shtml

Biochemistry is the study of the chemical 
processes that occur in living things.

Biochemists work to understand the fundamental 
molecules of life and how they interact in living 
organisms, in health and disease.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

Biological Sciences
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/biol.shtml

Biological Sciences includes the major 
traditional biological disciplines of botany, 
microbiology and zoology along with the 
interdisciplinary subjects of biochemistry, 
physiology, genetics, ecology and behaviour.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Biotechnology
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/biol.shtml

Biotechnology is the application of science and 
engineering to develop useful products from 
biological materials.

Qualifications:	
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma
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Chemical and Biological 
Engineering (see Engineering)
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/bien.shtml

Chemical and Biological Engineering focuses on 
using process engineering, science and maths 
principles to transform chemical and biological 
materials into high value products and services.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	page	60

Chemistry
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/chem. 
Chemistry is the science of substances – their 
structures, their properties and reactions that 
change them into other substances.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Chinese 
waikato.ac.nz/go/chin

Chinese is offered as a pathway within 
the International Languages and Cultures 
major, focused chiefly on Chinese language 
acquisition, complemented by papers on East 
Asian culture and translation studies.

Chinese is also offered as a specialisation and 
as a supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major.

(See	International	Languages	and	Culture)

Clinical Animal Behaviour
waikato.ac.nz/go/psyc

Clinical Animal Behaviour deals with the 
diagnosis and treatment of problem behaviours 
in animals. Students learn about animal 
behaviour, animal health and welfare, ethics, 
animal learning, including training skills, 
and legal matters relating to animals. The 
programme has a strong practical focus and 
includes carrying out clinical assessments, 
identifying factors contributing to problem 
behaviours, and planning behaviour 
modification programmes.

Qualifications:	
Postgraduate	Certificate	(CliniAniBehav)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(CliniAniBehav)	
Master	of	Clinical	Animal	Behaviour	page	45

Computer Graphic Design
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/cgrd.shtml

Computer Graphic Design involves creativity, 
art, technology and the communication of 
ideas. Computer Graphic Design will encourage 
you to reach beyond the boundaries of 
traditional graphic design and explore the huge 
potential of the digital environment.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Computer	Graphic	Design/with	
Honours	page	48	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Diploma	in	Computer		
Graphic	Design	
Master	of	Computer	Graphic	Design	page	48

Computer Science
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/comp.shtml

Computer Science deals with the theory, 
design, analysis, implementation, efficiency 
and application of processes that transform 
information. The fundamental question 
underlying all of computer science is, “What 
can be automated?”

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Computing	and	Mathematical	
Sciences/with	Honours	page	47	
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Computer Technology
waikato.ac.nz/education 

This is the study of the hardware, networks, 
communication, and software that are the 
foundations of modern computer games.

Focus area within Computer Science 

(See	Computer	Science)

Counsellor Education
This subject develops professional skills for 
beginning counsellors and advances the 
education or practising professional counsellors 
or supervisors.

Qualifications:		
Postgraduate	Certificate	(Family	Counselling)	
Postgraduate	Certificate	(Counselling	
Supervision)	
Master	of	Counselling	page	52

Creative Practices
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/crpc.shtml

Creative Practices at Waikato focuses on active 
arts such as music, Māori creative practices, 
dance and theatre, including their development, 
expression and interaction with technology.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies/
with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	45

Creative Technologies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/crtc.shtml

Creative Technologies is focused on the creative 
outcomes of applying new technologies across 
a range of media in advanced and emerging 
cultural and artistic fields.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies/
with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	45

Creative Writing 
Creative Writing is available as a specialisation 
within the BA and BMCT degrees and may 
be taken in the place of a supporting subject. 
Complement your major subject with 
additional strength in effective writing across 
all genres, including imaginative writing and 
creative non-fiction.

Qualifications:	
Bachelor	of	Arts	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	43

Cyber Security
waikato.ac.nz/go/cyber

This subject introduces students to the 
frontiers of knowledge and trains them in the 
relevant techniques of cyber security. This area 
is designed to cater for the growing demand in 
trained professionals in this area. 

Qualifications:	Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Cyber	Security	page	48
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D
Demography
waikato.ac.nz/fass/study/subjects/
demography

Demography is concerned with the advanced, 
empirical analysis of population structure and 
trends. Population research is important in 
addressing population and economic problems. 
Graduates skilled in demographic analysis 
are increasingly sought after by corporations 
and government agencies in a variety of roles 
including policy analysis, marketing  
and consulting.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	with	Honours	
page	44	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma/Master	of	Social	
Sciences	page	46

Design Media
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/dmed.shtml

With a strong focus on computer graphic 
design, Design Media teaches you to work 
with a range of digital and traditional media 
and to communicate both technically and 
creatively with other practitioners of design-
based communication in commerce, education, 
government or the arts.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies/
with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	45

Disability and Inclusion Studies
papers.waikato.ac.nz/subjects/DIST

In these postgraduate programmes you will 
develop your understanding and skills in 
disability and inclusive practice in a variety of 
professional and community contexts. 

Qualifications:	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Disability	and	Inclusion	Studies	
page	51

E
Earth Sciences
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/erth.shtml

An understanding of earth and ocean sciences 
is vital if we are to sustainably manage the 
Earth’s energy, water, mineral, soil and coastal 
resources. The earth sciences are also the key 
to predicting and managing natural hazards 
such as floods, earthquakes, tsunami, landslides 
and volcanic eruptions.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Economics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/econ.shtml

Economists are key players in decision-making. 
Their analytical skills help people, businesses 
and governments make the best choices with 
their resources.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Business	Analysis	–Financial		
page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	page	64	
Postgraduate	Certificate,	
Postgraduate	Diploma	page	64	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Education 
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/educ.shtml

This subject provides diverse opportunities 
to develop skills and knowledge in areas 
such as educational leadership, curriculum, 
and assessment, teaching and learning and 
educational research. Study in this area 
particularly suits professionals working in the 
education sector. This qualification does not 
qualify you to teach – please see Teaching.

Note: Global Studies in Education is also 
offered as a specialisation.

Qualifications:		
Diploma	in	Education,Graduate	Diploma,	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Education	page	51	
Doctor	of	Education	page	52

Educational Leadership
waikato.ac.nz/education

Educational leadership programmes at 
Waikato are applied in nature with the theory 
strongly linked to practice. This postgraduate 
programme suits aspiring or current educational 
leaders who want to develop their leadership 
skills and knowledge. 

Qualifications:		
Postgraduate	Certificate	(School	
Principalship)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(Educational	
Leadership	Coaching	and	Mentoring)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(Educational	
Leadership)	
Master	of	Educational	Leadership	page	52

Education Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/educ.shtml

Education is arguably one of the greatest 
influences not just on personal development 
but on society and nations. Education Studies 
investigates how the fundamental resource of 
the human mind is shaped. 

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Electronic Business
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/elbu.shtml

The growth of electronic commerce and the 
knowledge economy means organisations must 
have electronic business systems at the heart 
of their operations.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

Electronic Commerce
management.ac.nz/becom

Electronic Commerce is about using the 
internet to handle business – the interaction 
between a business, its customers and suppliers.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Diploma	

Master	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	64
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Electronic Engineering 
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/enel.shtml

Electronic engineering is concerned with 
the design, development, manufacture and 
application of electronic devices, circuits  
and systems.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	page	60	

(See	Engineering)	

Electronics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/elec.shtml

Electronics is the science and technology 
concerned with the controlled flow of electrons 
and other carriers of electric charge. Studying 
electronics will give you valuable skills in 
electronic engineering and design.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Engineering	page	61	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Engineering
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/engg.shtml

Waikato’s engineering degrees will put you at 
the cutting edge of engineering. This is reflected 
in the programmes offered: Chemical and 
Biological Engineering; Electronic Engineering; 
Materials and Process Engineering; Mechanical 
Engineering; and Software Engineering.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	page	60	
Graduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Engineering	page	61

English
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/engl.shtml

English is about language, history and culture. 
It is about art and aesthetics, meaning and 
value. A literary education expands your mind 
and sharpens your cultural awareness and 
sensitivity.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43,	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45

English as a Second Language
waikato.ac.nz/wfass/subjects/linguistics/esl

English as a Second Language is offered as a 
supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major. 

Many international students take English as 
a Second Language to build their academic 
English language skills. The English as a 
Second Language papers will provide you with 
instruction and practice in advanced academic 
language and communication skills (written, 
oral and aural). 

Entrepreneurship
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/entre.shtml

Entrepreneurship will teach you to identify 
unique qualities of successful entrepreneurial 
business strategies and to implement those 
strategies in the creation of new business.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Entrepreneurship	page	64	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Diploma

Environment and Society
The field of Environment and Society draws 
on research and knowledge across many 
academic disciplines to explore the complex 
relationships and interactions between people 
and their environments. This interdisciplinary 
postgraduate programme combines papers 
in the social sciences, humanities, and 
environmental sciences with a research 
dissertation or thesis. 

Qualifications	
Postgraduate	Diploma	in	Environment		
and	Society	

Master	of	Environment	and	Society	page	45	

Environmental Planning
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/envp.shtml

Environmental Planning is based on the 
recognition that environmental problems 
and solutions involve social, economic and 
cultural dimensions. Environmental Planning 
will provide you with knowledge and skills 
for careers in sustainable development of 
rural and urban communities and sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Environmental	Planning	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Environmental	Planning	page	45

Environmental Sciences
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/envs.shtml

Environmental Sciences is the interdisciplinary 
and systematic study of our environment 
as well as our role in its management. 
Environmental Sciences can provide the 
scientific basis for understanding environmental 
problems, and finding solutions to them.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Science	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Master	of	Environmental	Sciences	page	62

Ethics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/eths.shtml

The study of Ethics provides an excellent 
grounding in evaluative theory and reasoning 
for a professional future in the public 
service, the health sector, social work, with 
environmental agencies, and in business.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Arts	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

F
Finance
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/fina.shtml

Finance is the management of money, banking, 
investments and credit. You will examine 
corporate finance, portfolios and markets, 
small business finance, financial modelling and 
personal financial planning.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Business	Analysis	–	Financial/
with	Honours	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65	
Master	of	Professional	Management	page	65

French
waikato.ac.nz/go/fren

French is offered as a pathway within the 
International Languages and Cultures major, 
focused chiefly on French language acquisition, 
complemented by papers on French and 
European culture and translation studies.

French is also offered as a specialisation and as 
a supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major.

(See	International	Languages	and	Culture)
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G
Geography
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/geog.shtml

Geography matters because it is about basic 
human relationships: between people and the 
environment, between people and other people. 
A clearer grasp of geography can provide 
insight into environmental problems and help 
us manage our resources more effectively.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Bachelor	of	Tourism	page	64	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

German
waikato.ac.nz/go/germ

German is offered as a pathway within 
the International Languages and Cultures 
major, focused chiefly on German language 
acquisition, complemented by papers on 
European culture, German literature and 
translation studies.

German is also offered as a specialisation and 
as a supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major.

(See	International	Languages	and	Culture)

H
Health Development and Policy
waikato.ac.nz/fass/

This subject gives you the skills to undertake 
social research in health, information analysis 
for health policy and prepares you for further 
doctoral research work.

Qualifications:		
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	with	Honours	
page	44	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

History
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/hist.shtml

History is the study of the past but also its 
impact on the present and future. People 
working in the media, education, politics, 
research and business need to know and 
understand aspects of our past.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Hospitality Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/hosp.shtml

Hospitality Management focuses on the 
organisation of businesses that supply food, 
drink, accommodation and entertainment. This 
industry needs operators who can plan, control, 
make strategic decisions, and understand the 
legal requirements for this sector.

Qualifications:	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Tourism	–	Tourism	and	
Hospitality	Management	page	64	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Professional	Management	–	
International	Hospitality	Management	page	65

Human Development
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/hdco.shtml

Human Development is concerned with  
the study of the human lifespan from 
conception onwards. Understanding how 
people develop throughout their lives, and 
how social context can influence possibilities 
for individuals, is important for those wishing 
to go into professions such as social work, 
nursing and teaching.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Human Resource Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/hrmg.shtml

Human Resource Management is concerned 
with getting the right people into the right 
jobs; and further knowing how to keep them 
and advance their careers. HR managers have 
a strategic role in an organisation because 
they deal with recruitment, salaries, training 
programmes and staff performance.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

I
Industrial Relations and Human 
Resource Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/irhrm.shtml

Industrial Relations and Human Resource 
Management is an interdisciplinary 
subject designed to prepare you for career 
opportunities in the broad, ever-evolving field 
of employment relations, human resource 
management, workplace change, and education 
and training.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

International Languages and 
Cultures
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/languages.shtml

Speaking another language can increase your 
potential and marketability, especially if you 
choose to work overseas. Studying languages 
also allows you to learn a lot about the 
outside world, which broadens your mind 
and enhances your understanding of different 
cultures and societies. You can choose to 
study Chinese, French, German, Japanese or 
Spanish within this subject.

Note: Languages are also available as a 
specialisation within the BA, BBA, BCS, BECom, 
BMS, BSc, BSc(Tech), BSocSc and BTour. 

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts	(International	Languages	and	
Cultures)	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Arts	with	Honours	(Chinese,	
French,	German,	Japanese	or	Spanish),	
Graduate	Certificate	page	43	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	(Chinese,	French,	
German,	Japanese	or	Spanish)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(Chinese,	French,	
German,	Japanese	or	Spanish)	
Master	of	Arts	(Chinese,	French,	German,	
Japanese	or	Spanish)	page	45

International Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/inmg.shtml

International Management deals with business 
activities that span continents and cultures. 
It teaches you how to analyse international 
business environments and to develop 
effective strategies for entering and servicing 
international markets.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65	
Master	of	Professional	Management	page	65
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International Relations and 
Security Studies
waikato.ac.nz/go/irss

International Relations and Security Studies 
offers you the opportunity of advanced study 
in security and strategic matters, or in issues 
of trade and globalisation. The content of 
the courses aim to provide insight into the 
workings of international institutions and the 
behaviours and aspirations of international 
power brokers. International Relations 
and Security Studies is also available as a 
specialisation in the Political Science major for 
the BA or BSocSc.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts	(Political	Science)	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	(Political	Science)	
page	44

Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45

J
Japanese
waikato.ac.nz/go/japa

Japanese is studied as a pathway within 
the International Languages and Cultures 
major, focused chiefly on Japanese language 
acquisition, complemented by papers on East 
Asian culture and translation studies.

Japanese is also offered as a specialisation and 
as a supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major.

(See	International	Languages	and	Culture)

L
Labour Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/lbst.shtml

Labour Studies looks at the world of work and 
employment, and the social environment in 
which they take place.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Law
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/laws.shtml

Many of our everyday actions are influenced by 
the legal system. The law provides a structure 
that helps society to operate.

Degrees:		
Diploma	of	Law	page	54	
Bachelor	of	Laws/with	Honours	page	54	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	(in	Law	or	in	New	Zealand	
Legal	Studies)	page	55	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Laws	page	55	
Master	of	Laws	in	Māori/Pacific	and	
Indigenous	People’s	Law	page	55

Leadership Communication
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/mcom.shtml

The best leaders and managers are great 
communicators with excellent people skills, 
ensuring they go further and faster in their 
careers. Leadership communication plays 
an essential role in the success of major 
organisations, government and social groups.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Communication	Studies/with	
Honours	page	64	
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Linguistics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/ling.shtml

Linguistics is the study of language and 
languages, the way they work and how we 
use them. This subject provides essential 
understandings relevant to any career where 
language is a key component.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma		
Postgraduate	Diploma		
(Second	Language	Teaching)		
Master	of	Arts	(Applied)	page	45

M
Management and Sustainability
This subject focuses on issues of environmental 
management, corporate social responsibility 
and the activities of firms, government 
organisations and other organisations. You’ll 
gain knowledge necessary for management 
at the interface between organisations, the 
environment and society.

Qualifications:		
Graduate	Diploma		
Postgraduate	Certificate		
Postgraduate	Diploma		
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Management Systems
Management.ac.nz/msys

This subject teaches you about creating and 
maintaining operations excellence. This is 
achieved through the combination of web-
based technologies combined with strong 
information channels that deliver the data 
necessary for decision-making and through 
fluid supply-chains.

Qualifications:		
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Māori
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/maor.shtml

Māori culture and society make a rich and 
vibrant contribution to New Zealand’s 
distinctive character and culture.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Māori	and	Pacific	Development	
page	58	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
(Māori	and	Pacific	Development)	(Tikanga	
Māori)	page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	(Māori	and	Pacific	
Development)	
Graduate	Diploma	(Māori	and	Pacific	
Development)	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Māori	and	Pacific	Development	
page	59	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	(Tikanga	Māori)	
page	46

Māori and Pacific Development
(See	Māori)

Māori Cultural Studies/Tikanga 
Māori
Offered as a specialisation 

(See	Māori)

Māori Language/Te Reo Māori
(See	Māori)

Māori Media and Communication
Māori Media and Communication is about 
gaining an understanding of the historical, 
political, cultural and social contexts in which 
media and communications practices develop 
and operate. 

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies/
with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	45
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Marketing
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/mktg.shtml

Marketing is key to the success of any 
commercial or not-for-profit organisation 
that exists to satisfy customer needs. Learn 
about identifying target markets, what drives 
customer behaviour, creating innovative brands, 
advertising and promotion, and developing 
strategic marketing plans.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Communication	Studies/with	
Honours	page	64		
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Materials and Process Engineering
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/mapr.shtml

Materials and Process Engineering combines 
the study of chemical, mechanical and 
materials engineering. You will graduate with 
a wide range of skills for the processing and 
manufacturing industries.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	page	60	
Master	of	Engineering	page	61

(See	Engineering)

Materials and Processing
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/mapr.shtml

Materials and Processing is concerned with the 
processes and activities of converting raw and 
commodity materials into valuable products for 
manufacturers or the end consumer.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Mathematics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/math.shtml

Mathematics provides valuable analytical and 
problem-solving skills and is important in a 
range of areas including the sciences, computer 
science, engineering, statistics and research.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Computing	and	Mathematical	
Sciences/with	Honours	page	48	
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Graduate	Certificate		
Graduate	Diploma		
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Mechanical Engineering (see 
Engineering)
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/meng.shtml

Mechanical Engineering uses mechanics and 
energy principles to design, research, develop 
and manufacture tools, engines, motors and 
other devices.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Engineering	(Honours)	page	60

Music
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/musi.shtml

We teach Western classical music from 
Baroque to Contemporary, through 
performance, composition and musical 
scholarship and offer a number of papers based 
around sonic art and new technology.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Music/with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Music	page	45	
Doctor	of	Musical	Arts	page	46

N
New Zealand Studies/Akoranga 
Aotearoa
waikato.ac.nz/go/nzst

New Zealand Studies is offered as a supporting 
subject. Supporting subjects are subjects that 
complement your major subject. They are 
studied in some depth, but not as much depth 
as a major. 

This is an interdisciplinary programme of 
study which draws together papers about New 
Zealand history, culture and identity. 

P
Pacific Studies
waikato.ac.nz/wfass/subjects/societies-
cultures/pacific-stds

Pacific Studies is offered as a supporting 
subject. Supporting subjects are subjects that 
complement your major subject. They are 
studied in some depth, but not as much depth 
as a major. 

Philosophy
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/phil.shtml

Philosophy is about solving problems that 
confront us as we try to understand the world 
including ethical problems, problems about 
science, logical problems and problems about 
the nature of reality. Philosophy provides 
excellent intellectual training, teaching you 
how to learn, think and write clearly, to 
argue vigorously and question deeply held 
assumptions.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	

Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Physics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/phys.shtml

Physics is the most fundamental science, 
involving understanding the basic principles 
by which all things in the universe exist and 
operate. It is the foundation of other scientific 
disciplines and the natural basis of all the 
technology disciplines.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Bachelor	of	Science	(Technology)	page	61	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Engineering	page	61	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Science	(Technology)	page	62	
Master	of	Science	(Research)	page	62

Political Science
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/pols.shtml

In Political Science we study all aspects of 
political life, in New Zealand and overseas.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46
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Population Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/pops.shtml

Understanding a population is vital for 
planning for the future. Our Population Studies 
programme has a social policy focus, which 
includes studying population trends, family 
structures, fertility and family formation, labour 
force and employment.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
(Population	Studies)	(Demography)	page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	(Demography)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(Demography)	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	(Demography)		
page	46

Psychology
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/psyc.shtml

Psychology is the study of behaviour. It is a 
broad subject that embraces all aspects of 
human experience and encompasses many 
different sciences.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	44	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Diploma	in	the	Practice	of	
Psychology	
Postgraduate	Diploma	in	Psychology	
(Clinical)	
Master	of	Applied	Psychology	page	45	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Clinical	Animal	Behaviour	page	45	
Master	of	Science	page	61	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Public Policy
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/pubp.shtml

Public Policy looks at how governments, not-
for-profit organisations, and even individuals 
and businesses address issues of public concern. 
Public Policy equips you with the ability to 
understand and interpret current affairs, deal 
with government in your future profession or 
business, work within government, and work for 
groups that lobby government.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	60	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Public Relations
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/pubr.shtml

Public Relations is the business of relationships 
involving two-way communication between an 
organisation and the groups and individuals it 
deals with. Public Relations plays an essential 
role in organisational sustainability as it 
involves maintaining good relationships.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Communications/with	Honours	
page	64	
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate		
Graduate	Diploma		
Postgraduate	Certificate		
Postgraduate	Diploma		
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65	
Master	of	Professional	Management	page	65

S
Screen and Media Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/smst.shtml

Screen and Media Studies provides an 
opportunity to think critically about and to 
analyse the media and today’s rapidly evolving 
media environments including traditional and 
new media.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies/
with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45	
Master	of	Media	and	Creative	Technologies	
page	45

Social Enterprise
papers.waikato.ac.nz/subjects/SCEN

Social Enterprise is about working for more 
than profit. Social entrepreneurs develop 
services for a societal purpose delivering social, 
cultural, financial and environmental benefits. 

Qualifications:		
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Social Policy
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/socp.shtml

Social Policy deals with issues that affect 
people, communities and society. It examines 
the policies and practices of government and 
non-governmental agencies and the impact of 
these on communities.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Social Work
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/socw.shtml 

Social and community workers work with 
individuals, families, whānau, groups, 
schools and communities, especially with 
disadvantaged members of society, for whom 
they may provide advocacy and other skills 
and services. Social workers aim to analyse, 
influence and, when necessary, challenge 
social policies.

Qualifications:		

Bachelor	of	Social	Work	page	44

Sociology
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/socy.shtml

Sociology is the study of society: that is,  
how people organise and participate in  
groups and larger social structures, and  
societies change.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Software Engineering
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/swen.shtml

Software engineering is the scientific, 
disciplined and quantifiable approach to 
developing, operating and maintaining complex 
software systems. These software systems 
include operating systems, networks, real-time 
and embedded systems, distributed and parallel 
systems, as well as engineering, scientific and 
business application software.

Qualifications:	Bachelor	of	Engineering	
(Honours)	page	60

(See	Engineering)

Spanish
waikato.ac.nz/go/span

Spanish is offered as a pathway within the 
International Languages and Cultures major, 
focused chiefly on Spanish language acquisition, 
complemented by papers on European culture, 
Spanish literature and translation studies.

Spanish is also offered as a specialisation and 
as a supporting subject. Supporting subjects are 
subjects that complement your major subject. 
They are studied in some depth, but not as 
much depth as a major.

(See	International	Languages	and	Culture)
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waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/spls.shtml

Studying Sport and Leisure Studies presents 
the opportunity to enhance your knowledge, 
understanding and professional skills relevant to 
careers in sport, education, health, recreation, 
fitness and leisure industries.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Sport	and	Leisure	Studies/with	
Honours	page	50	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Sport	and	Leisure	Studies	page	52

Statistics
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/stat.shtml

Statistics is the science of collecting and 
interpreting data and is used by many different 
organisational groups to make informed 
decisions. Statistics teaches us how to deal 
with variability and how to collect and use data 
so that we can make correct judgements.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Science/with	Honours	page	60	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Science	page	61

Strategic Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/stmg.shtml

Strategy is at the top level of executive activity. 
Strategic management is about envisioning the 
future, finding opportunities and developing 
sound plans to see them through.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Management	Studies	page	65

Studies in Religion
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/rels.shtml

This programme provides open-minded, cross 
disciplinary investigation of religion. We study 
systems of belief and practice that have been 
identified as 'religious'.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Arts	page	43	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

Supply Chain Management
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/supl.shtml

From production line to store shelf, a 
practical understanding of how to efficiently 
manage the resources of an organisation 
is invaluable. Companies prosper by using 
supply chain management to make their 
operations more efficient, and therefore 
more profitable and sustainable.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Electronic	Commerce	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	page	63	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma

T
Teaching
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/tchg.shtml

Waikato offers teaching qualifications  
that cover early childhood, primary and 
secondary education. They can be studied  
with a specialisation in bilingual and 
immersion teaching and can lead to wide  
and exciting career options including 
educational research, management training, 
counselling or teaching overseas.

Degrees:		
Bachelor	of	Teaching/with	Honours	page	50	
Bachelor	of	Teaching	Conjoint	Programme	
page	50	
Graduate	Diploma	of	Teaching	page	50

Theatre Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/thst.shtml

In Theatre Studies you learn about 
performance, the evolution of theatre and the 
creation of performance works. The Theatre 
Studies programme uses a theory-through-
practice approach to teaching and learning.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Arts	page	45

Tourism
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/tour.shtml

The world’s largest industry significantly impacts 
New Zealand’s economy – we need experts. 

Tourism can be studied as Tourism 
Development (TD), Tourism Management (TM), 
Tourism Studies (TS) or Tourism and Hospitality 
Management (THMgt). 

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Management	Studies/with	
Honours	(TM)	page	63	
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences	(TS)	page	44	
Bachelor	of	Tourism	(TM	&	TD)	page	44	
Bachelor	of	Tourism	with	Honours	(THMgt	&	
TD)	page	44	and	64	
Graduate	Certificate	(TS	TD	&	THMgt)	
Postgraduate	Certificate	(THMgt)	
Postgraduate	Diploma	(THMgt)	
Master	of	Management	Studies	(THMgt)	

page	65

Treaty of Waitangi Studies/
Akoranga te Tiriti o Waitangi
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/ttwa.shtml 

The Treaty of Waitangi is New Zealand’s 
founding document – seize the opportunity 
to learn, understand and make your own 
judgements about it. Treaty of Waitangi Studies 
is available as a supporting subject. Supporting 
subjects are subjects that complement your 
major subject. They are studied in some depth, 
but not as much depth as a major.

W
Women’s and Gender Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/wgst.shtml

Women’s and Gender Studies takes a hard look 
at women’s lives, their status in society and 
dilemmas and contradictions in gender relations.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences/with	Honours	
page	44	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma	
Postgraduate	Certificate	
Postgraduate	Diploma	
Master	of	Social	Sciences	page	46

Writing Studies
waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/writ.shtml

Writing Studies will enable you to identify who 
you are writing for and how to choose the best 
language and structure for your purpose. It will 
equip you with research skills, confidence, and 
reading and analytical skills.

Qualifications:		
Bachelor	of	Arts/with	Honours	page	43	
Graduate	Certificate	
Graduate	Diploma
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Choose your Faculty/School

After a good look through the wide range of subjects available here at Waikato, you should have a 
good idea of what you would like to study. The next step is to choose a degree to suit your interests 
and career plans. All of our degrees are taught within or across our seven faculties and schools. Use 
pages 43 to 65 to help you get an idea of what you can expect from each degree, including career 
opportunities, practical experience, the facilities and more.

Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences 
page 43

Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences 
page 47

Faculty of Education 
page 50

Te Piringa - Faculty of Law 
page 54

School of Māori and Pacific Development 
Page 58

Faculty of Science & Engineering 
page 60

Waikato Management School 
page 63
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Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

Undergraduate Study
BACHELOR OF ARTS (BA)

3 year degree – 360 points

In the Bachelor of Arts degree you will study subjects  
which deal with the history and the creative activities of 
humankind. You will learn about human nature and the  
human mind as they are revealed by the arts, the languages,  
the politics, and the cultures of the past and the present.

The ability to communicate with each other is probably the 
most powerful tool we have as human beings, and the ability  
to communicate effectively is something that is vital to 
success, whatever career or life path you choose. Because  
of the communication skills developed through studying  
the Arts, graduates of Arts degrees are valued as essential 
contributors to the workplace.

Majors in the BA

Anthropology

Education	Studies

English

Ethics

Geography

History

International	Languages		
and	Cultures

Linguistics

Māori	and	Pacific	Development

Mathematics

Music

Philosophy

Political	Science

Psychology

Screen	and	Media	Studies

Studies	in	Religion

Theatre	Studies

Writing	Studies

Also available as supporting subjects for the BA

American	Studies

English	as	a	Second	Language

Chinese

French

German

Japanese	

New	Zealand	Studies/	
Akoranga	Aotearoa

Pacific	Studies

Spanish

A specialisation may be taken in one of the following:

Chinese

Creative	Writing

French

German

International	Relations	and	

Security	Studies

Japanese

Spanish

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING (BEP)

4 year degree – 480 points

The Bachelor of Environmental Planning is a four-year degree  
which will deepen and broaden your knowledge about the 
natural world and human use of the natural environment. The 
programme aims to give you the knowledge and skills needed 
to ensure we all use our natural resources with care and with as 
little harm as possible. You will learn the latest knowledge and 

ideas about sustainable development and an ethic of care 
for the environment. The Bachelor of Environmental Planning 
includes papers from the subjects of Biology, Economics, Political 
Science, Earth Science and Geography, plus Environmental Ethics. 
The BEP is professionally accredited with the New Zealand 
Planning Institute (NZPI).

Major in the BEP

Environmental	Planning

BACHELOR OF MEDIA AND  
CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIES (BMCT)

3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies is an innovative 
degree focused on emerging forms of output in new media and 
creative practices. The BMCT brings several disciplines together 
in a degree that explores the impact of creative technologies in 
arts and media, while subjecting those technologies and creative 
forms to critical inquiry. Online audio and video, portable devices, 
networking and an on-demand culture have begun to produce  
a transformed creative environment. The degree provides  
a distinctive undergraduate experience leading to graduates 
who are not only skilled in a variety of contemporary mediated 
creative practices but also possess a thorough conceptual and 
critical understanding of their cultural impact.

Majors in the BMCT

Creative	Practices

Creative	Technologies

Design	Media

Māori	Media	and	Communication

Screen	and	Media	Studies

Note: A specialisation in Creative Writing is also available for the BMCT.

BACHELOR OF MUSIC (BMus)

3 year degree – 360 points

Conservatorium of Music staff at the University of Waikato 
have research expertise in a variety of different musical areas. 
The Bachelor of Music is our specialist degree and is for students 
with musical talent and ambition who are keen to take music as 
their major area of study. Students choose either a performance 
or academic based programme of study within the BMus and 
are exposed to a number of compulsory elements to ensure 
a solid skill base is established in key areas. There are specific 
requirements for each stream of study.

Streams

Popular	Music	
Chamber	Music
Composition	
Digital	Music	

Māori	Musical	Instruments	in	
Traditional	and	Contemporary	
Contexts	

Māori	Song	and	Dance		
in	Traditional	and		
Contemporary	Contexts

Performance

Performance	Techniques

Western	Music	History

Are you interested in what makes people think, human nature and the human mind? Are you creative, 
thoughtful and up for a challenge? The Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences is one of the larger faculties 
within the University, and is arguably the most diverse. The Faculty places emphasis on offering a 
comprehensive range of subjects; some that are clearly career linked, and others that can be combined 
in unique ways to foster your intellectual and employment aspirations.
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Note: A Soloist specialisation for exceptional students is available at the 

discretion of the Convenor of Music.

In addition to meeting the entry requirements (page 22) you 
must also meet one of the following requirements:

 » A grade 5 theory pass or better in Australian Music Education 
Board, Trinity College, or Royal College of Music examinations, or

 » NCEA 14 credits in Music at Level 3 or 20 credits in Music  
at Level 2, or

 » An equivalent Music qualification. 

For the Performance stream, a selection process applies and you 
will be required to successfully complete an audition, submitted 
via DVD in the first instance. Some papers have specific entry 
requirements. If you do not have the required background, you 
may be directed to take certain papers in your first year of study. 
All other applications will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (BSocSc)

3 year degree – 360 points

The Social Sciences look at how people and society function and 
change. The Bachelor of Social Sciences will equip you with the 
skills required for the continually changing world of employment. 
If you want to work with and are enthusiastic about people, policy, 
planning and/or research, then the BSocSc is suitable for you.

Majors in the BSocSc

Anthropology

Economics

Education	Studies

Environmental	Planning

Ethics

Geography

History

Human	Development

Industrial	Relations	and	Human	
Resource	Management

Labour	Studies

Linguistics

Māori	and	Pacific	Development

Māori	Cultural	Studies/	
Tikanga	Māori

Philosophy

Political	Science

Population	Studies

Psychology

Public	Policy

Social	Policy

Sociology

Studies	in	Religion

Tourism	Studies

Women’s	and	Gender	Studies

Also available as a supporting subject for the BSocSc

*Chinese

**English	as	a	Second	Language

*French

*International	Relations		
	and	Security	Studies

*German

*Japanese

**Pacific	Studies

*Psychology	and	Management

*Spanish

*Specialisation  **Supporting Subject

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK (BSW)

4 year degree – 480 points

The Bachelor of Social Work is taught by the University of 
Waikato at Tauranga. Social Work is a caring response to helping 
people overcome, adjust to or change social circumstances 
and function within society with as much ease as possible. 
Social and Community Workers work with individuals, families, 
groups, schools and communities, especially with disadvantaged 

members of society, for whom they may provide advocacy and 
other skills and services. It is also important that social workers 
carry out research and build a foundation of knowledge  
to further work in the field. The BSW may be awarded with  
Honours and is a professionally recognised qualification by  
the New Zealand Social Workers Registration Board. 

Please note: Specific entry requirements apply. For more 
information visit waikato.ac.nz/go/socw

BACHELOR OF TOURISM (BTour)

3 year degree – 360 points

Tourism is the world’s most rapidly growing industry and is 
important to the economies of New Zealand and other countries 
in the Pacific region. The rapid growth of this international 
industry has led to an increasing demand for graduates who  
have a functional and critical understanding of tourism in its 
wider social, cultural, economic and political contexts.

Majors in the BTour

Geography	 Tourism	Development

Graduate and Postgraduate Study
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE (GradCert) AND  
GRADUATE DIPLOMA (GradDip)

The Graduate Certificate (GradCert) and Graduate Diploma 
(GradDip) are available to meet your needs if you wish to 
broaden and deepen your knowledge in a selected area of study 
other than the area in which you majored for your bachelors 
degree. If you successfully complete the GradDip you may then 
apply to continue in that subject at a higher level of study, such as 
a bachelors with honours, leading to a masters degree, if desired.

Subjects in the GradCert and GradDip

Anthropology	

Chinese	

Creative	Practices	

Creative	Technologies	

Design	Media	

Economics	

Education	Studies	

English	

Environmental	Planning	

Ethics

French	

Geography	

German	

History	

Human	Development	

Industrial	Relations	and	Human	

Resource	Management	

International	Languages		

and	Culture

Japanese

Labour	Studies	

Linguistics

Māori	and	Pacific	Development	

Māori	Cultural	Studies/	
Tikanga	Māori

Mathematics	

Music	

Philosophy

Political	Science	

Population	Studies	

Psychology	

Public	Policy	

Religious	Studies	

Screen	and	Media	Studies	

Social	Policy	

Sociology	

Spanish	

Theatre	Studies	

Tourism	Development	

Tourism	Studies	

Women’s	and		
Gender	Studies	

Writing	Studies
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POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA (PGDip)

If you wish to broaden and deepen your knowledge in your 
subject area at undergraduate level, then the Postgraduate 
Certificate (PGCert) and Postgraduate Diploma (PGDip) are 
available to meet your needs.

Subjects in the PGCert and PGDip

Anthropology

Applied	Linguistics

Chinese

Clinical	Animal	Behaviour

Demography

Economics

Education	Studies

English

Environment	and	Society		
(PGDip	only)

Environmental	Planning

French

Geography

German

Health	Development	and	Policy

History

Human	Development

International	Relations	and	
Security	Studies

Japanese

Labour	Studies

Mathematics

Music

Philosophy

Political	Science

Psychology

Public	Policy	

Screen	and	Media	Studies

Second	Language	Teaching

Social	Policy

Sociology

Theatre	Studies

Women’s	and		
Gender	Studies

BACHELORS DEGREE WITH HONOURS

1 year – 120 points at 500 level

If you’re a high-performing bachelors degree graduate 
interested in advancing your knowledge, you can study  
a bachelors degree with honours. 

Bachelor Degree with Honours

 » Bachelor of Arts with Honours

 » Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies with Honours

 » Bachelor of Music with Honours

 » Bachelor of Social Sciences with Honours

 » Bachelor of Tourism with Honours 

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY (MAppPsy)

Following the successful completion of the BSocSc with 
a major in Psychology you may apply for the Master of 
Applied Psychology (MAppPsy), with Community Psychology, 
Organisational Psychology, or Behaviour Analysis as a programme 
of study. The MAppPsy involves two years of full-time study. 

MASTER OF ARTS (MA)

Following successful completion of the Bachelor of Arts, the 
Master of Arts is available to meet your needs if you wish to 
further broaden and deepen your knowledge in your major.

Majors in the MA

Anthropology

Chinese

Education	Studies

English

French

Geography

German

History

International	Relations	and	
Security	Studies

Japanese

Mathematics

Music

Philosophy

Political	Science

Psychology

Screen	and	Media	Studies

Theatre	Studies

Note: Māori Media and Communication, Te Reo Māori and Tikanga 
Māori can be taken for the MA. Please see the School of Māori & Pacific 
Development pages 79-81. 

MASTER OF ARTS (APPLIED) (MA(APPLIED))

Following successful completion of the Postgraduate Diploma in 
Second Language Teaching or equivalent, you may apply to enrol 
in the one-year Master of Arts (Applied) to further your study  
in issues of Second Language Teaching or Applied Linguistics.

MASTER OF CLINICAL ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR (MCAB)

Following successful completion of a bachelors degree majoring 
in a subject such as Psychology, Biology or Veterinary Science, 
you may apply for the Master of Clinical Animal Behaviour. 
Taught completely online, the MCAB will provide you with an 
in-depth understanding of animal behaviour, animal welfare, and 
animal-related ethical and legal matters.

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY (MEnvSoc)

Following successful completion of a Bachelors degree 
majoring in a relevant subject, you may apply for the Master 
of Environment and Society (MEnvSoc). This interdisciplinary 
programme will provide you with skills in critical thinking, 
research, and theoretical insights grounded in environment-
society relations, including critical understanding of 
environmental policy making and analysis; an ability to 
historicise and critique environmental issues and environment-
society relations; and, an in-depth grasp of critical issues 
related to environmental planning.

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING (MEP)

Following successful completion of the Bachelor of Social 
Sciences with Honours majoring in Resources and Environmental 
Planning, you may apply for the Master of Environmental 
Planning, a one-year practicum-based programme of study.

MASTER OF MEDIA AND  
CREATIVE TECHNOLOGIES (MMCT)

Following successful completion of the Bachelor of Media and 
Creative Technologies with Honours degree (or equivalent), the 
Master of Media and Creative Technologies is available to further 
your knowledge in media, creative technologies and communication. 

MASTER OF MUSIC (MMus)

The Master of Music is available if you wish to further broaden 
and deepen your knowledge in performance music or composition 
following successful completion of the Bachelor of Music with 
Honours degree (or equivalent).
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Undergraduate, Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Bachelor of Arts 3 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Environmental Planning 4 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies 3 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Music 3 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Social Sciences 3 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Social Work 4 years Coursework, undergraduate papers, work placements

Bachelor of Tourism 3 years Coursework, undergraduate papers

Graduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework, undergraduate papers

Graduate Diploma 1 year Coursework, undergraduate papers

Bachelor of Arts with Honours 1 year Coursework, graduate papers, dissertation

Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies with Honours 1 year Coursework, graduate papers, centre research project

Bachelor of Music with Honours 1 year Coursework, graduate papers, dissertation

Bachelor of Social Sciences with Honours 1 year Coursework, graduate papers, dissertation

Bachelor of Tourism with Honours 1 year Coursework, graduate papers

Postgraduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework, graduate papers

Postgraduate Diploma 1 year Coursework, graduate papers

Master of Arts 1 year* Dissertation/thesis

Master of Arts (Applied) 1 year* Coursework, dissertation/thesis

Master of Applied Psychology 2 years** Coursework, thesis

Master of Clinical Animal Behaviour 1 year (3 semesters) Online, coursework, dissertation/thesis

Master of Environment and Society 1 year (3 semesters) Coursework, dissertation/thesis

Master of Environmental Planning 1 year* Practicum, thesis

Master of Media and Creative Technologies 1 year (3 semesters)** Coursework, creative research thesis

Master of Music 1 year* Musical performance, coursework, composition portfolio

Master of Philosophy 1 year Thesis

Master of Social Sciences 1 year* Dissertation/thesis

Doctor of Musical Arts 3 years Musical performance, thesis

Doctor of Philosophy 3 years Thesis

*Following the completion of an honours degree, postgraduate diploma or equivalent.

**Following the completion of a relevant undergraduate degree.

Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences contd

For further information on graduate study in the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences, please visit waikato.ac.nz/wfass/

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY (MPhil),  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PhD) AND  
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS (DMA)

A Master of Philosophy (MPhil), involves a minimum of one year 
of original research culminating in the writing of a thesis. The 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) involves a minimum of three years of 
original research culminating in a thesis. The Doctor of Musical 
Arts involves three years of original research culminating in 
musical performances and a thesis. 

If you are accepted by the University of Waikato Postgraduate 
Studies Committee for a higher degree you will be provided 
with expert supervision in the intended area of research and 
you can be assured that the resources required for that  
research are available.

If you are considering postgraduate study in the Faculty then  
we strongly encourage you to contact the academic staff 
working in your areas of interest.

MASTER OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (MSocSc)

Following successful completion of the Bachelor of Social 
Sciences, the Master of Social Sciences is available to meet 
your needs if you wish to further broaden and deepen your 
knowledge in your major.

Majors in the MSocSc

Anthropology

Demography

Economics

Education	Studies

Geography

Health	Development	and	Policy

History

Human	Development

Labour	Studies

Māori	Cultural	Studies/	

Tikanga	Māori

Philosophy

Political	Science

Psychology

Public	Policy

Social	Policy

Sociology

Women’s	and	Gender	Studies
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Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences

The Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences is recognised as New Zealand’s leader in  
this field and has a strong international reputation for both its research and teaching excellence.  
Staff are actively involved in a wide range of exciting and innovative research that transcends the 
boundary between theory and practice.

Undergraduate Study
BACHELOR OF COMPUTING AND MATHEMATICAL 
SCIENCES (BCMS)

4 year degree – 480 points

Supply and demand. That’s what industry is all about. And there 
is a great demand for skills in computing and mathematics. 
Having these valuable abilities can mean two things – career 
options and job security.

Waikato’s Bachelor of Computing and Mathematical Sciences 
(BCMS) is the gateway to careers in high technology industries. 
It is centred on studies in computer science and mathematics, 
and is oriented towards the many professions that require high 
levels of expertise in these subjects.

Recommended subjects to take at school would be Mathematics 
and/or Statistics.

Majors in the BCMS

Computer	Science	 Mathematics

Specialisations/Focus Areas

Applied	computing	

Artificial	Intelligence

Computer	Technology

Data	Mining

Economics

Finance

Games	and	Multimedia

Information	Systems

Internet	Applications

Networks

Software	Development

Interaction	Design

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BSc)

3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Science (BSc) is an internationally recognised 
qualification, valued for its flexibility and general excellence in 
scientific applications and research. It is a degree that is tailored 
to provide excellent career opportunities and a great background 
for further study.

Majors in the BSc

Computer	Science

Statistics

Mathematics

For further majors in this qualification please see the 
Faculty of Science & Engineering pages 62-62.

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING WITH HONOURS 
(BE(HONS))

4 year degree – 480 points

You will learn about the professional application of engineering 
and design skills, including economic and environmental factors 
and the requirements of professional practice. The Waikato 
BE(Hons), which is fully accredited by the professional body 
IPENZ, is designed to allow you to develop your own potential.

The professional application of engineering and design skills, 
including the requirements of professional practice, means you 
will be prepared for your role as an engineer and will be able to 
create, design and realise sophisticated engineering technologies.

Specified Programme for the BE(Hons)

Software	Engineering

For further specified programmes in this qualification please 
see the Engineering section on page 60-62.

A selection process applies. You are expected to have studied  
Level 3 Calculus at secondary school level. The specified 
programme of Software Engineering does not require Physics.
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Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences contd
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degree with a strong major in Graphic Design. A background in 

fine arts or another form of design is not sufficient for entry into 

the postgraduate Computer Graphic Design programmes.

The BCGD(Hons) is a part-research-based one year programme, 

and is taught on the University of Waikato campus. You will 

complete a research and exhibition project alongside taught 

University papers.

Similar to the BCGD(Hons), the Master of Computer Graphic 

Design (MCGD) is a one year, research-only full-time programme 

with no taught classes. The majority of the masters research 

focuses on Realisation and Exhibition: a major design research 

project consisting of a written thesis and a body of exhibited 

work that expresses the research.

MASTER OF CYBER SECURITY (MCS)

The MCS is the first masters in Cyber Security to be offered  

in New Zealand. The Master of Cyber Security degree provides 

specialised professional postgraduate level study in cyber security. 

For admission to the MCS, students will need to have completed 

a relevant bachelors degree or postgraduate diploma, normally 

in Computer Science or in Computer Engineering. They will need 

an average of at least a B+ in their 300 level or higher Computer 

Science papers (or equivalent subject).

If you are entering with a three-year bachelors degree, the MCS 

consists of 180 points of 500 level papers (ie courses) made up of 

120 points of 500 level taught papers and a 60 point dissertation. 

If you have an honours degree or a postgraduate diploma and 

have done study equivalent to 15 points of the compulsory papers, 

you will require a total of 120 points for the qualification including 

a 60 point dissertation. Dissertations may be co-supervised with 

relevant IT or security institutions in New Zealand.

MASTER OF ENGINEERING (ME)

This is a one-year degree (120 points at 500 level) and only 
available if you have completed a four-year BE(Hons)/BTech 
with a significant engineering content. If you are an ME  
student you can enrol in either a 120 point research thesis or  
a combination of a 90 point thesis plus 30 points at 500 level.

Thesis topics available include: Electronic Engineering, Software 
Engineering, Materials Engineering, Process Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Biochemical Engineering, Environmental 
Technology. If you are interested in undertaking a Master of 
Engineering, you are advised to consult the research interests  
of academics in the faculty (linked to eng.waikato.ac.nz).

MASTER OF SCIENCE (MSC)

The Master of Science (MSc) is normally a 12-18 month 
research-focused degree, where the mix of research and 
taught papers taken by a candidate will be tailored to suit the 
individual’s prior learning experiences. Those with a strong focus 
on research will take a programme comprising a maximum of 90 
points in taught papers at 500-level and a minimum 90-point 
thesis, intended for science and engineering graduates who wish 

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC DESIGN (BCGD)

3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Computer Graphic Design is a specialist three 
year design degree that enables you to combine skills in visual 
art, creative and lateral thinking with computing, the ability to 
problem solve and a focus on new technology. BCGD graduates 
find work in: web, games design, TV and motion graphics, 
advertising and corporate identity.

The BCGD at the University of Waikato specialises in media 
technology that meets the growing need for designers who are 
visually literate and able to work with high technology. These  
are the website designers, interactive designers, multimedia  
and games design people.

A selection process applies and you must complete a Portfolio 
containing ten pieces of art or design work. Please include the 
ID number that you will receive during the online application 
process when naming your Portfolio. 

International students are only able to begin the BCGD in the 
February/March “A Semester” intake.

If you are applying for entry to the BCGD you must submit/
complete the following requirements, in addition to your 
international student application form:

 » Portfolio of creative work (could be emailed)

The BCGD can be awarded with honours for a further year of study.

Applications are accepted throughout the year for study 
commencing the following year.

For more information visit cgd.waikato.ac.nz

Graduate and  
Postgraduate Study
BACHELOR OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC DESIGN  
WITH HONOURS (BCGD(Hons))

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC 
DESIGN (PGDipCGD)

MASTER OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC DESIGN (MCGD)

Graphic design at a graduate level applies theory and practice 
to communication aesthetics. Graduate level study in computer 
graphic design is an opportunity to plan, develop and carry out  
a large-scale design project supported by original research.  
Topics are tailored to suit your aspirations and therefore provide 
you with an opportunity to further hone a particular aspect of 
graphic design.

In order for you to undertake a Master of Computer Graphic 
Design (MCGD) you need to have completed a Bachelor  
of Computer Graphic Design (Honours) or equivalent, OR 
a Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Graphic Design, and  
must demonstrate evidence of research writing ability.

Both the BCGD(Hons) or the PGDipCGD offer a pathway into a 

Master of Computer Graphic Design after the completion of the 
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to further their knowledge and research skills in the area of 
their undergraduate major. Students with little or no previous 
preparation for research may take a maximum of 140 points in 
taught papers and a minimum 40 points in research.

Subjects Available

Biological	Sciences

Chemistry

Computer	Science

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Materials	and	Processing

Mathematics

Physics

Psychology

Science	and	Tech	Ed

Statistics

MASTER OF SCIENCE RESEARCH (MSc(Research))

The Master of Science Research (MSc(Research)) is a two year 
degree (240 points at 500 level). Generally the first year will 
consist of taught courses, and during the second year you will 
complete a research thesis. At least 120 points must be taken 
in the major or specified subject (eg Biological Sciences), and at 
least 180 points must be taken within subjects offered by the 
Faculty of Science & Engineering, and the Faculty of Computing 
& Mathematical Sciences. Up to 60 points may be studied in 
other faculties within the University.

Subjects Available

Biological	Sciences

Chemistry

Computer	Science

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Materials	and	Processing

Mathematics

Physics

Psychology

Science	and	Tech	Ed

Statistics

ADMISSION TO DEGREE PROGRAMMES FROM 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO FOUNDATION STUDIES

Admission is guaranteed to University of Waikato bachelor 

degrees provided you gain the following grades.

Bachelor of Computer Graphic Design

Applicants are considered on a case-by-case basis. You will  

need at least a C grade in each paper and you must also  

provide a portfolio as specified by the Faculty of Computing  

& Mathematical Sciences.

Bachelor of Computing and Mathematical Sciences

An overall B grade average including a B grade in Calculus for 

Foundation Studies or Statistics for Foundation Studies and at 

least a C in every other paper.

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)

An overall B grade average, including a B grade in Physics for 

Foundation Studies, B grade in either Calculus for Foundation 

Studies or Statistics for Foundation Studies and at least a C 

grade in every other paper. If you intend to major in Materials 

and Process Engineering, Mechanical Engineering or Biochemical 

Engineering you will additionally need to achieve a B grade  

in Chemistry for Foundation Studies.

Bachelor of Science

Majoring in Computer Science, Mathematics or Statistics

An overall B grade average including a B grade in Calculus for 

Foundation Studies or Statistics for Foundation Studies and  

at least a C in every other paper.

Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Bachelor of Computer Graphic Design with Honours 1 year Coursework and dissertation

Bachelor of Science with Honours 1 year Coursework and dissertation

Graduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework

Graduate Diploma 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma 1 year Coursework

Master of Computer Graphic Design 1 year* Coursework

Master of Cyber Security 18 months Coursework and dissertation

Master of Engineering 15 months Coursework and/or thesis

Master of Science 12-18 months Coursework and thesis

Master of Science (Research) 2 years Coursework, thesis or dissertation

Master of Philosophy (MPhil) 2 years Thesis

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 3 years Thesis

*Following completion of a postgraduate diploma or equivalent.
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Undergraduate Study
INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION

Our early childhood, primary and secondary teacher education 
programmes aim to develop qualified teachers who are 
professional leaders and decision-makers. 

BACHELOR OF TEACHING (BTchg)
3 year degree – 360 points

The BTchg Early Childhood is for people interested in teaching 
infants and children from birth to approximately five years old. 
Compulsory papers in this programme examine areas such 
as professional practice, bicultural practice, understanding 
curriculum, theories of learning and development, infant and 
toddler pedagogy, parents and whānau (family) engagement 
and transitions for children. All papers have an emphasis on 
equity and social justice. There are opportunities in a number 
of papers to enhance skills and knowledge in areas such as 
art, music, mathematics, information technology, dance and 
language and literacy.

The BTchg Primary is for people interested in teaching children 
aged 5-13 in schools. Compulsory papers in this programme 
examine areas such as such as cultural and linguistic diversity, 
learning and teaching, curriculum and assessment and classroom 
management. Curriculum papers enhance your knowledge 
of curriculum subjects such as the arts, environmental and 
sustainable education, health and physical education, language 
and literacy, mathematics, science, social studies and technology. 

Practical Experiences (Practicum/Placements)
The practicum involves practical teaching experience over several 
consecutive weeks in a school or early childhood service. This is 
an opportunity to put the theory learned into practice. At other 
times of the year, weekly placements involve spending time in an 
early childhood service or school. These placements are linked to 
specific papers and require completing tasks and observations.

BACHELOR OF TEACHING CONJOINT
4 year degree (at least) – 540 points

This programme qualifies you to teach and can be completed 
in either secondary, primary or middle-school teaching. 
This intensive programme involves completing two degrees 
concurrently – a BTchg and a subject degree (eg Arts, Science, 
Sport and Leisure Studies or Social Sciences). In the BTchg 
programme you will gain theoretical knowledge and practical 
experience in teaching.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA OF TEACHING (GradDipT)
1 year – 153 points (Early Childhood/Primary) 
1 year – 120 points (Secondary)

This intensive one-year programme is for those who already 
have a degree and who want to teach. The GradDipT is available 
in early childhood, primary or secondary teaching. You will gain 
theoretical knowledge and practical experience in teaching.

The Faculty of Education is New Zealand’s premier research-led institution offering programmes  
in education, teacher education, sport and leisure studies and counsellor education.

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND LEISURE STUDIES (BSpLS)
3 year – 360 points

The BSpLS offers a broad variety of compulsory and elective 
papers and covers all avenues of sport and leisure from sports, 
to outdoor adventure experiences, health-related fitness, 
performing arts and aquatic activities. It examines self and 
sport and leisure, national and community structures, plus the 
cultural, psychological and sociological aspects of sport and 
leisure. A fieldwork placement allows you to look inside the 
industry and develop crucial networks. The academic pathway 
is a BSpLS(Hons), PGDip(SpLS) or MSpLS.

Teacher Education Criteria
 » Entry into all teacher education programmes requires 
completing a selection and interview process, therefore 
early application is advisable (August – November).

 » Generally our teacher education programmes are for 
citizens and permanent residents of New Zealand. 
However, applications may be made from students  
who are from other countries with education systems 
similar to New Zealand.

 » Before applying for teacher education programmes, if 
you are an overseas applicant you will need to have your 
degree assessed as the equivalent to a NZ degree by 
the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). The 
University of Waikato is able to complete the assessment, 
however you will be requested to provide an NZQA 
assessment if you want to teach in NZ. This process can 
take up to three months and applicants will need to 
contact NZQA directly if requested to: nzqa.govt.nz

 » At the time of application for a teaching programme you 
will be required to provide evidence of a clear criminal 
history. Information about the required documentation can 
be located in the Teacher Education Supplementary Form. 
Completing this form is part of the application process.

 » Gaining a New Zealand teaching qualification enables you  
to become provisionally registered to teach in New Zealand. 
At the time of applying for teacher registration you will 
need to include an NZQA assessment of your overseas 
qualification. After two years of uninterrupted full-time 
teaching you will be eligible to apply for full registration. 
For registration details visit the NZ Teachers Council 
website: teacherscouncil.govt.nz

 » If English is not your first language you are required 
to provide sufficient evidence of your competency 
in English. The academic IELTS requirements for 
undergraduate and graduate Teacher Education 
programmes is 7.0 in each component. See pages 20-21.

 » International students can receive pastoral and academic 
support from the Faculty of Education’s International 
Student Support Co-ordinators. Email Dr Sue Dymock 
sdymock@waikato.ac.nz
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Graduate Study
GRADUATE DIPLOMA
1 year – 120 points  
(Include 80 points at 300 level or above)

If you did not include the subject you now wish to study in 
your first degree you can study a GradDip. It is a pathway into 
postgraduate study. The entry requirement is a bachelors degree.

Graduate Diplomas

 » Adult Education and Training

 » Education

 » Education (Arts Education)

 » Sport and Leisure Studies

 » Teaching (refer to teacher education section)

Postgraduate Study
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES
1 semester – 60 points (500 level)

A PGCert is equivalent to one semester (12 weeks) of full-time 
study. It requires completing two postgraduate level papers.  
To enter into a PGCert you’ll be required to have studied the 
chosen subject in your undergraduate bachelors degree and/or  
to have appropriate practical, professional or scholarly experience. 
Some PGCerts are available only on a part-time basis. In some 
cases a PGCert is a pathway into a PGDip in your chosen subject. 

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS
1 year – 120 points (500 level)

A Postgraduate Diploma (PGDip) is equivalent to one year of full-
time study. It requires completing four postgraduate level papers. 
Entry requires you to have studied the chosen PGDip area in 
your undergraduate bachelors degree and/or to have appropriate 
practical, professional or scholarly experience. 

Students starting postgraduate study in the Faculty of Education 
will typically enrol in a masters degree, which includes a mix of 
taught content papers and supervised independent research.

If you are unsure of your academic capabilities, you may be 
advised to enrol in a PGDip in the first instance. There is the 
possibility of transferring to masters if you achieve at least a B 
average in your papers. A PGDip is a focused programme of study 
which gives a discrete named qualification. It does not involve 
independent research that characterises most masters degrees. 
The PGDip does not normally lead to further study. 
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1 year – 120 points (500 level)

If you’re a high-performing bachelors degree graduate interested  
in advancing your understanding of the subject you studied  
at undergraduate level you can study a bachelors degree  
with honours. A further 120 points is required for a masters. 

BACHELOR OF TEACHING WITH HONOURS 
(BTchg(Hons))
This programme aims to enrich professional preparation through 
in-depth studies of various aspects of teaching. It allows for 
further possibilities in teaching and learning, curriculum and 
research, and enhances employment and professional prospects. 
Entry is based on the academic performance achieved in the 
BTchg and above-average teaching practice. If you’re a practising 
teacher you may also apply, and you should submit a curriculum 
vitae and an attestation about your teaching performance from 
a senior colleague. 

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND LEISURE STUDIES  
WITH HONOURS (BSpLS(Hons))
If you are a high-performing BSpLS graduate and you want  
to extend your studies in a specified area in sport and leisure 
you can study a BSpLS with honours.

MASTER OF DISABILITY AND INCLUSION STUDIES (MDInS)
12-18 months – 180 points at 500 level

In this programme you will be given the opportunity to blend 
theory and practice through completion of a guided in-depth 
research study in an area of disability/inclusion of your choice. 
You will be expected to work semi-independently and to gain a 
significant level of expertise in your chosen subject area. 

MASTER OF EDUCATION (MEd)
12-18 months – 180 points at 500 level

In this programme you will research or complete coursework 
 in a specific area relevant to education. Education includes  
areas such as teacher education, educational leadership, 
education policy, global studies, language and literacy 
education, Māori education, mathematics education, music 
education, restorative practices in education and science  
and technology education. 

MEd Specialisations

 » Global Studies in Education

 » Professional Learning
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(MEDLEADERSHIP)
12-18 months – 180 points at 500 level

This programme is for aspiring or current educational leaders. 

You will broaden your understanding of educational leadership 

through research or coursework. 

MASTER OF SPORT AND LEISURE STUDIES (MSpLS)
12-18 months – 180 points at 500 level

In this programme you will broaden your understanding of sport 

and leisure. The aim of the programme is to foster an interest 

and understanding that derives from the latest research in sport 

and leisure, ultimately promoting future professional leadership 

in the industry. This programme can be completed through 

research or coursework. 

MASTER OF COUNSELLING (MCouns)
2 year – 240 points at 500 level

This programme is for professional counsellors or supervisors 

interested in leadership roles within the New Zealand 

counselling profession. The MCouns can be completed by 

coursework alone or a combination of coursework and research.

You will be required to have at least two years’ experience as a 

counsellor (or in a related profession) and complete a selection 

process. Apply before 31 October. 

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY (MPhil)
12-18 months – 180 points at 800 level

This programme requires the completion of a thesis. Applicants 

require an honours degree or masters degree.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PhD)
This is a three-year (at least) full-time research degree culminating 

in the presentation of a thesis. You are expected to make an 

original contribution to knowledge while extending your research 

skills. You require a masters degree and research experience before 

starting the degree.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION (EdD)
This is a three-year full-time research degree. It involves one 

third of guided study and two-thirds thesis. This is a professional 

doctorate for senior practitioners. You require a strong record 

of professional experience in Education, a masters degree and 

research experience.

KERREN VALI, ASSISTANT PROGRAMME 
MANAGER FOR THE UNITED CHURCH IN PAPA 
NEW GUINEA

Since	graduating	from	the	University	of	Waikato	I	have	
been	working	in	an	area	that	I	am	passionate	about	–	
gender	equality	for	women	in	Papua	New	Guinea.

I	am	involved	in	designing	a	strategy	to	successfully	
mainstream	gender	equality	in	the	Church	Partnership	
Programme	(CPP).	This	programme	also	delivers	initiatives	
designed	to	improve	the	lives	of	Papa	New	Guinean	women.	

One	of	the	benefits	of	the	programme	is	that	women	now	
have	access	to	financial	literacy	training.	This	involves	
writing	business	proposals	and	learning	how	to	access	
small	grant	bank	loans.	Papa	New	Guinea	has	one	of	the	
lowest	literacy	rates	in	the	Pacific,	especially	for	women,	
which	is	a	situation	I	am	determined	to	improve.	I	have	
designed	a	project	titled	‘Lukautim	Meri	Lukautim	Olgeta’	
(LMLO)	that	encompasses	adult	literacy	and	financial	
literacy.	The	idea	is	that	women	can	use	the	concepts	
learned	through	financial	literacy	training	in	their	income	
generating	projects.	Livelihood	skills	training	will	also	be	
incorporated	into	the	project.

I	find	it	rewarding	to	have	a	positive	effect	on	the	lives	of	
marginalised	people,	especially	women	and	children.

It’s	the	stories	and	experiences	of	people	I	work	with	that	
inspire	me.	Putting	a	smile	on	someone’s	face	because	their	
lives	are	transformed	is	the	reason	why	I	love	doing	this.	I	
am	grateful	for	the	opportunity	I	had	at	Waikato	University	
through	the	New	Zealand	AID	scholarship	that	paved	the	
pathway	to	have	such	impact	in	Papa	New	Guinea.

Master of Educational Leadership
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Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Graduate Diplomas

Graduate Diploma (Adult Education and Training) 1 year Coursework

Graduate Diploma (Education) 1 year Coursework

Graduate Diploma (Education) (Arts Education) 1 year Coursework

Graduate Diploma (Sport and Leisure Studies) 1 year Coursework

Graduate Diploma of Teaching 1 year Coursework

GradDipT/GradDip Engineering (Technology Teaching) 2 years Coursework

GradDipT/GradDip Tourism and Hospitality Management (Teaching) 2 years Coursework

Postgraduate Certificates

Postgraduate Certificate Counselling (Counselling Supervision) 1 year part-time Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Counselling (Family Counselling) 2 years part-time Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Education 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Education (Restorative Practices) 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Educational Leadership 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Educational Leadership (Coaching and Mentoring) 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate School Principalship 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Sport and Leisure Studies 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate Tertiary Teaching 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Diplomas

Postgraduate Diploma Disability and Inclusion Studies 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Adult Literacy and Numeracy Education) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (eEducation) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Global Studies in Education) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Guidance and Pastoral Care) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Te Rōpū Tohu Paerua/Māori Medium Teaching) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Middle Schooling) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Music Education) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Education (Restorative Practices) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Educational Leadership 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Educational Leadership (Coaching and Mentoring) 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Language and Literacy Education 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Mathematics Education 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Science Education 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Sport and Leisure Studies 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma Technology Education 1 year Coursework

Honours

Bachelor of Sport and Leisure Studies (Honours) 1 year Coursework

Bachelor of Teaching (Honours) 1 year Coursework

Masters

Master of Counselling 2 years Coursework/independent study

Master of Disability and Inclusion Studies 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Master of Education 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Master of Education (Global Studies in Education) 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Master of Education (Professional Learning) 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Master of Educational Leadership 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Master of Sport and Leisure Studies 12-18 months Coursework/independent study

Doctoral

Master of Philosophy (MPhil) 2 years Thesis

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 3 years Thesis

Doctor of Education (EdD) 3 years Thesis

Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications
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Te Piringa - Faculty of Law
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environmental law, alternative dispute resolution, intellectual property, law and information technology, 
human rights, laws of armed conflict, and law and public policy. It has a strong focus on social justice.

Te Piringa - Faculty of Law takes a prominent role in a broad 
range of important national and international legal issues in 
academic, professional and public forums. Our staff regularly 
provide policy and legal advice to government, business and 
non-governmental organisations.

We offer you comprehensive and quality programmes in the 
study of law at undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate levels. 
Our international student group is diverse, with students from 
many countries.

Te Piringa - Faculty of Law is keen to providing you with a 
challenging and enriching educational experience both at 
graduate and postgraduate levels, in a supportive learning 
environment. Staff are actively engaged in trend-setting research 
which is published in internationally peer-reviewed publications.

We are a responsible Law Faculty keen to see you using your 
law qualifications in an effective manner and in accordance 
with your career plans. If you are contemplating study at 
Waikato, we ask you to consider whether the purpose of study  
is to enable you to undertake legal practice. Then;

a. If you wish to use the qualification to practise law in your own 
country you need to ensure that the New Zealand LLB will 
enable you to do this.

b. If you wish to practise law in New Zealand you need to ensure 
that you will comply with the legal requirements of the  
New Zealand Council of Legal Education. All enquiries should 
be emailed to nzcle@xtra.co.nz which is the body responsible 
for regulating legal practice in New Zealand. Administrative 
staff at Te Piringa - Faculty of Law, are keen and willing to 
assist in this regard.

Undergraduate Study
DIPLOMA IN LAW

The two year Diploma in Law programme provides flexible 
full-time and part-time study options and is offered through 
a combination of lectures (which can be viewed online) and 
tutorials held in Hamilton and Tauranga. The Diploma of Law 
papers can be credited towards the first and second years of  
our LLB programme. 

BACHELOR OF LAWS (LLB)

4 year undergraduate degree – 480 points  
or 3 years with a recognised undergraduate  
qualification/tertiary study

Waikato Te Piringa - Faculty of Law provides an excellent 
contemporary legal education offering all the core subjects required 
by the New Zealand Council of Legal Education. In delivering the 

LLB programme, we focus on integrating professional skills while 

studying law in its social context, notably addressing the Treaty of 

Waitangi obligations as part of our commitment to biculturalism. 

Our mission is to provide critical research for the public good and 

liberal legal education. We provide excellent academic support 

and interaction with faculty for international students and recent 

permanent residents. Our graduates are in high demand for 

conventional legal positions, as well as policy and law reform roles.

In addition to the core subjects, you can specialise and select 

from a broad range of optional papers, including: Indigenous 

Peoples and International Law, Public International Law, Human 

Rights Law, Employment Law, International Environmental 

Law, Family Law, Law and Information Technology, Intellectual 

Property, Mediation, Criminology, Treaty of Waitangi, and Māori 

Land Law, amongst others.

Law conjoint degrees are also available with Arts, Social Sciences, 

Management and Science, and others.

A full list of papers and information about these programmes is 
available at waikato.ac.nz/law
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Graduate and Postgraduate Study
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN LAW

If you have overseas legal qualifications this programme gives 
you the opportunity to gain an understanding of New Zealand 
law. It is also ideal if you are an international applicant wishing 
to enter the University of Waikato Master of Laws programme, 
and you need to improve your familiarity with the New Zealand 
legal system.

CERTIFICATE IN LAW

1 year programme of study – 120 points

You would be required to complete the following papers: 

 » LAWS107 Constitutional Law

 » LAWS206 Administrative Law 

 » LAWS204 Contracts

 » LAWS207 Torts

And one of the following papers at 300 level:

 » LAWS301 Crimes

 » LAWS307 Land Law

 » LAWS308 Equity and Succession 

Plus both of these papers:

 » LAWS436 Legal Ethics (10 points) 

 » 1x required 400 level  
(10 point paper Laws 404 Research Methods)

Please note if you fail two or more papers in the first year you 
will be ineligible to continue in the Certificate in Law. 

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
(GradDipDR)

This qualification is designed to enable people in a wide range  
of professions to develop the skills needed to resolve the disputes 
and differences that are an inevitable part of their work. Students 
will gain valuable knowledge and practical skills in conflict 
resolution, mediation and negotiation. The programme utilises 
the experience and expertise of staff in Te Piringa - Faculty of 
Law, Waikato Management School and the Faculty of Education.  
The Graduate Diploma can be completed in one year of full-time 
study. Part-time study options are also available. It is taught on 
campus at the University of Waikato in Hamilton.

MASTER OF LAWS (LLM)

Te Piringa - Faculty of Law is committed to providing a 
challenging and enriching educational experience for masters  
and postgraduate students, in a supportive learning environment.  
You must achieve 120 points comprising taught-only papers,  
or a combination of taught and research papers, or research 
papers only. Some of these taught papers are available to  
you if you are studying in another masters programme at the 
University of Waikato. You may commence studies in taught 
papers in late February or mid June. Intensive courses are 
available. The Faculty offers the following research papers  
with flexible commencement dates: 

 » One and two paper dissertations (30 and 60 points)

 » Law theses of 90 and 120 points.

MASTER OF LAWS IN MĀORI/PACIFIC AND 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ LAW

Reflecting the University’s geographical location, the LLM  
(Māori/Pacific and Indigenous Peoples) is a specialist degree 
designed to explore Pacific legal thought and practice. It aims 
to provide you with the skills to participate actively in the 
development of Pacific jurisprudence and to enhance global 
understanding of Pacific legal systems.

DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE (SJD)

If you are an academic lawyer or senior practitioner who 
wishes to develop your practice by surveying the very latest 
thinking in a particular area of expertise and contributing to 
this body of knowledge through your own research you may 
be interested in undertaking the SJD programme. The SJD 
comprises 120 points, with two compulsory 900 level taught 
research papers and a 60,000 total-word thesis. All components 
of this qualification are internally and externally assessed by 
leading academics in specialist fields. The SJD takes up to three 
years to complete.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PhD)

If you wish to develop your capability for sustained and advanced 
scholarly research, and you already possess the ability to carry 
out research on an independent basis you may be interested in 
studying a PhD or MPhil. Candidates normally hold a LLB honours 
or LLM degree. Waikato Te Piringa - Faculty of Law has the 
expertise for supervision in a number of different areas. 
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Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Graduate Diploma in Law 1 year Coursework, undergraduate papers

Graduate Diploma in New Zealand Legal Studies 1 year Coursework, undergraduate papers

Postgraduate Certificate in Law 1 semester Coursework, graduate papers

Postgraduate Diploma in Law 1 year Coursework, graduate papers

Master of Laws 1 year Coursework, dissertation

Master of Laws in Māori/Pacific and Indigenous Peoples’ Law 1 year Coursework, dissertation

Master of Philosophy 2 years Thesis

Doctor of Juridical Science 3 years Thesis

Doctor of Philosophy 2-4 years Thesis

In	2016,	students	from	Te	Piringa	-	Faculty	of	Law	and	Waikato	Management	School	will	be	the	first	to	study	in	a	new	multi-million	dollar	
building.	The	new	building	will	have	a	five-storey	office	tower	and	rooms	at	a	below-ground	level	that	will	feature	a	“living	lawn”	roof.	It	will	
also	feature	a	moot	court	that	meets	the	Department	of	Court's	requirements	for	specialised	and	district	courts,	and	negotiation	rooms	for	
students	to	gain	practical	experience.,

Te Piringa - Faculty of Law contd
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of its type in the world. Te Pua Wānanga ki te Ao aims to uplift the people of Aotearoa and to be the 
university of first choice for Māori, Pacific and indigenous students.

Te Pua Wānanga ki te Ao represents innovation and tradition 
in teaching, learning and research, and it provides national and 
international leadership in Māori, Pacific and indigenous issues 
and sustainable development.

Te Pua Wānanga ki te Ao is distinctive in that it actively promotes 
Māori, Pacific and indigenous people’s cultural and development 
issues through its teachings, learning, research, conferences and 
publications. A number of graduate papers are also available online.

Staff of Te Pua Wānanga ki te Ao provide leadership and role 
modelling in teaching, learning, research and administration, and 
offer a full range of academic opportunities from undergraduate 
to post-doctoral teaching, learning and research. Believing 
strongly in its students, the School aims to help, strengthen and 
support you academically by providing a mentoring service.

Undergraduate Study
BACHELOR OF ARTS (BA)
3 year degree – 360 points

In the Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree you study subjects that  
deal with the history and the creative activities of humankind. 
You will learn about human nature and the human mind as they 
are revealed by the arts, the languages, the politics, and the 
cultures of the past and the present.

The BA gives you the flexibility to design a degree with an arts 
base that combines subjects that you feel passionate about with 
those that broaden your career options.

Majors in the BA

Māori	Media	and	Communication

Māori	and	Pacific	Development

Māori	Language/Te	Reo	Māori

Māori	Cultural	Studies/	

Tikanga	Māori

Specialisation

Te	Tohu	Paetahi

For further majors in this qualification please see the 
Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences pages 43-46.

BACHELOR OF MĀORI AND  
PACIFIC DEVELOPMENT (BMPD)

3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Māori and Pacific Development (BMPD)  
will equip you with knowledge of the issues affecting  
Māori, Pacific and other indigenous peoples preparing  
to face the future.

As a student you will gain an insight into the traditional,  
social, political, economic, environmental, cultural and 
management aspects of Māori and Pacific society. You will  
be prepared to apply this knowledge to the things you value  
in your life and in your future career prospects.

Majors in the BMPD

Māori	and	Pacific	Development

Māori	Language/Te	Reo	Māori	

Māori	Cultural	Studies/	
Tikanga	Māori

Specialisation

Te	Tohu	Paetahi

Also available as supporting subjects for the BMPD

English	as	a	Second	Language

New	Zealand	Studies/	
Akoranga	Aotearoa

Pacific	Studies

Treaty	of	Waitangi	Studies/
Akoranga	Te	Tiriti	o	Waitangi  

BACHELOR OF MEDIA AND CREATIVE  
TECHNOLOGIES (BMCT)
3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies is an 
innovative degree focused on emerging forms of output  
in new media and creative practices. The BMCT brings several 
disciplines together in a degree that explores the impact of 
creative technologies in arts and media, while subjecting 
those technologies and creative forms to critical inquiry. 
Internet-driven and microprocessor-powered changes have  
put creative technologies within everybody’s reach, generating  
a voracious demand for new content, new ideas and new 
ways of using ‘old’ media. Online audio and video, portable 
devices, networking and an on-demand culture have begun  
to produce a transformed creative environment. This promises 
ever more innovative ways to create and share content in the 
21st century. With the whole history of previous media at your 
disposal, you will draw on that knowledge to invent new ways 
of expressing yourself through performance and imagery, of 
telling stories, of collaborating creatively with others, and of 
engaging with a wider world. The degree provides a distinctive 
undergraduate experience leading to graduates who are not 
only skilled in a variety of contemporary mediated creative 
practices but also possess a thorough conceptual and critical 
understanding of their cultural impact.

Majors in the BMCT

Creative	Practices

Creative	Technologies

Design	Media

Māori	Media	and	Communication

Screen	and	Media	Studies

School of Māori & Pacific Development
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Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Bachelor of Arts with Honours 1 year Coursework

Bachelor of Media and Creative Technologies with Honours 1 year Coursework

Graduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework

Graduate Diploma 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma in Interpreting and Translating Māori 1 year Coursework

Master of Māori and Pacific Development 1 year Coursework, dissertation or thesis

Master of Media and Creative Technologies 1 year Coursework, dissertation or thesis

Master of Arts 1 year Coursework, dissertation or thesis

Master of Philosophy (MPhil) 2 years Thesis

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 3 years Thesis
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Note: The Unu (pictured below) were created by Jo’el Komene in collaboration with Tahitian and Māori artists and art students Taora Maili, 
Raufara Nana’l, Warren Teng Kan Cheung and Ra’inui Tereopa.

Postgraduate Study
GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

 » Bachelor of Arts with Honours (Te Tohu Taki Paerua)

 » Postgraduate Diploma in Interpreting and Translating Māori 
(Te Tītohu Whakamāori)

 » Graduate Certificate (Pōkaitahi)

 » Graduate Diploma (Pōkairua)

 » Postgraduate Certificate (Tohukete)

 » Postgraduate Diploma (Tītohu)

 » Master of Arts (Te Tohu Paerua)

 » Master of Māori and Pacific Development (Te Tohu Paerua)

The following table lists the graduate qualifications available 
through the School of Māori & Pacific Development.  
The durations given in the table are the minimum period  
of study. However, completion of the qualification may take  
longer if your background in the subject means additional 
qualifying papers are required.
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PINWEI JIN, MASTER OF ENGINEERING STUDENT

As	part	of	my	Master	of	Engineering,	I	designed	and	built	a	remote	
control	robotic	snake,	which	I	hope	will	be	used	in	the	future	for		
rescue	operations.

Earthquakes	and	other	natural	disasters	happen	frequently	in		
New	Zealand	and	when	it	comes	to	the	big	ones,	many	lives	could		
be	saved	if	search	and	rescue	operations	were	conducted	more	
effectively	and	efficiently.	

Differing	from	the	existing	mobile	rescue	robot	systems	currently	in	
the	market	place,	this	Snake	Robot	provides	the	flexibility	of	movement	
needed	in	cluttered	and	irregular	environments	created	by	disasters.	

The	Snake	Robot	features	a	wireless	camera	on	its	head	and	is	
controlled	by	a	wireless	joystick	to	move	forward,	backwards,	left	and	
right.	It	has	16	degrees	of	freedom	from	the	eight	joints,	nine	segments,	
16	motors	and	nine	passive	wheels.	Essentially	it	can	move	along	the	
ground	like	a	snake.	

I	attended	high	school	in	a	small	town	in	central	China.	After	
completing	a	Bachelor	of	Engineering	at	Wuhan	University	of	
Technology	in	China,	I	heard	about	the	University	of	Waikato	from	
friends	and	decided	to	enrol	based	on	the	University’s	reputation.	

Faculty of Science & Engineering

The Faculty of Science & Engineering is ideally placed in the centre of New Zealand’s leading 
scientific region. Many of New Zealand’s working scientists are in the Waikato region at New Zealand 
government Crown Research Institutes, the Waikato Innovation Park, local industries and the 
University of Waikato.

Undergraduate Study
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS) (BE(HONS))
4 year degree – 480 points

You will learn about the professional application of engineering 
and design skills, including economic and environmental factors 
and the requirements of professional practice.

The Waikato BE(Hons) is designed to allow you to develop your 
own potential. You will learn about the professional application 
of engineering and design skills, including economic and 
environmental factors, and the requirements of professional 
practice. You will be prepared for a role as a professional 
engineer and be able to create, design and realise sophisticated 
engineering technologies. This degree is accredited by the 
Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ) under 
the international Washington Accord.

Specified Programmes for the BE(Hons)

Chemical	and	Biological	
Engineering

Electronic	Engineering

Materials	and	Process	Engineering

Mechanical	Engineering

Software	Engineering

A selection process applies. You will need to have NCEA  
Level 3 Mathematics with Calculus and NCEA Level 3 Physics 
or overseas equivalent. The programmes for Chemical and 
Biological Engineering and Materials and Process Engineering 
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also require NCEA Level 3 Chemistry or overseas equivalent. 

Software Engineering does not require Physics. To meet the 

accreditation requirements, all programmes include 800 hours of 

work experience, which is usually done at the end of Years 2  

and 3. The Cooperative Education Unit assists in finding  

work placements.

Each application will be considered on a case-by-case basis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BSC)
3 year degree – 360 points

The Bachelor of Science (BSc) is an internationally recognised 

qualification, valued for its flexibility and general excellence in 

scientific applications and research. It is a degree that is tailored 

to provide excellent career opportunities and a great background 

for further study.

Majors in the BSc

Animal	Behaviour

Biochemistry

Biological	Sciences

Biotechnology

Chemistry

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Environmental	Planning

Environmental	Sciences

Materials	and	Processing

Physics

Psychology

For further majors in this qualification please see the 
Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences pages 47-49.

Pinwei Jin, Master of Engineering
From: China
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (TECHNOLOGY) (BSC(TECH))

4 year degree – 480 points

The BSc(Tech) is a unique degree in New Zealand combining 
academic study with practical industry work experience.  
It includes science, technology and management disciplines, 
preparing you for a career in science-based industry or research.

The BSc(Tech) is New Zealand’s first truly cooperative education 
degree and is a flexible, job-oriented degree which provides 
you with the necessary practical experience to bridge the gap 
between study and the workplace. You will undertake a total of 
12 months’ paid work experience in an industrial environment,  
in a position found for you by the University of Waikato's 
Cooperative Education team.

Majors in the BSc(Tech)

Animal	Behaviour

Biochemistry

Biological	Sciences

Biotechnology

Chemistry

Computer	Science

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Environmental	Planning

Environmental	Sciences

Materials	and	Processing

Physics

Specialisations that can be taken alongside relevant 
majors in the BSc and BSc(Tech)

Te	Pū	taiao	me	ngā	take	Māori

Restoration	Ecology

Environmental	Microbiology

Environmental	Modelling

Land	and	Freshwater	
Environments

Marine	Sciences

Science	International

BACHELOR OF TEACHING/BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
(BTchg/BSc) CONJOINT DEGREE

This programme is carefully structured to allow you time to 
study papers and gain practical teaching experience in secondary 
schools. You will take papers within the BSc that will provide 
background content for curriculum subjects that you intend 
to teach. You will also work concurrently towards a major in 
Professional Education. You will need to meet the entry criteria 
for admission to the Faculty of Education.

Postgraduate Study
 » Bachelor of Science (Honours)

 » Graduate Certificate

 » Graduate Diploma

 » Postgraduate Certificate

 » Postgraduate Diploma

MASTER OF ENGINEERING (ME)

If you have completed a four-year BE(Hons)/BTech engineering 
qualification, you may be eligible to do a Master of Engineering 
(ME) which is a one year degree (120 points at 500 level). You 
will complete either a 120 point research thesis only, or combine 
a 90 point thesis with one taught course at 500 level.

If you wish to further your knowledge of engineering, or you  
are a professional engineer who wishes to upskill in new areas 
related to your work, this research focused degree is designed  
for you. Excellence in advanced engineering design, research  
and development skills are the core features of the degree.

Subjects Available

Computer	Science

Electronics

Engineering

Materials	and	Processing

Mathematics

Physics

MASTER OF SCIENCE (MSc)

The Master of Science (MSc) is normally a 12-18 month 
research-focused degree, where the mix of research and 
taught papers taken by a candidate will be tailored to suit the 
individual’s prior learning experiences. Those with a strong focus 
on research will take a programme comprising a maximum of 90 
points in taught papers at 500-level and a minimum 90-point 
thesis, intended for science and engineering graduates who wish 
to further their knowledge and research skills in the area of 
their undergraduate major. Students with little or no previous 
preparation for research may take a maximum of 140 points in 
taught papers and a minimum 40 points in research.
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Faculty of Science & Engineering contd

Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Estimated Duration* Coursework/Research

Graduate Certificate 1 semester Coursework

Graduate Diploma* 1 year Coursework

Postgraduate Certificate* 1 semester Coursework

Postgraduate Diploma* 1 year Coursework

Master of Engineering 1 year Coursework and thesis or thesis only

Master of Science 18 months Coursework and thesis

Master of Science (Research) 2 years Coursework and thesis

Master of Science (Technology) 2 years Coursework and thesis

Master of Environmental Sciences 18 months Coursework and thesis

Master of Philosophy (MPhil) 2 years Thesis

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 3 years Thesis

*Please note that if you apply for a subject at graduate level, and you do not have previous experience in the relevant subject, your qualification may take up 
to two years to complete as you may be required to take some qualifying papers which may not count towards your original qualification.

Subjects Available

Biological	Sciences

Chemistry

Computer	Science

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Materials	and	Processing

Mathematics

Physics

Psychology

Science	and	Tech	Ed

Statistics

MASTER OF SCIENCE RESEARCH (MSc(Research))

The Master of Science Research (MSc(Research)) is a two year 

degree (240 points at 500 level) for students who have completed 

a BSc. Generally the first year will consist of taught courses, and 

during the second year you will complete a research thesis. At 

least 120 points must be taken in the major or specified subject 

(eg Biological Sciences), and at least 180 points must be taken 

within subjects offered by the Faculty of Science & Engineering, 

and the Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences. Up to  

60 points may be studied in other faculties within the University.

Subjects Available

See	Master	of	Science	(MSc)	for	available	subjects

For further subjects in this qualification please see the 
Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences pages 47-49.

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES (MEnvSci)

The MEnvSci is a normally a 12-18 month environmental 

sciences-focused degree comprising a minimum of 90 points 

in taught papers at 500-level and a maximum 90 point thesis. 

This degree is intended for science and engineering graduates 

who wish to further their knowledge and research skills in the 

area of environmental sciences. 

Subjects Available

Environmental	Sciences

Work Placements
The Cooperative Education Unit at the University of Waikato 
is the leader in New Zealand for Cooperative Education-type 
programmes, with on average 20 students each year. Work 
placements are an opportunity to get experience in real work 
related to your discipline. You must be enrolled in either a 
BSc(Tech) or BE(Hons) degree to do a work placement.

Student benefits:

 » Gain practical experience in your field of study, often 
solving real problems in the workplace. 

 » Understand how course material is applied and its relevance 
under practical situations, which can help increase motivation. 

 » Build contacts with professionals in your area which 
increases your chances of being offered a full-time job. 

 » Develop interpersonal and communication skills and  
a professional outlook. 

 » Gain valuable career information to make better decisions 
about future employment. 

 » Earn money! 

For more information visit  
sci.waikato.ac.nz/study/work-placements 
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The MSc(Tech) is similar to the MSc, but each programme must 
include the papers ENMP585 and ENMP586 Industrial Technology 
and Innovation 1 and 2, and a thesis that reports the results of an 
investigation relating to some applied or industrial study.

Subjects Available

Biological	Sciences

Chemistry

Computer	Science

Earth	Sciences

Electronics

Materials	and	Processing

Mathematics

Physics

For further subjects in this qualification please see the 
Faculty of Computing & Mathematical Sciences pages 47-49.
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Waikato Management School

Waikato Management School is the business school of choice, respected nationally and internationally  
for our influential practice, relevant research, quality teaching and commitment to excellence.

At the heart of our business is transformation. Our purpose is 
to transform minds, careers and organisations. Our international 
connections mean our teaching and research is always at the 
cutting-edge of best business practice and our engagement 
with our commercial and professional stakeholders means our 
students are learning practical knowledge and skills.

Our students go on to become leaders in the public and private 
sectors, graduating with essential business skills and knowledge. 
They have the ability to think critically and carefully to act 
responsibly and ethically.

Undergraduate Study
BACHELOR OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES (BMS)
4 year degree – 480 points

Successful business leaders need a comprehensive understanding 
of all of the key areas of management. The BMS is designed to 
give you more than just a standard commerce degree.

It’s the focus on general management that makes our BMS stand 
out. Not only will you receive a solid grounding in your specialty 
subject, you'll learn what makes a business perform and what 
creates business leaders.

The BMS is long-recognised by employers as New Zealand’s 
premier management degree. The extra year of the BMS, 
compared to other commerce degrees, expands your career 
options. Throughout the degree you’ll get practical experience 
such as developing a marketing plan for a new product in 
your first year, and taking part in a case competition in your 
third year. In your fourth year you’ll take an internship or 
work experience paper or perhaps investigate an issue within a 
company and produce a research report.

Majors in the BMS

Accounting

Agribusiness

Economics

Electronic	Business

Finance

Hospitality	Management

Human	Resource	Management

International	Management

Leadership	Communication

Marketing

Public	Relations

Strategic	Management

Supply	Chain	Management

Tourism	Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS – FINANCIAL 
(BBA(FIN))
3 year degree – 360 points

If numbers and their meaning are your game, then this uniquely 
focused programme offers you an alternative business degree to 
management studies.

The BBA(Fin) is a three-year degree with a particular emphasis 
on financial analysis. It will open career opportunities in 
accounting, economics, investment banking or stock broking 
or any number of financial sector careers. Rather than covering 
the broader aspects of business management, you’ll look in 
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depth at the quantitative (math based) disciplines. If you choose 
to major in Accounting, you can use this degree as a route to 
meet the academic requirements for membership of Chartered 
Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ).

Majors in the BBA(Fin)

Accounting

Finance

Economics

BACHELOR OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE (BECom)
3 year degree – 360 points

Business firms in New Zealand and around the world have reported 
a growing shortage of prospective employees who have a solid mix 
of business and management education, combined with skills and 
hands-on experience in applying electronic commerce technologies 
to today's internet-driven business environment. The three-year 
Bachelor of Electronic Commerce (BECom) aims to provide this 
in-demand mix of management and technology skills in  
its graduates.

Applying electronic commerce technologies to the redevelopment 
of existing business processes requires more than just a basic 
acquaintance with computers. There are new business models 
emerging that will revolutionise how organisations interact with 
their key customers and suppliers through the use of the internet, 
both to transfer and process business transactions, but also to 
develop electronically enabled relationships and support human 
interaction. Electronic commerce is now far more than building 
Web pages; it touches the fundamental functions of every  
business organisation.

Major in the BECom

Accounting

Applied	Computing

Electronic	Business

Management	Communication

Marketing

Public	Relations

Strategic	Management

Supply	Chain	Management

TRIPLE CROWN ACCREDITATION

We are a member of an elite group of business schools that 
have earned "Triple Crown" status, accredited by AACSB, 
EQUIS and AMBA – an international acknowledgement of 
excellence in business education. Only one percent of the 
world's business schools have met the strict standards of 
all three accreditation bodies. These accreditations help 
us focus on continuous quality improvement through 
innovation, engagement and impact; through opening 
our doors to evaluation by our peers and professional 
stakeholders, and by being challenged to continually 
perform at the highest level. 
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Waikato Management School contd

BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION STUDIES (BCS)
3 year degree – 360 points 

Communication is a powerful tool. Every task is completed 

through communication; and to manage is to communicate. 

Learn how to use this power strategically and creatively to 

address communication challenges, build loyalty and drive 

organisational success.

The BCS blends creative disciplines with practical communication 

theory and practice. You’ll be provided with the skills and 

knowledge needed to become a strategy-based communication, 

marketing or public relations practitioner. You’ll also learn 

about the responsibilities of the communication industries in 

local, national and global contexts, and how communication 

affects individuals, groups and society. The degree provides 

opportunities to gain hands-on experience of communication, 

public relations and marketing practice in the classroom and 

in industry and community organisations. You’ll be taught by 

internationally sought-after PR, marketing and communication 

consultants and researchers.

By the time you graduate, you’ll understand the role of 

communication in business and society plus have a set of 

practical vocational industry skills. You will also have a portfolio 

of practical work which will provide you with a solid basis 

for entering the workplace. Your personal, written and verbal 

communication abilities will stand you in good stead wherever 

you go and whatever you do.

Majors in the BCS

Leadership	Communication

Marketing

Public	Relations

BACHELOR OF TOURISM – TOURISM &  
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
3 year degree – 360 points 

Nothing's hotter on the world's tourism radar right now than 

New Zealand. Tourism is our fastest growing industry and it 

needs skilled managers in tourism and its associated hospitality 

industry to steer that growth in the right direction.

As tourism and tourist activities grow, so too does the need 

for informed managers who understand the environmental, 

cultural and social impacts and benefits of tourism. You'll 

gain an understanding of national and international tourism 

management and be well-equipped to shape the tourism and 

hospitality industry of the future.

Majors in the BTour(THMgt)

Hospitality	Management Tourism	Management

BACHELOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP (BEntre) 
3 year degree – 360 points

The BEntre helps you shape your dreams into reality. This 
specialist degree provides an overview of entrepreneurial 
thought and action; it includes key concepts that will help you 
to predict, innovate, position and create enterprises. Your will 
study a range of key papers to develop your entrepreneurial and 
management knowledge in your entrepreneurship major; and we 
strongly recommend you choose a second management major 
to consolidate your programme and provide you with broader 
career opportunities.

Major in the BEntre

Entrepreneurship

Graduate and Postgraduate 
Programmes
Graduate and postgraduate qualifications can give you an 
advantage in the job market or provide a pathway to higher 
qualifications.

Waikato Management School has a range of graduate and 
postgraduate qualifications that can be completed in as little as 
half a year, to a year or more of further study.

GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS
1 year – 120 points

These qualifications provide the opportunity to complete a 
specialised qualification that requires a relatively short period of 
study and can provide a pathway to future study. A wide range of 
management subjects is available.

MASTER OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT (MBM)
12-18 months – 180 points

The MBM is for any graduates who want to successfully enter 
today's fast-changing international corporate environment. 
It provides comprehensive training in management that will 
complement your undergraduate degree from any discipline. 
The MBM will give you the skills and knowledge required for a 
wide range of management and leadership roles in a modern 
economy. It is designed to ensure that your learning experience 
is challenging and rewarding. Significant emphasis is placed on 
reflective learning, creative problem-solving and leadership in an 
international context

MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE (MECOM)
12-18 months – 180 points 

The MECom provides specialised postgraduate level study 
that will help you gain an understanding of the leading-
edge literature and research in the electronic commerce 
environment, and how electronic commerce affects different 
areas of management practice.
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Graduate and Postgraduate Qualifications

Programme of Studies Duration Coursework/Research

Graduate Diploma 1 year Coursework, undergraduate papers

Postgraduate Diploma 1 year Coursework 

MBM (full-time only) 1 year
Coursework, research project, action learning 
project, possible internship

MECom 12-18 mths
Coursework, dissertation/thesis or applied research 
methods and project and professional field internship

MMS 12-18 mths Coursework, dissertation/thesis

MPAcct (full-time only) 14 mths
Coursework, Professional Development Capstone, 
Research Project, Professional Internship

MPM (full-time only) 12 mths
Coursework, research project, action research and/
or internship

PhD 3yrs Thesis

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES (MMS)
12-18 months – 180 points 

The MMS provides specialised postgraduate level study in 
management disciplines. If you are looking to continue your 
specialisation in a management discipline or professional area, 
and you want to undertake research in a particular area of 
interest then this programme is designed for you.

Subjects Available

Accounting

Agribusiness

Applied	Economics		
and	Finance

Economics

Finance

Human	Resource	Management

International	Management

Management	and	Sustainability

Leadership	Communication

Management	Systems

Marketing

Public	Relations

Social	Enterprise

Strategic	Management

Tourism	Management

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING (MPACCT)
14 months – 220 points

The MPAcct has been specifically designed for students who 
have not studied accounting at undergraduate level. The MPAcct 
will prepare you for a professional career in accounting and is 
divided into three stages: Core Knowledge and Skills, Advanced 
Professional Knowledge, and Professional Development Capstone. 
Completion of the MPAcct will enable you to meet the necessary 
academic requirements to obtain provisional professional 
certification with CAANZ, CPA Australia and ACCA.

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT (MPM)
12 months – 180 points

The MPM is designed to prepare you for an advanced 
professional role and is divided into three stages: Core Knowledge 
and Skills; Advanced Professional Knowledge and Applied 
Research and Professional Internship. The first stage of the 
programme will build on and extend your previously gained 
tertiary knowledge. The second stage will help you to focus on 
a specialised area and will introduce you to more advanced and 
research-led concepts and ideas. The final stage provides you 
with the opportunity to apply your new knowledge and skills.

Fields Available

Agribusiness

Finance

International	Hospitality	Management

International	Management

Public	Relations

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD)
If you enrol for a PhD at Waikato Management School you will 

work with highly respected and experienced doctoral-qualified 

supervisory staff. All of our staff are encouraged to publish 

extensively and consistently in high-level international and 

peer-reviewed journals, present at international conferences, 

and many are involved in research for industry, government, and 

major grant awarding bodies. Details of specific research themes 

and topics which are suitable for postgraduate research degrees 

are available on department webpages.

We provide a range of support to our postgraduate students. 

Academic support is provided by your supervisors, and all are 

backed by an extensive network within the wider University 

and School including the Pro-Vice Chancellor Postgraduate, the 

Centre for Tertiary Teaching & Learning, the School's Doctoral 

Studies Convenor, Department Chairpersons, and Department 

Graduate or PhD Convenors.

The School has a PhD network which organises regular 

workshops on a wide range of topics which are relevant for 

PhD students on research design, research methods, writing and 

publications, as well as preparation for careers. In addition, the 

WMS PhD Network has a Facebook page for sharing information 

on activities, events, and scholarship opportunities.

We encourage student participation in research seminars, 

departmental working papers, and local and international 

conferences. All are important in building your investigation 

skills and acquiring the feedback needed to make your research 

outcome the highest possible quality. Our annual Waikato 

Management School Student Research Conference is held on-site 

contributing further to the all-important learning environment.
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The Application Process

APPLICATION DEADLINES

The following application deadlines are set to allow time for 
the processing of applications, and for you to make relevant 
arrangements prior to departing for the University of Waikato.

Applications received after the deadline will be considered on a case 
by case basis. You must be aware that late applications may not be 
accepted by the Faculty and there may not be enough time for pre-
departure arrangements before the University start date.

A Semester (Late February – June): Closing date for applications 
is 1 December of year prior to start date.

B Semester (July – November): Closing date for applications  
is 1 May.

Please note: Application processes for research degrees are 
generally longer than those of taught programmes. Research studies 
are also subject to the availability of an appropriate supervisor.

2. Please check whether you meet the entry requirements 
for PhD study. Detailed information can be found at 
waikato.ac.nz/learning/higherdegrees.shtml

3. If you are interested in applying, please download  
a copy of the PhD Application Form from  
waikato.ac.nz/study/enrol/int-process.shtml 

 You will find a document checklist on the application form. 
Please prepare all the documents required. All the documents 
need to be either original or correctly verified by someone 
who has suitable standing (eg Justice of the Peace, Notary 
Public, Authorised agents of the University of Waikato, etc). 
PhD study does not have to follow the normal semester 
start date. Therefore there is no deadline for applications. 
The postal address can be found on the last page of the 
application form.

 A guide to preparing Higher Degree Thesis proposals can 
be found at waikato.ac.nz/sasd/postgraduate/forms/
research-proposal-guide-initial.pdf

4. Your application will be assessed by the Enrolment Office, 
your Faculty/School of Study and the Postgraduate 
Committee of the University of Waikato. It takes about  
6-8 weeks to complete the assessment (some may take 
longer or shorter times depending on the specific situation).

5. Once your application is approved, you will receive a letter 
of offer confirming this. It also gives you instructions about 
payment, accommodation, visa application, etc. You can 
also find relevant information at waikato.ac.nz/students/
international/arrival/pre-arrival

6. You may visit the following link to check whether you are 
eligible for scholarships: waikato.ac.nz/study/money/
scholarships.shtml

Information on Research at the University of Waikato  
can be found on page 6.

THE BENEFITS OF DOCTORAL STUDY AT WAIKATO

The	New	Zealand	PhD	is	VERY	attractive,	due	to	a	
number	of	important	benefits	to	international	students	
if	you	are	eligible:

	» No	International	Tuition	Fees.	You	will	pay	the	same	
fees	as	New	Zealanders.	Visit	waikato.ac.nz/study/
money/fees-internat.shtml

	» Eligible	for	unlimited	work	rights	on	student	visa

	» No	school	tuition	fees	for	children	of	PhD	students		
to	study	at	public	primary	or	high	schools

	» An	unrestricted	work	visa	for	husband/wife		
of	PhD	student

	» A	one-year	work	visa	after	completion	of	PhD.	
Immigration	points	if	you	are	considering	applying		
for	New	Zealand	Permanent	Residency	(PR).

Please note: PhD study must be full-time in order to qualify for 
these benefits and there are other criteria you need to meet. 

Apply	online	at	waikato.ac.nz/enrol

 » Apply online at waikato.ac.nz/enrol

 » Complete all sections of the application form. 
Please note: There is a separate application form for 
students wanting to pursue a MPhil, PhD or EdD. Students 
also require a supplementary form if applying for Teacher 
Education, or Computer Graphic Design.

 » Prepare all relevant documentation according to the 
checklist on the application form.

 » Forward all supporting documentation to the Enrolment 
Office before the application deadline. Students should 
apply earlier than the stated deadline because some 
programmes have limited numbers.

ADMISSION TO THE UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO

If you are applying to The University of Waikato you must meet 

the appropriate academic and English Language entry criteria. 

Each Faculty/School of Study/College may have additional  

entry requirements for some qualifications. All applications  

are considered on a case-by-case basis. You are advised  

to check current requirements with International Services.

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES

The University has representatives in many countries around 

the world.

For a full listing please email international@waikato.ac.nz

THE UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO PhD  
APPLICATION PROCEDURE

1. You can check whether there is a potential supervisor  
available to supervise your research. You may find the following 
link useful as it gives you information about the researchers 
at our University and their research interests: 
waikato.ac.nz/research/expertise/find-supervisor.shtml
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Personal Information and the Privacy Act 1993

You should read this information before completing the 

International Application Form.

USE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION COLLECTED

The information sought on the International Application Form 
and associated documents is required to enable the University 
to fulfil its function and Charter obligations under the Education 
Act 1989.

This information will be held by the University and used in the 
following ways:

1. Within the University, relevant personal information about 
you, including your personal photograph will be available to 
those members of the University staff responsible for:

 a. Your enrolment and academic progress through  
 the University

 b. Calculating your tuition fees and other charges

 c. Establishing and maintaining your academic record

 d. Administering assessment processes

 e. Providing tuition, appropriate academic advice and support

 f. Providing student services, accommodation, liaison services  
 and learning development

 g. Providing library and information technology services

 h. Managing the Alumni Association Inc.

2.  Some personal information will be made available to the 
Waikato Students’ Union Inc about their current members, for 
purposes relevant to the Association’s constitution.

3.  The University may be required by certain legislation to provide 
relevant personal information to certain agencies, including:

 a. The Ministry of Education

 b. The Inland Revenue Department

 c. The New Zealand Police

 d. The Department of Justice

 e. Agencies that award scholarships and prizes and other  
 forms of fees support

4.  Some personal information will be used by the Ministry of 
Education in an authorised information matching programme 
for the purposes of the International Student Index.

5.  Relevant personal information about international students 
may be provided to:

 a. Immigration New Zealand

 b. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

6.  Some personal information may be supplied to another 
educational institution if you are enrolled for a programme 
which is part of a qualification that is formally associated 
with that institution.

7.  Relevant personal information may be supplied to another 
institution if you have transferred to that institution.

8.  The University may advise your secondary school when you 
graduate from The University of Waikato.

FALSE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION

If you supply information to the University that is found to be 
misleading or false, the University will review your enrolment. 
The University may also take appropriate legal action.

HOLDING OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

The personal information you supply will be held permanently 
within the University’s record system. While you remain enrolled 
at the University you will be asked to annually update any 
information that has changed.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE PRIVACY ACT 1993

The University of Waikato undertakes to collect, update, use, 
store, disclose and exchange personal information in accordance 
with the provisions of the Privacy Act 1993. The University will, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act, make available to 
you on request the personal information it collects from you, 
and it will make any appropriate correction to that information 
to ensure that the information held is accurate. If you have 
any further questions about the implications of collection, 
holding, use and disclosure by the University of any of your 
personal information, please contact Waikato International at 
international@waikato.ac.nz
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Glossary of Terms

As you start gathering information from universities, you will 
realise that each institution has its own terminology. Here are 
some of the most common words and phrases at Waikato.

100, 200, 300, 400 Levels: These refer to the different levels at 
which papers are taught and are usually associated with years of 
study. First year (100 level) papers are more general while fourth 
year (400 level) papers are more specialised.

Bachelors Degree: This is a first degree. It is sometimes also 
called an undergraduate degree. It takes a minimum of three 
or four years of study to complete.

Calendar: The University’s official record of rules and  
regulations, staff, papers, dates, etc. It is available online at 
calendar.waikato.ac.nz

Campus: The grounds and buildings of the University are known 
as the campus.

Conjoint Degree: This is a special programme in which you 
study for two bachelors degrees at the same time, eg BA/LLB 
(Arts and Law). Some universities call this a double degree. 

Discipline: A general subject area, eg History, Chemistry.

EFTS (Equivalent Full-time Student): This relates directly to 
points – 120 points equate to one EFTS. 

Electives: These are papers from outside your major which 
you choose. An elective can be from almost any subject taught 
within the University.

Faculties/Schools of Studies: These represent a broad division 
of learning within the University. Each consists of a number of 
different departments. 

Graduate: A person who has been awarded a university degree.

Lectures: You will be required to attend two to four hours of 
lectures each week for each of your papers. There may be as 
many as 300 students in a lecture. The lecturer stands at the 
front of the lecture theatre and speaks, writes on the board and 
shows overheads and videos while you listen and note down the 
most significant information. These notes are important as they 
form the starting point from which you will do further research.

Major: This is the main subject in your degree. A double major is 
when you study two subjects in depth. To major in a subject, you 
study it to a higher level, ie 300 or 400 level.

Paper: These are the courses you will study during the academic 
year. To complete each paper, you will be required to participate 
in a range of lectures, tutorials and maybe some practical work. 
Each paper is assessed and, on passing, you will gain points 
towards a degree.

Points: Degree requirements are expressed in terms of points 
(eg a three year degree generally requires 360 points). Points 
bear a direct relationship to workload; one point equates to 
approximately 10 hours’ total work; so a student might expect 
to spend about 150 hours in total for a 15 point paper.

Postgraduate: This refers to study above undergraduate level.

Prerequisite: A prerequisite is a requirement to have studied 
a subject to a certain standard before you can enrol in that 
particular paper. At university, different papers may have a 
prerequisite requirement to have passed another paper, eg you 
may have to complete a specific first year paper before you can 
enrol in a particular second year paper.

Programme of Study: The papers that you are enrolled in each 
year make up your programme of study for that year. Most 
full-time first year programmes will include eight papers.

Restriction: A restriction against a paper means you cannot 
do that paper if you have done a paper with similar content, 
eg JAPA102 is restricted against JAPA232.

Semester: Similar to a school term, a semester is a teaching 
period of approximately 12 weeks. There are two semesters per 
year and they are known as A Semester, which starts in February 
and ends in June, and B Semester, which starts in July and ends 
in November. Most of Waikato’s papers are semester papers but 
there are some full year and Summer School papers.

Specialisation: A specialisation is a study theme within a degree 
that enables you to focus on a particular area of interest, eg you 
can do a Bachelor of Science majoring in Computer Science and 
with a specialisation in Artificial Intelligence.

Subject: An area of study, eg Accounting, Biology, History.

Summer School: This begins early January and runs for six 
weeks, followed by a week of examinations. Summer School 
papers can be used to catch up on failed papers, fit in with other 
commitments, reduce workload in other semesters and as a 
“kick-start” to some graduate programmes.

Supporting Subject: This is a subject that is studied in some 
depth but not in as much depth as the major subject.

Timetable: Your timetable is your programme of lectures and 
tutorials. You can check your timetable at 
timetable.waikato.ac.nz

Tutorials: In addition to attending lectures, you will attend 
tutorials or “tutes” as they are more commonly known. There 
will be fewer people in your tutorial than at your lecture, usually 
20-25 students. The tutorial is led by a tutor who may be a 
postgraduate student or a member of the academic staff (your 
tutor is not usually your lecturer). In tutorials, you talk about 
issues that have arisen out of the lectures and the readings you 
have been doing. Sometimes there are exercises or small tests 
to complete. As well as leading the tutorial group, the tutor is 
responsible for marking your essays and assignments.

Undergraduate: A person who is studying at university for 
a first degree is known as an undergraduate.

Vice-Chancellor: The head of the University. At Waikato,  
the Vice-Chancellor is Professor Neil Quigley.
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